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ÀBSTRÀCT

There is a general problem that interpretation has not

kept pace with the scientific knowledge of archaeology.

Major aspects of the problem are a lack of interpretation

for children and a lack of consultation ltith Native people'

A literature review shows six thenes, or consistent

successes and problems, in the history of interpretation.

Archaeologists shouLd continue the successful methods and

address the problems through new interpretive methods.

Based on the Iiterature reviewr seven interpretive methods

are proposed. The chief airn of interpretation should be to

relate archaeology to modern social concerns.

Native education is a useful area to test ínterpretive

methods and aims. A literature review shows current issues

which must be considered when planning interpretation for

Native education. Native peoples are attaíning self-control

of Native education and can be expected to request a role in

archaeology's interpretation of Native culture. I'lhen judged

by the criteria of Native people and organizations' current

interpretation seems unsatisfactory in the naming of

artifacts, sites and cultures, in speaking of Native people

in a depersonalized way and in neglecting significant

aspects of Native history, beliefs and values. Excavations

of burials have been objectionable.



The interpretíve methods proposed by the literature

review are applied to Native education, as a test' If the

methods are successful in Native education they could be

applied to other involvement of Native pèople in archaeology

and to interpretation for adults. Interpreting archaeology

and Nat.ive HorId views could increase cross-cultural

awareness. The interpretive methods should increase the

relevance and appeal of archaeology, resulting in greater

demand for interPretation.

Grade six is chosen as the curriculum area for vhich to

prepare interpretive ¡naÈeriaI. The methods and objectives

proposed by the literature review are refined for grade six

social studies. The chosen medium is an illustrated book,

composed of "vignetles" of archaeological history and

teachings by Native elders. Cognitive and affective

teaching goals for the book meet the needs of archaeology

and the Manitoba Education curriculum, including Native

awareness criteria. Native education advisors, conferences

and anareness classes are used to assist in planning

teaching objectives and drafting lhe book'

The draft book is tested with advisors; children and

teachers for its ability to maintain children's interest and

convey the teaching objectives. The general interpretive

methods and the objective of working for Native education

prove highly satisfactory. The combination of archaeology,

Native teachings and the meËhod of writíng about daily life
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are especially commended. Àfter testing, a number of

recomrnendations for further improvements in interpretive

methods are possible, particularly the addition of guestions

and exercises to challenge children to link the past with

nodern issues. The general interpretive methods would be

productive in further applications.

Further editing and testing of the draft children's book

are suggested. The final test would be the publication and

use of the book.

- tll -
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

The task of resource managernent requires consultation

r¡ith many people. This practicum seeks the input of Native

people to the solution of a resource nanagement problem --
the interpretation of archaeological resources. Since the

practicum seeks to accommodate varying beliefs and values in

the solution of the problem, its methods should be useful to

many other resource managers whose tasks involve the

participation of more than one culture. It should be

especially useful to other resource managers involved in

interpretation.

1.1 THE GENERÀT., PBqÐlEg: INSUFFICIENT INÍERPRETÀTION

Archaeology is the science which describes and explains

the material remains of past cultures. It is the portion of

anthropology devoted to understanding past cultures, their

histories, and their relationship with present cultures.

Archaeology provides an extension of history back into time,

adding to written or spoken records (Jennings 196822).

Since the middle nineteenth century, archaeologists have

developed a substantial body of Native history. A

bibliography begun by Hlady and updated by Pettipas,

-1-



although now 1O years old, shows 650 articLes and monographs

pertinent to Manitoba archaeology (ulady 1970, Pettipas

1977 \ .

To give an idea of the scope of knowledge, the lay

reader can refer to Introduc if¡q Manitoba Prehistorv a series

of excerpts from the works of 18 authors (Buchner et aI

1983). Introducinq Manitoba Prehistorv deals with a tirne

span of 12rOO0 years, with people who occupied five

different ecological areas over lhat time, with the changing

climates they encountered' and with the history of cultural

change over that time. The text deals with people as groups

and individuals, with their technology and economy, with

religion, Ianguages and ¡novements of people, and events as

intricate as a single person's work.

WhiIe archaeologists anassed a large body of knowledge

about Manitoba's past, they also sought to interpret their

r,rork to non-archaeologists r through publications such as the

one above.

Freeman Tilden originally defined interpretation as "an

educational activity which ains to reveal meanings and

relationships through the use of original objects' by

firsthand experience, and by il1usÈrative media, rather than

simply to communicate factual information" (Tilden 1967:8).

Interpretation should reveal large truths, not just facts'

and should enrich the nind and spirit. Tilden outlined six

principles of interpretation:



1. Any interpretàtion that does not sonehovt
relate what is being displayed or deseribed
to something within the personality or
experience of the visitor wiIl be sterile.

2. Information, as such, is not
interpretation. Interpretation is
revelãtion based upon information. But
they are entirely different things.
However, aI1 inLerpretation includes
information.

3. Interpretation is an art, which combines
many ar!s, .whether the.materials presented
are screntific, hi stor ical or
architectural. Any art is in some degree
teachable.

4. The chief aim of interpretation is not
instructionr but Provocat i on.

5. Interpretation should aim to present a
whole rather than a part, and must address
itself to the whoLe rnan rather than a
pha se .

6. Interpretation addressed to chiLdren ...
should not be a dilution of the
presentation to adults, but should follow a
-f undamentally different approach. (tilden
1967 t9)

chapter 2 of this practicum provides a detailed review of

the interpretation of archaeology in Manitoba. Chapter 2

lists many interpretive works' but shows that interpretation

has tagged behind the massive development .of archaeological

knowledge in Manitoba. To give a rough numerical indication

of this probJ.em, only 37 of the 650 works cited in.the

bibliographies of Pettipas (1977) and Hlady (1970) interpret

the findings of archaeology for the public. HaIf the

publications are less than one or two pages in length.



1.2

The objective of the practicum is to address the problem

of insufficient interpretation. The general method of the

practicum is to explore the past interpretive methods and

objectives of archaeology, and propose and test new tnethods

and objectives.

MÀi'OR ÀSPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

Manitoba archaeology provides history of Native peoples

(Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples) extending 12'000 years

into the past. The drive for self-control of government and

education is an importan! aspect of recent Native history'

A brief literature review shows that Native peoples have

worked for decades to devetop education which suits their

needs (see for example Indian and Inuit Àffairs Program

1982:Appendix c). one of the problems of Native education

is a lack of suitable curriculun materials (¡'tanitoba rndian

Brotherhood 1974). Àrchaeology, since it provides

inforrna!ion about Native people, could be interpreted to

suit the needs of Native education.

À literature review in chapter 2 shows, however, that

archaeology shares some of the same biases as older

curriculum material; it fails to reveal Native values and

nay contradict respect of Native cultures. Even one of

archaeology's basic terms, 'rprehistory", can convey the

negative connotation that before Europeans there was no

history. Native leaders have objected to archaeologists'

-4-



motives, actions and ignorance of Native culture in a vocal

and public manner. Interpretation should develop "Native

awareness", assisting both Native and non-Native people to

understand and appreciate traditional and contemporary

Native cultures, enhancing self-esteem of Native children

and improving Native and non-Native relations (Manitoba

Native Education Branch n.d.a,n.d.b). The concerns and

objectives of Native peopJ'e, explorecl in Chapter 2, suggest

tha! one aspect of the problem is a lack of communication,

and a need to develop greater participation of Native people

in the interpretation of archaeology.

A second aspect of the problem is a shortage of

interpretation for children -- for example, there has never

been a children's archaeological publication in Manitoba.

The general problem is that interpretation has not kept

pace with archaeology. The major aspects of the problem to

be addressed in this Practicum are:

There has been littLe interpretation for children

There has been little involvement of Native people in
planning interpretation.



1.3 RESEARCH OBJIECÍII/ES

The purpose of this practicum was to develop methods for

increasing the interpretation of archaeology's findings --
methods which allowed Native input, created Native

awareness, and appealed to children. More detailed

objectives are as follows:

to review archaeological interpretation in Manitoba,
evaluating methods and objectivesr recommending
changes as necessary

to review the history and objectives of Native
education, and Native people's objectives for the
interpretation of archaeologY

to select interpretive methods and objectives r'¡hich
are suited to tile social studies and Native education
curriculum

to apply and test the interpretive methods.

METHODS

Research for this practicum began with a review of

published sources describing the interpretaLion of

archaeo).ogy in Manitoba, the history of Native_ education,

and Native concerns about archaeology. The discrepancy

between archaeology and the needs of Native education is

elaborated and a final section searches for the possible

benefits in interpreting archaeology, especially for NaÈive

education. The Iiterature review proposes general

interpretive objectives and specific interpretive nethods.

J.

4.

1.4
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Chapter 3 reviews the methods of using and testing the

proposed interpretive methods. Because of the need for new

curriculun material in Manitoba, it was productive to choose

a medium suited to school use -- a written, il-Iustrated

book. Interpretive methods for the book were planned

foltowing the guidelines of the literature review and were

further refined by work with archaeologists, Native

education advisorsr Native advisors and addilional

literature. À draft of a book, or "draft book" was

prepared, including text and illustrations. The draft book

was tested with advisors' teachers and children as a means

of assessing the success of the interpretive methods' The

interpretive rnethods were evaluated in terns of their

ability to achieve cognitive and affective teaching goals'

The results of this testing are found in Chapter 4'

The draft children's book is composed of 14 archaeology

"vignettes" and Native teachings, found as an Àppendix to

this practicum. It includes sample illustrations, questions

and classroom exercises. The draft is prepared for

submission to an editor and publisher. Chapter 5 contains a

summary of the conclusions of the practicum, recommendations

for the future interpretation of archaeol'ogy, and

recommendations for the use of the draft book.



Chapter II
ISSI'ES IN INTERPRETÀTION AND NÀTIVE EDUCÀTION

2.1 INTERPRETING ARCHÀEOLOGY

Section 2.1 reviews how archaeology has been interpreted.

The reviev¡ is organized into the four periods of an

analytical framework for t.he history of archaeology (wilIey

and Sabloff 1974' Syms 1978:5). The first period in

Manitoba archaeology (Specutative Period 1858-1940) was one

of speculation, not scientific explanation. The second

period (Ctassificatory-Descriptive Period 1940-1950) was one

of description and classification of data and limited

reconstruction of lifeways. The third period

(classificatory-Historical Period 1950-1970) saw an added

emphasis on the history of cultural changes. Since 1970

there have been signs of a fourth period (Explanatory Period

1970- ), characterized by the use of new techniques and an

interest in explaining cultural change. Syms identified

these periods in the history of Manitoba research' but

related events can be traced in interpretation. The

conclusion of the reviev of interpretation is a summary of

consistent successes and problens in interpretation.



Wherever possible the review deals with archaeology and

interpretation originating in Manitoba, although

occasionally interpretive work from elsewhere is mentioned,

particularly when it has been used in ManiLoba. The review

includes interpretation of the earliest archaeol-ogical

findings in Manitoba, before the development of scientific

archaeology.

2.1 .1 18s8-1940

The earliest exploration of archaeological sites in

Manitoba was sporadic, unsystematic pothunting (Syms

1978:1-15, Mayer-Oakes 1967:340). "Efforts tended to

consist of weekend pilfering of lburial] mounds for the

grave goods with no concern for context or systernatic

recording of dating, followed by wildly speculative ideas

about a lost race of mound-builders" (Syms 1978:15). work

of this type persisted from 1858 to the early 1940s (Syms

1978t7),

Although their r¡ork did not meet modern standards for

archaeology, the earliest field sorkers had some success in

interpretation. Many of the excavations were done by

leading members of society, almost as a social event.

¡ndividuals with no experience of archaeology would attend'

and artifacts were often distributed among members of the

party. Several quotations depict the adventure and sharing

of findings found in the earliest stages of "interpreting"
Man itoba . archaeologY :



With ten men as assistants, I decided to go on
with the preliminary uncovering...and r set them
to work with a spadã and a grubbinghoe (gell
1885a:159-160 ciled in Syms 1978:13).

After meeting with the settlers at a most
enjoyable picnic' the party hastened away....
eflei threã or four hours' hard work the 'find'
was gathered up (Bryce 1904t42 cited in Syms
1978: 13 ) .

My father was the soul of generosity, and decreed
that each participant should keep some part of the
"proceeds". Even the most unique arrowhead...was
pressed upon a Winnipeg visitor who was there
ãlmost by chance wheñ it was found (Stewart 1978:7
cited in Syms 1978:14) .

Early rrorkers published extensiveLy, directing theír

findings at scholars, collectors and individuals interested

in history. George Bryce, for example, published repeatedl-y

in the Transactions of The Historical and Scientific Societv

g.l Manitoba (Bryce 1885'1887,1904 all- cited in Hlady

1970:285). Charles N. BeII published in Canadian and

American antiquarian and numismatic journals (for example

BeIl 1885a, 1885b, 1886, 1887 and '1 893 all cited in Hlady

1970t283-284) , and in The Great west Maqazine, a Winnipeg

publication intended for wider circulation (BeIl 1898 cited

in Hlady 1970:284).

Àrticles, such as Bryce's "Aboriginal- Mounds in

Manitoba", in the PoÞular Science Monthlv were prinarily

catalogues of "finds" followed up with speculation about

mound bui lders (Bryce 1890).
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in 1912 a ¡nuseum and art section opened in the new

Exposition Building of the Winnipeg Industrial Bureau (setby

1982:16-17). Àrchaeological materials were incLuded in the

collections, but exhibits were probably rows of artifacts
with a bare minimum of Labet).ing.

In summary' interpretation from 1859 to 1940 successfulJ'y

presented the fascination of arlifacts as antiquarian

artistic objects' the adventure of archaeology as an

activity, and the mystery of the "lost mound-builders".

There was no !¡ritten interpretation for chiLdren, and some

articles were littIe more than antiquarian catalogues of

arLifacts.

There t¡as no consideration of lhe Native concerns of the

!ime. Indeed, by attributing the construction of burial

mounds to a "race of mound-builders" r interpretation implied

tha! Native people were incapable of such accomplishments.

Interpretation ignored Native history alrnost entirely. The

excavation of burial- mounds was virtualLy the only form of

archaeology, contributing !o an image of archaeology which

has yet to disaPPear.

2.1 .2 1940-1950

By 1940 rnost archaeology took the form of amateur

collections of artifacts. Most interpretation was Iikely

speculative (for example Dack 1947). Àrchaeologists today
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often correct collectors' vivid misunderstandings about

warfare among Native people ' materials resernbling pemmican t

and the use of projectile points and stone hammers (nidille

1983:19-35). Amateur interpretation between 1940 and 1950

was likely enthusiastic but incorrect.

Although he lacked archaeological training, w. H. Rand'

the Keeper of the Manitoba Museum, did excavate and collect

from sites. Rand's publications depicted Native people as

primitive v¡arriors, and continued earlier speculation about

unrelated noble mound builders. His publications include

photographs of excavated burials with skeletons exposed and

they continue the interpretive theme of archaeological work

as adventure:

Each of us has his own idea of a perfect holiday.
One likes fishing, another big game hunting, a
third duck shooting and there are those who enjoy
riding about the country... Several- times before'
I had been to the Whiteshell and had found the
greatest interest in studying. the old landmarks,
[he ceremonial sites and mosaics of the ojibways,
so that when a friend who lives at Lake Jessie
told me that the lakes were very 1ow and invited
me to visit and to make use of his boats I
accepled with alacrity. Dly object was to hunt the
shorès of various lakes and rivers for Indian
relics... Ahead of us lay a glorious week of
huntíng for the Red man's artifacts with no women
about to distract our attention... In about an
hour r¿e knew we had struck it rich by the signs as
soon as we stepped ashore: bits of broken pottery 'quartz basalt and flint chips. Indians must have
iamped there for hundreds of years. I soon had
foui nice arrowheads, two flint knives, an.iron
tomahawkr sorne scrapers and odds and ends (Rand
1 941b: 8-9 ) .

-12



This article includes obvious stereotypes and trivializes
Native life by comparing it to a sportsman's holiday. It

discusses artifacts only as antiquarian objects, valued for

themselves and not for their reveLations of history.

Chris Vickers was an active and devoted avocational

archaeologist. He pioneered thorough notationr descriptiont

quantification, relative dating and stratigraphic

observation in Manitoba. He was the first to apply

ethnohistory in archaeology, and the first !o identify

burial mounds !¡ith a historically recognized Indian group

(syms 1980, 1978:16), allowing significant improvements in

i nte rpreta ! i on.

Vickers wrote interpretive articles for several sports

and tourism publications (1947,1949a,1949b,1949c,1951 ).
publications have seldom reached such a wide popular

audience (for example Game and Fish the journal of the

Manitoba Federation of Game and Fish Àssociations,

circulation 7,400, and Manitoba Çg-I-U¡g, the widely

distributed radio guide of the Manitoba Telephone System).

Vickers' interpretive publications reflect his direct

historical approach. "Canada has history too" (Vickers

1952) includes a brief but vivid nord picture of men, wornen

and children involved in many types of daily work, play and

education. "Indian hunting" (vickers 1947) and "over-

hunting: past and present" (vickers 1949) are rare and

- 13 -



effective comparisons of Native history to a modern problem'

vickers conc ludes:

The white trader and his Indian customers had
badly overhunted the eastern reaches of the
essiñiboine va1ley.... The lesson is oId, but not
without its signilicance for lovers of wild life.
It is a case where it might be well to remember
"to be ignorant of what occurred before you vtere
born is Ëo be always a child" (vickers 1949:13).

In spite of his interpretive successes and his apparent

concern for the accurate portrayal of Native people, Vickers

sometimes slips into stereotypes common to the period,

characterizing the tools, weapons and conditions of the

rndian as "primitive" (vickers 1947 
'1951'1952), 

and

characterizing the Indian as a "Iusty kiIIer", who is

"almost daily engage<i in hunting and fishing expeditions

that should provoke the envy of the most ardent modern

sportsnan" (vickers 1947). Indians are judged as "gui1ty"

or "not guilty" of destroying wiIdIife.

The Manitoba Museum exhibits of the '1 940s probably

displayed many artifacts' without much explanation of Native

peoples and their hisÈory (Maurice Mann, personal

communication). The museum's exhibits included the contents

of buriaf mounds which Rand had excavated (Rand 1941b:10) '

In summary, the period from 1940 to 1950 saw very

extensive popular publication. vickers' publications

included more factual information, and began to use

historical data to successfully depict past lifeways. Most
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other interpretation was highly speculative. Native people

were often depicted in a stereotyped manner. Àrchaeologists

continued to find original artifacts successful in museum

exhibits and other interpretive work. The themes of

"archaeologist as adventurer" and "artifacts for the sake of

artifacts" continued. Some chiLdren may have attended

exhibits, but there were no interpretive articles for

chi ldr en .

2.1 .3 19s0-1960

The 1950s and 1960s were a period of awakening

professionalism in archaeology. Beginning in the early

1960s Dr. william J. Mayer-Oakes worked towards the

establishment of a Departnent of Anthropology, including

archaeology; his goal was achieved at the University of

Manitoba in 1967. The Manitoba Archaeological Society was

formed in 1961 as a forum for professionals and amateurs and

an organization to promote preservation and scientific
investigation (Coodin 1964).

Professional archaeology arrived with Dr. Richard S.

MacNeish in 1954 and continued under the direction of Mayer-

Oakes in the 1960s. A chronotogy of cultures begun by

Vickers was elaborated and extended back to an estinated

5000 years ago, from earlier estimates of 2500 years or

less. There ¡las a new concern for reconstructing the past

environment. and resource use (Syms 1978:21-22),
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IronicaIly, as archaeological knowledge grew the

interpretation of archaeology slowed. Between 1950 and 1970

there h'ere only five pubtications exclusively intended for

amat.eur archaeologists or non-archaeologists. Of these only

four received large circulation among people unfamiliar with

archaeology. These were publications in the Manitoba Àrts

Review (ulady 1952), in the popular Zooloq journal of the

Zoo).ogicaI Society of Manitoba (eIias and Steinbring 1967),

in the Manitoba Hvdro Maqazine (Mayer-oakes 1963)' and as a

Parks Branch booktet (Dewdney 1965).

The Manitoba Archaeological Society included high school

studen!s in the 1960s (¡,tanitoba Archaeological Society

1964:2), meaning that some interpretation was being done for

students. Àlthough the Society brought professional and

anateur togelher, its Manitoba Àrchaeoloqical Ne vr-*.!,!Ê-E- r¡as

primarily linited to circulation among menbers. In

addition, the newsletter quickl'y became devoted to the

exchange of technical and Èheoretical informationr written

aLmost exclusiveJ.y by professionals. By 1965 the nevtsletter

had settted on a pattern of end-of-season reports, technical

reports, surveys of literature and notices of professional

conferences.

The Society began an innovative interpretive technique in

1964: the seven part television series "The Old New World"

narrated by WitJ-iam J. Mayer-Oakes. The production was

developed in conjunction $ith the CBC and was broadcast in
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winnipeg and Toronto (Manitoba Archaeological Society

1964:8). The series was succeeded in Later years by a new

Manitoba ÀrchaeologicaJ- Society show, which continues to

reach a large audience.

For the first time, interpretation included depictions of

Native spirituality based on fact. Selwyn Dewdney's booklet

Stone Àqe Paintinos expressed the beauty and spiritual
meaning of the rock paintings of the Canadian Shield

(Dewdney 1965). Dewdney based his interpretation on

illustrations of original paintings and his personal

relationships wiLh ojibwe elders. while the book includes

only a few words from an elder, it successfully encourages

lhe reader to experience the feelings of the original

artists. Dewdney was an art therapist and author. Douglas'

Elias and Jack Steinbring, both archaeologists' interpreted

the same topic but gave the impression of being

knowledgeable authorities (u1ias and Steinbring 1967).

Although they quoted Ojibwe and Cree people and provided

attractive copies of Native art' the article is a skeptical

analydis of the data, an approach which could be interpreted

as condescendi ng.

Another new interpretive theme appeared -- interpreting

the science of archaeology so that amateurs could do i!

correctly. The first article of this nature is found in the

Manitoba Àrchaeological Ner¡sletter (riske 1964). Many more

articles would aPPear after 1970.
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The otd therne of explaining the activity of archaeology

continued. Instead of the old idea of archaeologists as

adventurers, there was a new emphasis on showing

archaeologists as schofars. For example, the first

television show of the new Live and Learn series was titled

"Scholars as Diggers" (Manitoba Archaeological Society

1964:8).

During the 1950s and 1960s Manitoba archaeologists

recommended three popular publications from outside Manitoba

to their readers. These were publications by Alan Bryan

(utady 1970:285), ÀIice B. Kehoe and Dr. H. Marie wormington

(riske 1964 ) .

wormington's 4Sjl¡.!. Man In North America, published in

the Denver Museum of Natural History Popular Series, is

directed at "the intelligent layman...co1lege and university

students, and...the professional anthropologist who

specializes in another fieId" (wormington 1957:v). It is an

exceptionally dry chronology of traditions, complexes,

points, sites, finds, and industries (the terms "tradition"'

"complex", and "industry" have unique definitions in

archaeological theory). There ate 72 figures of

archaeological. sites, excavationsr projectile points, bones

and a lirnited variety of other artifacts (wormington

1957:ix-xvii). There are no figures depicting people or

artifacts in use. The monograph was recommended to amateur

Manitoba archaeologists (Fiske 1964t6),
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Publications by Kehoe and Bryan were much more IiveLy'

Bryan's "The First People" was part of an Àlberta

pubtication intended "to interest a wide audience...for

schools, libraries and the reading public" (ttardy

1967:viii). In terms of Native awareness Bryan successfully

connected archaeological findings to modern Native peop)'es,

inctuding photographs of Peigan' Blood, cree, Àssiniboine,

Blackfoot, and Dene people. The article includes a

substantial portion of vivid hístorical and ethnographic

information. In terms of interpretive revelationr it asks

us to visualize drift.ing nencomers to the Yukon as they

encounter a cold winter night:

CIad in fur robes and huddled behind a wind-break
close to leaping tongues of f ire'.tnen, woqqn q1Ç.
children would iurvive the night (Bryan 1967:.278).

Yet much of the interpretation stiIl describes a

succession of periods rvith corresponding Iists of activities

and artifacts. There may be Iitt1e or no mention of people

and the choice of words sometimes implies a personification

of artifacts, unflattering to Native people. Consider the

following paragraPh:

À11- these Palaeo-Indian points or their very close
relatives have been identified in collections rnade
in ÀIberta. Most of these points have also been
collected from sites in the Yukon and the
Northr¡est TerriEories, but all of these...are
associated with deposits up to 3'000 years younger
than their southern predecessors. This fact
suggests a gradual movement northward from the
práirie provinces, rather than a migration fron
Alaska (Bryan 1967 t282) .
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Bryan's use of language was suited to university-educated

adults or others of similar learningr not the schools and

wide reading public hè had intended.

Like Bryan, Àlice B. Kehoe intended to write for school

students and adults (Kehoe n.d.). The result was Hunters f
the Buried Years' a small book with black and white

iLlustrations, published around the late 1950s. Kehoe

succeeded in achieving a language level and use of concepts

suited to an adult or senior student level. The book was

published by Schoot ¡ids and Text Book Publishing in Regina,

suggesting that it was successfully used in schools, at

least in SaskaLchewan.

Hunters of the Buried Years was a unique experirnent in

interpretation, particularly in story tetling. The bulk of

the book is five stories of the actions of indívidual

people, based on archaeological and ethnological data,

ranging from the earliest occupants of the plains to the

historic Blackfoot. The characters in the stories are

involved in dialogue, action, enotions, and decisions about

changes in their cultures. Each story is followed by a

brief discussion of its archaeological background and its

rneaning to today' s society. Many of the iltustrations
depict archaeological sites and archaeologists at work'

interpreted to show how the sites reveal lifeways. Several

photographs and drawings show the Iifeways of modern Native

people and reconstructeil scenes of the past.



À conternporary review by the Manitoba Àrchaeological

Society described the @!eË of the Buried þ.E É as "vivid

and reconstructive" (fiske 1964:6). Kehoe's work is a

significant positive exarnple of interpretation.

During the 1950s and 1960s, exhibits at the Manitoba

Museum continued as before -- tithic and ceramic artifacts

laid out ¡vith basic labels and time charts (Maurice Mann,

personal communication). The museum took a step backwards

in Native anareness by constructing an exhibit of the

excavation of a Native burial, including skeleton and

artifacts. The burial exhibit was later noved to the

Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature' successor to the Manitoba

Museum.

In summary, the 1950s and 1960s (Classificatory-

Hislorical period) saw remarkable developments in

professionalism and research. On the other hand,

interpretive publications in Manitoba archaeology began to

lag far behind research.

In terms of interpretive methods ' some publications

showed a tendency to-almost totalty dissociate artifacts

from people. Àt their norst these publications consisted

almost entirely of exceptionally dry chronologies of

artifacts.

Àl-though some publications suggested that they were

directed at children' none was successfully written at a
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junior leveI. The publications used advanced language '
scientific terminology and concepts. In some cases the

Ianguage required prior adult education in archaeology. One

exceptional ãuthor from Saskatchewan published 1ively

stories based on archaeotogical and ethnographic data, and

pointed out their messages for todây's society.

Archaeological societies and a television series eere new

vehicles for interpretation. A new interpretive theme, "how

amateurs can do archaeology" appeared. Two interpretive

publications in Manitoba used ethnological and historic

records. One particularJ-y stimulating publication

encouraged readers to explore the spirituality of modern

Oj ibwe people .

2.1 .4 1970-Preaent

The 1970s sav the Explanatory Period in Manitoba

archaeology, characterized by application of systems theory '
ecosystem concepts, statisticsr computers, increased

ethnographic analogy and an emphasis on the philosophy and

methods of science (Syms 1978223-24). À professional

community has developed in Manitoba, with government and

university institutions, archaeological associations and

formal relationships to amateur archaeologists and the

general public. Àrchaeologists have established a huge

catalogue of artifacts, sites and cultural history.
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The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature displays 12

exhibits of PIains, BoreaI and Transitional forest

archaeology. Exhibits include miniature dioramas, arlifact

classifications, an excavation display, illuslrations and

text panels. The University of Winnipeg, Brandon University

and numerous community museums present smaller dispJ-ays'

The Kenosewun Interpretive Centre in Lockport is unique for

its combination of exhibits with an archaeological site and

videotape. The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature provides a

guided school tour on archaeology. In 1987 the Museum and

the Manitoba Archaeological Society organized a Young

Àrchaeologists' Club' and the Museum and Winnipeg School

Division #1 conducted a chitdren's summer archaeology

program.

The Province of Manitoba Historic Resources Branch

prepared a series of single sheet popular pamphleÈs in the

early 1970s. By 1981 there were 12 titles (Manitoba

Historic Resources Branch n.d.). A new series of brochures

is larger in format (e.g. Manitoba Historic Resources

Branch 
.1 
985a, 1985b). The pamphlets and brochures use

iÌlustrations of both artifacts and activities. The Branch

has produced sev.eral larger publications' introducíng

prehistory and archaeology (the most recent versions are

Buchner et aI 1983 and Saylor et aI 1982) and popular

accounts of the archaeology of regions (see for example Hill

1984, RiddIe 1983, Carnichael 1981 ) . ÀlI publications,
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including a large series of technical reports r ãre

distributed to schools and individuals, on request

Historic Resources Branch archaeologists, like other

archaeologists, are involved in frequent meetings with

artifact collectors, amateur archaeologists and other

citizens of their regions. Frorn time to time archaeologists

from museums, the government and universities appear in

newspapers, explaining sites and findings.

The Manitoba Àrchaeological Society prepares a series of

videotapes on archaeology and distributes them widely by

l-oan and cable television. The Àssociation of Manitoba

Archaeologists occasionally organizes conferences to bring

together professionals, amaLeurs and educators. These

conferences have included hands on experience with pottery

and stone tool making. The Manitoba Àrchaeological Society

presents popuJ-ar speakers on archaeology, primarily at an

adult level. Both the Mani toba Àrchaeological Society and

the forner Àrchaeological Society of South-western Manitoba

have published journals, intended in part to promote popular

information.

Àrchaeology is touched on in grades six, eight and 11 of

the Manitoba social studies curriculum. Àrchaeologists have

encouraged teachers to use archaeology in social studies and

in other areas such as science, art and Language arts. rn

1985 the Àssociation of Manit.oba Àrchaeologists organized a
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conference on archaeology in the curriculum. Manitoba

Museum of Man and Nature and Historic Resources Branch

archaeologists have participated in meetings of Native

education and social studies education groups (e.9. Buchner

1986). In 1986 and 1987 t,he Department of Educalion,

Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature and the Historic Resources

Branch organized "ED-ARCH", a science workshop designed to

assist teachers in developing archaeology in the curriculum

(Handouts for 1987 ED-ARCH' papers on file at the Manitoba

Museum of Man and Nature). Àrchaeologists have participaled

in the Brandon university Norlhern Teacher Education Program

since the 1970s. The University of Manitoba offered an

archaeology course at Stony Mountain Penitentiary in the

early 1980s.

In summary, this list of int.erpretive techniques shows

that since 1970 archaeologists have worked hard to help the

public become aware of the vast new body of archaeological

knowledge. Traditional printed publications continue, but

other methods of interpretation include new kinds of rnuseum

exhibits, tours, videos, hands-on experience and interaction

with educational institulions. Looking back over

interpretation in I'lanitoba it is possible to identify

recurring successes and problems in interpreting

archaeology.
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2.1.5 Ner Àims and Methods for InterDretino Àrchaeoloov

2.1 .5.1 Interpretation Uging Original Àrtifacts

Since the earliest interpretation, archaeologists have

presented artifacts for their own merit. Àrtifacts provoke

the imagination of viewers with their aura of antiquity,

their obvious beauty, and the almost tangible presence of

their makers and users. Today's interpretation continues to

display and depict original objects in museurns,

publications, tours and personal encounters. Interpretation

occasionally takes special pains to draw out the skill or

thoughts of the makers (e.g. Dewdney 1965, Dickson 1976' and

demonstrations of pottery making and flint knapping).

Freeman Tilden emphasized the success of original objects

and firslhand experience in conducting interpretation
(tílden 1967:8). The repeated use of artifacts and

illustrations throughoul all the decades attests to the

favourable response which archaeologists have achieved with

their artifacts. Archaeology is especially suited to

interpretation because of its unique resources of material

history.

Unfortunately interpretation has placed excessive

emphasis on artifacts, resulting in Iittle or no reference

to Native people, a problem which continues to the present.

Interpretation more often describes lif ev¡ays, but extensive

sections of publications stilI emphasize photographs'



drawings, lists and discussions of artifact forms and

changes ( for exampLe Riddle 1983:71-93, Carmichael

1981:35-71, Syms 1977, PeElípas 1975,1976). Museum

exhibits, while also now depicting lifeways, stiII sometimes

feature cases of objects as their major image. For example,

the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature exhibit "Continental

Trade Networks" now includes the complex economic activities
behind artifacts, but is saddÌed r¡ith a catalogue of

artifacts as its major image ' some artifacts originating

from excavated burials. Kenosewun Interpretive Centre, the

University of Winnipeg and smaller museums have been

encouraged to depict the people and history behind artifacts
(syms 198'l ), but sti1l place the study of artifacts in the

spotlight.. Interpretation should place greater emphasis on

t,he people who made the artifacts than on the artifacts
themselves.

The emphasis on objects themselves misses opportunities

to use the objects to interpret Native history.

Interpretation usually avoids the spirituality of past and

present Native people. Because archaeologists in the past

failed to link their interpretations to modern Native

values, they could display burials and burial artif ac'ts Iike

any other artifacts worthy of study and understanding. For

example, the display of a Native burial in the Manitoba

Museum and the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature lasted

about 20 years, until an increasing understanding of Native

concerns led to the removal of the exhibit



2.1 .5.2 rnterpreting the Science of Àrchaeology

The activity of archaeology has obvious appeal to the

pubÌic. From the earliest publications archaeologists have

successfully reveaLed the atmosphere and adventure of

archaeology (for example BetI 1885a' Bryce 1904 cited in

Syms 1978:13, Rand 1941b). Modern publications continue to

hint at adventure (e.g. "on the Trail of the Chipewyan"

(Nash 1971), however the tendency is now to emphasise that

archaeology is a science, to explain its concepts and

nethods, and to encourage the proper behaviour of amateurs.

Recent interpretive work includes the television show

"Scholars as Diggers" (uanitoba Àrchaeological Society

1964), and the publications "Archaeology and the Arnateur"

(Fiske 1964), "Techniques and uses of Site Location

Recording" (putt 1981), "The ReIic Collector and the Law in

Manitoba" (Archaeological Research Centre 1976) ,

Archaeoloov: Its YeLMÞ, Goals and Obiectives (Saylor and

PeIleck 1976) and "À Message for Àrtifact Collectors" (WilI

1971),

The interpretation of archaeological activity is exciting

to the viewer because archaeology is so tangible and active.

It is necessary because it places the findings of

archaeology in a theoretical context. It is probably

familiar to the personal or cultural "experience of the

visitor" (lilden 1967 t9) due. to its Èies !o other sciences.
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Hotrever, the interpretation of archaeology as an activity
consumes considerable space and energy, apparently at the

expense of the interpretation of Native history.

Publications for teachers ( èqthre. Notes from the Smithsonian

Institution and Teachinq AnthroÞoloqv Newsletter fron St.

Mary's University, Halifax) show how interpreters sIíp into

leaching the science of archaeology at the expense of its
findings. Àrticles in these publications suggest that

students parLicipate in surveys and excavations (Baird 1987,

WiIIiams 1988), or simuLate archaeology through mock-up

excavations and garbage analysis (Brooks 1986, Etherington

1985, Warrack 1980, Wainwright 1986). The same publications

contain only one suggestion for teaching about the Native

history revealed by archaeology (RowIey 1988).

In Manitoba, as elsewhere, the interpretation of the

science of archaeology is rewarding, important and

relativeLy easy. The filmstrip/tape kit @jl-ù.e.
Àrchaeoloqv and Pre-Historv was prepared by KeIIy (1983) for

use in schools. It opens rvith archaeologists in the

).aboratory, and even when the findings of archaeology are

introduced at the half way mark, the enphasis is on data'

not on Native lifeways. In the Manitoba Museum of Man and

Nature BoreaI Forest Gallery one large archaeology diorama

exhibit shows the excavation of a hearth, not the lifeways

the excavation reVealed. The Kenosewun Interpretive Centre
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is designed through colour scheme, Iayout and exhibits to

suggest a subterranean environment -- the environment of

excavations, not of Native people. Popu-Iar publications'

particularly the initial ones in the Provincial series,

spent substantial space explaining the activity, terminology

and theory of archaeology. Almost all of the first three

publications of the Historic Resources Branch Popular Series

dealt exclusively with the activity and rationale of

archaeology (Carmichael 1981 :2-24, SayIor and Pelleck 1976,

Saylor et aI 1982).

The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature does include many

exhibits which emphasize Native people and Iifeways. The

Provincial Historic Resources Branch has produced

publications devoted almost exclusively to culture history.

But there is clearly a temptation to dwell on the

explanation of the science' at the expense of revealíng its

findings. Interpreting Native Iifeways is more challenging

than lhe relative ease of interpreting the science.

2,1 .5.3 Use of Terms and ConceptE in Interpretation

Most interpretive work in Manitoba, including tha! done

since 1970, makes extensive use of technical terms and

theoretical concepts, and as a result will only appeal to

adults with an advanced level of education.
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Ironically, Ianguage suitable to the layperson was used

most commonly during the 1940s, 1950s and early 1960s' when

Rand (1941a, 1941b, 1944), Vickers, (e.g. 1947) ' Hlady

(1952), Mayer-oakes (1963) and Dack (1947) published in

widety circuLated magazines such as Manitoba CaIIinq, þ
Manitoba Àrts Revier¡, Manitoba Hvdro Maqazine, Game and

4jSh, 9.U!ég. çe¡eÞ, Northern SÞortsman and the United

Church onward!. In later interpretation, the proportion

written wiLhout technical and theoreticaL terms decreased.

The development of methods, theories, classifications and

chronologies over the decades implied the development of

suitable terms. Because archaeologists use a complex

theoretical framework to explain their data' they find it

difficult to abandon their terms even when dealing with the

layperson. Thus, works such as Introducinq Manitoba

Prehistorv (Buchner et aI 1983) and the booklet The

Prehistorv of the Lockport Site (Manitoba Historic Resources

Branch 1985a) use concepts and terns such as "culture

history"r "pattern" r "complex" r "component" and "period".

Although these terms are used in nany other contextsr they

have unique rneaníngs and applications ín archaeology.

The language level in most publications, aside f rotn terms

and theoretical conceptsr is also advanced. Thus a sentence

f rom the report Journev Throuqh Ûg reads:

The presence of the bison in large numbers 'combined with the highLy productive jump hunting
technique, gave the Plano peoples a relatively
secure base from which an increasingly complex
social organization developed (HiIf 1984:a7)
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Àdvanced language together with specialized terms creates

a formidable barrier to interpretation. A single paragraph

from I-ú!-9l1!ç-!¡g Manitoba Prehistorv contains the words

adjacent, archaeologically, visible, phase, geographically'

associated, environmental, zone, assemblage, relatively,
homogenous, unifaces, bifaces, ovoid, adzes, mauls, organic,

flakers, shaft. straighteners, fleshers, globular vessels,

constricted, excurvate r punctates, bosses, impressions and

íncisions (Buchner et aI 1983:164-165). Some museum

exhibits in the province use similar complex language.

Successful interpretalion for children and for many adults

would require nev ways of speaking about the findings of

archaeology.

2.1 .5.4 Interpretation Àddressed to Children

According to Tilden, interpretation for children should

not be a dilution of the presentation to adults, but should

follow a fundamentally different approach (Tilden 1967:9).

To date there are no Manitoba publications intended for

children. The Maniloba Museum of Man and Nature has an

archaeology schoof tour and has recently participated in a

children's archaeology ctub and course. The Manitoba

Historic Resources Branch is preparing a publication at the

high school level (Leo Pettipas, personal communication).

Participation in Manitoba Education programs, the Brandon
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University Northern Teacher Education Program, and contacts

with individual teachers have been used to try to get

archaeology into the curricuLum. But clearly more

interpretation is needed for children.

2.1.5.5 InterpreÈation Èhat RelaÈes to Visitors

According to Tilden, interpretation is more than just

facts. It should give firsthand experience and relate to

Lhe whole life of the visitor. Interpretation presents a

whole rather than a part, adding art and revelation to

scienLific information (tilden 1967:9).

Much of archaeology deals with large groups and their
gradual change over time. Littte research gives an "on the

scene" account of an individual or small group. Hence

interpretätion struggles to rise above dry recitations of

periods, horizons, traditions' cultures, population

movements and lists of artífacts.

This problem has been common since the outset of

interpretation. Current examples are found in the Province

of Manitoba Popular Series; there are cut and dried

"diagrammatic representations" of hislory (HiII 1984:79) and

broad statements about populations "shifting" from one area

to another, together with long lists of culture traits
(Buchner et al 19832122-124,139-140\. The Manitoba Museum
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of Man and Nature Boreal Forest Gallery shows a series of

cultures as maps and dates, each culture otherwise

represented by one or two artifacts. À review compared

interpretations of people in an exhibition on the northern

trans i t ional forest, concluding:

Finally, rrith the chronology coming fulI circle
and anõnymity reaching its climax, the complele
human prãhislory of the northern region is
compreêsed into a smaIl panel of arrowheads and
potlery shards superimposed upon a nearly
lncompiehensible graph showing the-rise and fa11
of whðle aboriginaJ. civiÌizations (NeufeId
1 988:60 ) .

Broad descriptions of culture and history fail to vividly

depict lhe changing lives of individuals' to r+hich a visitor

could relate. Archaeology needs to develop interpretation

familiar to the vieser's whole experience of Iife.

Placing artifacts in the context of lifeways is

successful (e.g. pottery-rnaking demonstrationsr "The Spear-

Thrower" in the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature Grasslands

GaIIery, and the "Cree Summer Ca¡np" miniature diorama in the

Boreal Forest Gallery). "The Spear-Thrower" shows a spear

point in use by a full-size person' complete with

surrounding technology. "Cree Summer Camp" creates an en!ire

village in intricate detail, based on a combination of

archaeological and ethnological data, including surrounding

panels of Cree prayers and songs, and has l{on national

argards for excellence. Àrticles and illustrations which ask

us to imagine our presence in the past (Bryan 1967:278,

Kehoe n.d., Kroker 1985, Lalor 1986) or which evoke the
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meaning of Native religions (Dewdney 1965, World of Cree and

Ojibway astronomyr Manitoba Museum of Man & Nature

Happenings Àpri1 1988) demand greater thought and provoke

the viewer to enter a new state of mind. Ethnology and

history enable interpretation to depict life more fulIy'
relating to the Iife of the visitor.

The science of archaeology deals with objects and

emphasises economic history, not history of religion'
thought or emotions. It. cannot identify leading historic

figures. Yet these examples show that interpretation can

provoke us to at least imagine the actions, thoughts, values

and ernotions of individuals within what archaeologists

consider a scientifically accurate setting.

2,1 .5.6 Interpretatíon that Reveals Larger TruthB

Àccording to Tilden, interpretation should go beyond

inforrnaLion to reveal Iarger truths. Interpretation must

relate to the personality or experience of the visitor, and

its chief aim should not be instruction, but provocation to

consíder attitudes and concepts (Tilden 1967t7-8).

Interpretation in Manitoba almost continually fails to

relate archaeology !o the concerns of today's society, to

challenge readers and visitors to a "larger truth". The

work of Vickers, the article "Why Àrchaeology? À Discussion
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öf the Benefits Arising from the Study of the Past"

(eettipas and Kelly 1977) the panphlet "What Is In It For

Us?" (KeIly 1976), and the Brandon University stott bison

kill exhibit (Lei9h syms, personal comnunication) were

exceptions. These works suggested the relationship of

archaeology to modern events, such as the oiI supply crisis
and the changing agricultural economy. Kehoe's .us Hunters

of the Buried Years was one of fev publications which

discussed cultural phenomena, such as invention and weaLth,

as universal experiences. She drew her examples from her

vignettes of Native history, and sometimes searched for

their modern applicability (t<ehoe n.d.).

For the most part archaeology has not explicitly
challenged us to a greater understanding of Native peoples.

At the earliest stages of archaeology ' the role of Native

people in creating sites was explicitly denied. Since then

interpretation has sometimes omitted the mention of people

altogether, ignored nodern values about burials, and

included derogatory characterizations of Native peopler even

when the authors _intended to be constructive.

Interpretat.ion overemphasises artifacts and the science of

archaeology at the expense of showing Native lifeways, and

makês sweeping statements about "cultures" without

describing 1ifenays. when historic Native peoples are

depicted, their relationship to modern peoples is seldom

explained. Native advisors are noe sometimes consulted in
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the preparation of interpretive material' and the results

have been very promising. CJ.earIy archaeoLogy could do more

to provokè thought about Native history.

Based on the preceding literature review, lhe following

methods of interpretation can be proposed to the modern

archaeologist:

1. Interpretation should continue to use the
autheñticity, beauty and communicative ability of
real artifaóts. Àrtifacts should complement other
depictions of I i feways.

2. The activity and science of archaeology should be
interpreted' but not at the expense of the
interpretation of 1i feways.

3. History without "people" should be avoided.
Interpietation should vividly depict the Iives of
people, to which the viewer can relate.

4. Ethnology and history should be used to make
interpretation more fuIl and lifelike.

5. Complex language, technical terms and theoretical
conèepts shõuld be avoided or introduced with care.

6. Unique ¡nethods of interpretation should be devised
for chi ldren.

Finally, the objective of interpretation should be to

relate archaeology to modern life, helping us to question

and develop our understanding of culture. To use Tilden's

terms, archaeoLogists seldom use interpretation to "provoke"

the public. Àrchaeologists could challenge us to look on

their findings as par! of the history of today's Native

people, and chalIenge us to gain a better understanding of

Native culture from their knowledge. Àrchaeologists could

challenge us to search their findings for their parallels
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and uses to modern issues of ecology and cultural change.

Objectives should be welI planned, or interpretation may be

counter-productive.

clear statements of interpretive objectives will reveal

new uses for archaeology, and improved methods will make the

achievement of objectives more Iikelyr resulting in greater

demand for interpretation. The field of Native education

would appear to be a good place to test interpretive

objectives and methods. Accordingly' the next chapter

reviews the objectives of Native people for archaeology and

Native education.
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2.2 NÀTIVE EDUCÀTION ÀND ÀRCHÀEOLOGY

Native education is the practice that identifies and

meets the educational needs of Native children, and assists

non-Native sludents to learn more about Native people and

cultures. The following iwo sections briefly review the

history of Native education and the concerns and desires of

Native people about archaeology. These reviews suggest

interpretive objectives and methods of archaeology to suit
the needs of Native education. À final section reviews a

variely of sources to suggest the general benefits of adding

more archaeology to the school curriculurn.

2.2.1 Brief Revier of Native Education

Native cultures have long established education practices

that ensure cultural continuity and provide life skills
(tndian and Inuit Àffairs Program 1982:Àppendix c). when

European people arrived, their decisions about Indian

education were usually made to benefit the new settlers.
The first European-styIe education was provided by

rnissionaries, beginning in about 1600, and was planned in

Europe (lndian and Inuit Affairs Program 1982:Àppendix C'

Hamilton 1986). Betneen 1750 and f850 colonial governments

and fur-trading companies became involved, but policies

vacillated. Decisions about education were related more to

the companies and colonies than to the rapidly changing

needs of Native children. Integrated schools and industrial
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schools were used, while the occasional independent school

taught in an Indian language (¡ndian and Inuit Àffairs

Program 1982 :Àppendix C, Hami lton 1986. ) .

Confederation entrenched responsibility for Indian

education r¡ith the federal government. The segregation of

Indian peoples on reserves was accompanied by Christian

denominations vying with each other to establish schooÌs to

support the process of conversi.on (Indian and Inuit Àffairs

Program '1 982:Àppendix c). Schooling for Native people was

increasingly segrègated, following the stated governnent

intention of "protecting" Native people ' at least Indian

people, fron a growing society that v¡as harmful to their

interests (lndian and Inuit Àffairs Program 1982:Appendix

C). Residential schools ' operated either by the church or

the government, were ostensibly intended to protect Indian

children from exploitation. They centralized the

administration of schooling' and at the same time carried

out a process of assimilationr acculturation and conversion'

Residential schools became a dominant feature of Native

education in Manitoba (Indian and Inuit Àffairs Progratn

1982:Appendix c). Many Native people relate extrenely

unhappy accounts of their experiences at residential school

-- stories of loneliness' punishment, alienation from

f arnily, and loss of traditional language and culture

(vcDowel1 and Plett 1976a:18-21 , 1976b, Mi1ler 1987). Bad

as these schools serer rnany Native leaders emerged (l¡iller



1987, Scott-Brown 1987, Knight ' Hurlburt and Pazdzierski

1986).

Between 1950 and 1970 Canada assumed a policy of

integrated education for Indian people, in the direction of

assimitation. During this period many rndian children in

southern Manitoba attended consolidated schools with no

culturaf programs to suit their needs. À Manitoba Indian

Brotherhood poJ.icy paper concluded that the policy was a

"shocking illustration of monumental failure" (Manitoba

Indian Brotherhood 19711104). The paper identified such

problems as absence of parental involvement, inadequa!e

facilities, inadequate staff' and a failure to relate

education to Indian culture and Indian reality (¡¡anitoba

Indian Brotherhood 1971 2104-106).

In 1969 a federal white paper advocated lhat all

education services be provided by provincial agencies.

Indian reaction was explosively negative. The National

Indian Brotherhood presented its views formally in a

position paper in 1972 (Nationa1 Indian Brotherhood 19821 :

we modern Indians, want our children to fearn that
happiness and satisfaction come from:

- pride in one's self'

- understanding one's fellowmen, and

- living in harmony with nature...

We want education to give our children the
knowledge to understand and be proud of themselves
and the knowledge to understand the world around
them (¡tational indian Brotherhood 198221).
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The traditional vafues of self-reliance, generosity, and

respect for personal f reedorn, nature and wisdom were to be

e¡nphasized in Native education, through the history'

leachings and cult.uraI activities of Native people (¡¡ational

Indian Brotherhood 198212).

Gradua1ly there was a shift from Native people being the

recipients of imposed education to Native people asserting

their right to self-controlled education (ward 1986). By

1982, 24% of the Canadian rndian school population was in

separate Indian schools (tndian and Inuit Àffairs Program

1982:Àppendix C). There are now 32 self administered Indian

schools in Manitoba (piane Cooley, personal communication),

sti11, nost Native children attend provincial schools where

they differ in cultural and linguistic background from lhe

predominant school population. The Native Education Brancht

Manitoba Ðepartment of Education, works with teachers,

schools, communities, and Native organizations to identify

and neet the education needs of the Native children, and to

assist non-Native students ín learning about Native people

and Native cultures (Manit.oba Native Education Branch n.d.a)

The current shortage of suiÈable curriculum materials for

the Native education prograrn should be of particular

interest to archaeologists. Some years ago' a study by the

Manitoba Indian Brotherhood (19741 chronicted the shocking

frequency of biases in Manitoba grade six social studies

curriculum material. Texts selected information that
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credited only white cuLture' while omitting Native cultures,

disparaged the contributions of Native people to Canadian

culture, and presented inaccurate information. l'exts

perpetuated Iegends ' stereotypes and half-truths, ignored

significant aspects of Native history, and referred to

Native people in a disembodied way, as the "Indian menace"

or the victims of the "march of progress" (Manitoba Indian

Brotherhood 1974:i-ii). Materials such as this historically
damaged and undernined t.he productive polential of Native

children and affected non-Native children by accepting

racism (t'tanitoba Indian Brotherhood 1974:3-4).

Since there is stitl a need for curriculum material,

archaeologists have an opportunity to provide interpretation

which meets the objectives of Na!ive education.

The preceding brief review states several objectives of

Na!ive education. If archaeologists prepare curriculum

material they should be aware of other concerns of Native

education. Sel-f control of education is stil1 an important

issue in Manitoba, featured as the theme of the 1987

Manitoba Metis Education Conference. Other issues are

parental involvement (Stonechild 1986, Manitoba Metis

Education Conference 1987) student motivation (Mock 1986,

Longclaws 1986), stereotypes and Native awareness among non-

Native people (Lussier 1986, t'tanitoba Native Education

Branch n.d.a), Native learning styles and appropríate

teaching sLyIes (chrisjohn 1986, Millin 1986, Green and
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Flanagan 1986), maintenance of language, culture and history

(¡lanitoba Indian Cultural Education Centre n.d.), teaching

in an urban setting (MilIin 1986)' English language

development (Manitoba Native Education Branch n.d.a),

curriculum areas dealing with Native religion' government

and fami).y Iife (t'tcuartin 1986' west Region TribaI Council

1987, McLeod 1985), and development of qualified Native

staff (PauIet 1987 ) .

The references here are only examples of the type of

literature that is available for further review. Since

Native control of Native education is a dominant issue,

archaeologists wiIl require at least a rudimentary knowledge

of current Native objectives before they can provide

ef fective interpretation.

2.2.2 Native People's Obiectives for Àrchaèoloov

That Native people have been defined by others is
not only unfãir but also annoying to them. The
responsible thing for educators to do now is to
op"-n thuit policies and their classrooms to Native
pãop1e who ãre defining themselves. . . It is of
ütmõst importance, then' to utilize Native
thinking ánd Native talen! whenever Natives are
being dlscussed in classrooms (LaRoque
1975i13-14).

LaRocque recommends that Nativé people be invoLved in

planning education. Like other educators, archaeologists

must seek advice in planning interpretation. Àlthough there

have been few suggestions specifically dealing with
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archaeolÒgy in education r recommendations can be inferred

from the general comments of Native people on archaeology

and education. First the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood's

analysis of curriculum material can be applied to

archaeology's interpretative materials, as an evaluation of

methods and a search for new objectives.

Manitoba Indian Brotherhooil Cr iteria

Three of the biases found in textbooks by &. Shockinq

Truth Àbout Indians in Textbooks (tqanitoba Indian

Brotherhood 19742i-ii) might also be identified in

archaeological writing. These are bias by omission

(select.ing information that reflects credit on white culture

whil-e omitting Native cultures), bias by obliteration
(ignoring significant aspects of Native history), and bias

by disembodiment (referring in a casual and depersonafized

way to Native peoples as a group) (Manitoba Indian

Brotherhood 1974: i-i i ) . The following paragraphs illustrate

some examples of these biases.

Bias by omission may occur in naming archaeological

sites, cultures and tooIs. Manitoba's Iist of classic sites

includes such names as the Lockport site, Harris Bison Runs,

Bjorklund site, Sinnock site' Kame Hills site and Seahorse

culty site. Sites are usually named after the landowner,

the initial collector at the site, or by the English name

for a geographic feature in the area. Native peoples are
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given non-Native names r such as PaIaeo-Indian, PIains

Archaic, Middle Woodland, SeIkirk, Blackduck, Laurel, Dorset

and pre-Dorset cultures. Toors are given such names as

Larter tanged, McKean, Oxbow, Clovis, Folsomr Besant,

sonota, and Avonlea. Such titles ref l-ect credit on

Iandowners, archaeologists, and European culture, and'fai1

to emphasize Native heritage. À Native name r even when the

original name of a site is unknown, might be better. Names

such as Taltheilei culture, Mistikwas culture, or Kenosewun

interpretive centre are more indicative of Native heritage.

Bias by omission also occurs when interpretation pJ'aces

heavy emphasis on artifacts and the activity of archaeology 
'

as discussed in section 2.1 . The exclusion of information

about Native people would be highly objectionable to the

Manitoba rndian Brotherhood analysis. The misplaced

emphasis of interpretation might be more offensive than the

European naming of sites and cultures.

A second bias, bias by disembodiment, occurs when

archaeologists refer in an impersonal way to traitsr groupst

cultures, populations, material cultures, and so on. The

lack of specific numbers, characters and daily events

creates an impersonal approach to Native people in both

scientific and popular publications. There is seldom any

discussion of individual thoughts and activities.
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Indeed, archaeologists seldom refer to the people who

occupied Manitoba as Native or Indian people -- instead we

might see "human beings were occupying most of Manitoba"

(Buchner et a1 1983:46). There are many examples of

interpretation that describe the history of cultures as the

evolution of sites' tool kits and subsistence habits -- the

words people and Native people are not used (e.g. Buchner et

at 1983:54-56). The Maniloba Indian Brotherhood analysis

suggests that such writing is bias by disembodiment ' an

objectionable problem in i n te rpretat i on .

The final bias, bias by obliteration or neglect of

significant âspects of Native history, occurs when

archaeology neglects the spiritual aspect of Native life.
As discussed in section 2.1 , most archaeological research

deals with economic and ecological history. However, Basil

Johnston wrote "If the Native Peoples and their heritage are

to be understood, it is their beliefs, insights' concepts '
ideals, values r attitudes, and codes that must be studied"

(Johnston 1976:7). LaRocque states that in Native

educat i on :

Culture is more than a package of tangibles....
selective treatment of "cuIture" negates a wealth
of intangibles that are a vital and integral part
of any culture. It is neither fair nor
intel-lectuaIIy honest to fragment anyone's
heritage or culture into unrecognizable bits and
pieces. we must seek to be wholistic in our
leaching.... It is only through a well rounded
knowledge of each other's life-views and life-
styles [hat different peoples can appreciate- each
otirer. In our goal to understand the inner life
and spirit of a people' we must probe its art (as
well äs its retigion, literature' poetry, music
and dances ) (taRoque 1975223-24)
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Native values and spirituatity are engrained in all
J.if eways and their importance is repeatedly reflected in

Native history, writing and speaking. Yet Native world view

is an extremely rare topic of discussion in archaeological

writing. Discussion of ceremonial artifacts and features

often takes thê form of speculat.ion about makers and

ceremonies, not the world view they imply (e.9. Buchner et

aI 1983 2141-145, 183-189, Maniloba Hisloric Resources 1983).

In their interpretive work, archaeologists seldom use the

oral teachings which reveaL Native beliefs and values.

Interpretation which uses ethnography and Native religious

teachings provides positive exceptions, such as the work of

Dewdney (1965) and lhe boreal forest mini-diorama at the

Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature. But the general failure

to deal with Native values and spirituality is a prominent

form of bias by obliteration.

In summary, it appears that archaeology must address

several biases before its interpretation can become a useful

part of Native education. These are the biases of omission

(selecting information that reflects credit on white culture

while omitting the Native cultures), bias by obliteration
(ignoring significant aspects of native history, and bias by

disembodiment (referring in a casual and depersonalized way

to rndians as a group) (l¡anitoba Indian Brotherhood 1974:.i-

ii). M. I. B. criteria confirm some methods proposed in

section 2.1.5 and suggest refinements in interpretive
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nethods to meet archaeology's interpretive objectives in

Native education. The current method of naming sites and

cultures may be problematic and the neglect of Native

spirituality in interpretation is emphatically

obj ec t i onable .

Bur ials

Native comments in the ner¡s nedia suggest that the

interpretation of burials rnus! be handled with great care.

Relations beLvreèn archaeologists and Native peoples have

been strained over the matter of burials (e.g. Museum

accused of grave robbery, W¿-!¡-!-p.gg I¡jè.un e. ' August 22, 1977 ;

Mohawks win return of bones from dig, Winnipeo Free Press,

September 1, 1977; A.r.M. opposes grave openings, W-b!P.9ll

Free Press, December 4, 1976; Occupation by À.I.M. ends as

pact near on disposal of bones, Winnipeq Free Presst

December 2, 1976; Finding a 'Iost' Èribe: one tnan's

discovery is another man's desecration, Maclean's, November

29, 19761 Indian threatens to dig up John À., winniÞeq 4Egs

PE9-9S., Ðecember 11, 1978, rndian burial site upsets highway

planning, Civic PubIic Wo-1þ., Ðecenber 1978 ) .

In one of the more scornful reactions' an anthropologis!

repl i ed :

Àre the bones ancestral? erobably not.... one
cannot fail to note that the Indian woufd not know
of the possibly ancestral relationship if the
Museum authorities did not tell them.

WhiIe sympathizing deepLy and sincerely with the
Indian, t'r e should not lose sight of the value of
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scientific knowledge to be gained from a
professional study of the bones. Surely it is not
lo be argued that the search for knowledge should
be ended? lncredibly' even the artifacts are
being claimed in somè instances (T.E.L.1977)

Some anthropologists and archaeologists did criticize the

treatment of burials, commenting that archaeologists

contributed to their own discredit through theír

insensi t ivity !o Native PeoPles:

Had the professional archaeologist possessed a
stronger sense of moral values and feelings of
obIigátion toward these people, he might have been
freely granted the honour of acquiring the data
and his[ory from such burials (Kraemer 1977:36).

More often the reaction of archaeoJ-ogists was one of

puzzled disappointment that Native people did not appreciate

their r¡ork. In 1975 Native people from Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and ÀIberta asked that remains from a Selkirk,

Manit.oba burial site be reinterred. Archaeologists

objected, saying that they were helping Native people,

especially since they were saving naterial which would other

wise be lost to construction (Indian skeletons will be

reburied, Winnipeg Tribune, May 30, 1975; Museum skeletons

reburied in quiet riverbank ceremony, winnipeg Tríbune, June

3, 1975; Decision upsets archaeologists, Winnipeg Free

Presss, May 30, 1975). rn the ontario St. Regis reserve

case, archaeologists James Pendergast explained that the

excavated bones would help the National Museutn of Man

understand more about Indian history. The chief of the St.

Regis reserve replied "We are not asking for an

interpretation f rorn you of our history" (Mohawks win return

of bones from dig, Winnipeg Free Press' Septenber 1, 1977).
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Clearly, Native opinions about the excavation of burials

must be reconciled to avoid jeopardizing other participation

of Native people in interpretation and archaeology. Since

the late 19?0s Native people and archaeologists have even

joined to use dat.a from burials to support land claims (the

clobe and Mail, Decernber 9, 1986). Interpretation which

promotes Native awareness, showing the value of archaeologyt

witl assist to ease poor perceptions of archaeology, however

archaeoJ.ogists vtill experience lingering resentment of their

past casual approach to burials.

other corffiients on Àrchaeoloov

Chief Lawrence Francis's angry remark about archaeology ("We

are not asking for an interpretation from you of our

history", Mohawks win return of bones from dig, E!¡ n i!.99

Free Press, september 1, 1977) suggests broad Native

skepticism about archaeology. Native people preserve their

own history, and some resent archaeology's version of

history, its choice of ernphasis, its point of view. The

perception exists that archaeology discredits highIy valued

goals and traditions by purporting to be the true source of

knowledge. Interpretation must avoid presenting such an

image.

Àt the 1975 P1ains cree conference' Cree elders

repeatedly commented that the findings of anthropology and



archaeology missed important oral history and the

spirituality of aII aspects of Native Iife. Ernest

Tootoosis said:

There's a lot more than just what the white man
has been talking about, what he observed and what
he assumed. First, you've got to understand that
the North Àmerican Indian was a spiritual person
created by God in the North American continent and
given an understanding of how to relate and to
live and to understand nature.... some of these
things that are put in books today, written by
whitè nen of what they observed, are going down in
history and it's going to stay that v¡ay; which is
very misleading to really understand our culture.
That should be corrected (Canadian Plains
Research Centre 1979:85).

comments at the conference confirm lhe importance of

including Native spiritual teachings in the interpretation

of archaeology. Tootoosis gave an oral history of the

buffalo pound and concluded by saying:

That's a thumbnail history of what I heard from my
elders. But when a white man sits here now and
lells us how the buffalo pounds were made for
thousands of years that nere done on this
continent -- is he an Indian? Does he really
understand the spiritual. aspect of our lives as
Indians? You have to understand aII that, in
order to understand what the buffalo pound is all
about (Canadian Plains Research centre 1979:86),

Michael- Àmes recent study suns up the trend for Native

people to take more control of depictions of their culture.

Àmes studied interpreLation in museums:

Indian people, increasingly concerned about the
preservatíon and recovery of their natural
lesources as they dwindle...are also claiming back
from anthropologists and others' their own
histories so that they may exert more control over
how their cuLtures are presented to themselves and
to others. It is natural for any communiËy to
$ant to controL the production and presentation of
its own inage, but minorities and dominated
populations within larger states frequently have
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to struggle to win the right to that control....
change mãy appear to be slolt, but the trend is
there (Àmes 1987 :14-15).

Àrchaeologists have received positive commentary when

archaeology is done in an atmosphere of cooperation with

Native people. As early as the Selkirk Burials controversyt

archaeologists and Native leaders rnet to establish better

cooperation (On the museum rneeting between Natives and

professionals Decenber 8, 1971; The University of Manitoba

Department of Ànthropology statemen! on community research

ApriI 1972 -- documents on file a! Manitoba Historic

Resources Branch). Holtever, the resulting proposals for the

cooperative planning of archaeology and the provision of

resulÈs !o Native communities rrere apparently not enacted -*

a faii.ing which cannot be repeated in interpretation.

During the 1970s Cree people worked as crew members

during the salvage of sites threatened by hydroelectric

projects. Several lasting relationships developed, and

several archaeologists continue to vtork and teach in the

north, consulting their contacts as advisors. Manitoba

Historic Resources Branch archaeologists have recently

consulÈed r¡ith Nat.ive education representatives in preparing

interpretive material for northern Manitoba (Leo Pettipas'

oavid Riddle personal communication). Àrchaeologists

assisted with an ojibwe claim to wild rice harvesting (Dr.

E. teigh Syms, personal communication). Àrchaeologists have

long participated in the Brandon University Northern Teacher



Education Program and have participated in Manitoba Native

educators' conferences (e.9. Buchner 1986). nthnologists,

Native advisors and archaeo).ogists have cooperated in

displays at the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature. In aLl

of these efforts archaeologists and Native people apparently

worked to their rnutual satisfaction.

Manitoba archaeologists have expressed interest in
Wanuskewin heritage park, an example of close cooperation

between archaeologists and Native elders, at a site near

Saskatoon. À board of elders from across Saskatchewan takes

part in al1 park planning. Native spírituality is included

in plans for land use and interpretation. Native students

participate in excavations and archaeologists take part in
some religious events. Both archaeologists and Native

elders are very pleased r¡ith the arrangements at wanuskewin

(uanitoba Àrchaeological Society Annual Meeting Agenda for

Nov.1,1987, document on file at the Manitoba Archaeological

Society).

The wanuskewin exanple shows the successful achieve¡nent

of LaRocquè's recommendation (1975:13-14) that Native

people's thoughts and talents be included in interpretive
plann ing.
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2,2.3 Benefits of Archaeoloov in the Curriculun

Although archaeologists and Native people agree that

archaeology should benefit Native people 
' the results, Iike

those of other sciences, have been judged unsatisfactory:

Many studies have been conducted on the Canadian
Indians by anthropologists, sociologists' etc.,
for which large sums of money have been granted by
the federal government. In view of the fact that
virtually nothing has been gained by the Indian
people fiom such studies, vte request that monies-be made availabLe to us to do our o¡¿n research.
No longer will v¡e passively co-operate with
"outsiders" assigned !o study us. AIl future
studies nust provide meaningful information based
upon direct programs leading to our own
betterment. ( t'tan i toba Indian Brotherhood
1969:12).

At the 1975 Plains Cree Conference, David G. Mandelbaum

was the focus of questions about the purpose of

anthropology. Ernest Tootoosisr the Cree elder, expressed

elders' reluctance to reveal traditions for fear

anthropologists might use them for their or'tn purposes -- for

academic recognition or profit. He asked how anthropology

wiIl benefit Native peoPle I

I wanted to ask Dr. Mandelbaum a question before
he Leaves, he and aII the anthropologists. I
understand that wherever the white rnan went,
discovered a new island or a new kind of people'
(like savages that they discovered here in North
America) the missionaries went, brainwashed these
people, and then the anthropologists came behind
ãnd studied the peopJ.e to find out their strong
and their weak points. And through these avenues
they destroy and conquer these nations.

Now today, with aII the anthropologists that have
been working among my ancestors for years (and
here they are today), I'd like to have a concrete
evidence of what these anthropol-og i s t s have
gathered from my people that wiLl benefit my
èhildren, as Native people. I{hat good have they



done to our people? I understand that the
material that is picked up by the anthropologisLs
is taken over by the governments, and
synchronized, and used to implement another i{ay of
Iife for these people. And that's what has
happened to us. I'd like to know and I'd like to
ask Ðr. Mandelbaum to teII me one or two things
that he has gathered from my people that will
benefit my children (Canadian PIains Research
centre 1979267-68).

Mandelbaum, Iike other archaeologists and

anthropologists, looked forward to sharing archaeology for

the benefit of al1:

Ernest Tootoosis asked what good did my questions
and answers and what I wrote about the Plains Cree
do for the people. Now' that remains to be seen
in future generations. It may be tha! it was a
waste of time; I hope not. I hope not because
what anthropologists try to do is to learn from
all peoples of the world (from their different
r¡ays of life) so that our children, when they are
students, can benefit by knowing hovr peoples other
than themselves have lived, and also by knor'ring
the very fine things there are in different ways
of life. And if our students and our children and
grandchildren can appreciate that, I think that
lhere will be less exploitation than there was
before, less suffering than there was before, less
warfare than there was before (Canadian PIains
Research Centre 197 9:68-69) .

ÀIthough aware of elders' objections to the shortcomings

of archaeology, Mandelbaum hoped that the history he studied

would be usefuL to Native PeoPle:

Now my interpretation as I underslood what the
elderé told me 40 years ago may not be entirely
accurate: I made it as accurate as I could....
wetre not perfect, but we do the best we can. Ànd
so I think when your fine sons grow up, Ernestt
and probably when their children grow up' they
will want to read what we have written in order to
perhaps fill in the gaps in their knowledge of
lheir- own people' and to read about the history of
their own people (Canadían PIains Research Centre
1979:68-69\.
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Àrchaeologists clearly want communication with Hative

people, so that their science will be useful:

We...futly support the necessity for feedback of
research findings to Native peoples, (in
particular those nho are residents of communities
in which research is conducted), and their active
part ic ipat ion in such research.

We therefore endorse any proposal that is designed
to improve communication and understanding between
those doing research and the individuals and
communities involved (University of Manitoba
Department of Anthropology Statement on community
reéearch, February 19, 1972 - document on file at
the Manitoba Historic Resources Branch).

ÀrchaeoLogists of the Manitoba Historic Resources Branch

stated their belief that archaeology could promote respect

and understanding of Native culture:

One of the problems of Canadian society today is
the status of the Native and the misunderstanding
and prejudice that is often directed toward him.
One ñeed only read the works of such vocal Native
spokesmen as Harold Cardinal in this country and
Vine DeLoria in the United States to understand
the nature and magnitude of the problem. Às to
the resolution of this situation, education,
particularly of lhe young, is vital to whatever
¿ffort we might put f orltard in eliminating or at
Ieast reducing the misunderstanding and
discrimination that exists in this country today.
In the final analysis, the fact remains that the
Native identity is a najor component of Manitoba's
cultural mosaic, and archaeology can be a most
useful rneans of defining that part of the mosaic
within the long-term perspective (Saylor et aI
1 982 : 5s-s6 ) .

To make archaeology useful , interpretation must depict

the history and spirituality of Native peopies, and seek

advice f ro¡n Native people in planning interpretation. Smith

Atimoyoo indicated the traditional wiLlingness of Native

peoples to share their knowledge:
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I appreciated Ðr. Mandelbaum's talk this morning
to uÈ. I cane from that area. The people that he
talked about were our grandfathers. We are stiII
very rich in our area because we have our sun
dances. We have our different customs that we are
stiIl f olJ.owing. There âre certain phil-osophies
that He are still following. There are certain
philosophies that we Iike to f ol'Lon ' that we Iike
to pass on....
And my friends' I guess this is part of
understanding and this is what He are here for
today, to share r¡ith each other the things that
hoLd value to our people and the things that are
of value to your people. I don't think you are
here to try and take advantage. I don't think you
are here tó use us again. Or am I mistaken? But
today, in this age particularly, r think it's so
impoitant for us Indian people to think of this
contributing thing that we should have been doing
years and years ago. There are many things we
èou1d talk about that would run into days but I
hope that !¡hat our people here have contributed,
the few speakers that. we've had already r may
contribute to the sharing feeling that we have.
we may have that Little piece of bannock, the only
piece in our cupboard. We don't sayr 'well I'm
ôoing to save thís for tomorrow, I may want this
lomoirow.' But instead my mother or my wife,
makes that tea and serves this little piece of
bannock that she has. That's the kind of sharing
that we have to take to our young people so that
once again they may be able to tell the values
that we have, lo maintain this sharing and this
living together (Canadian Plains Research centre
1979:.49-52).

Interpretation of archaeological and Native knowledge

could be especially beneficiaÌ. Presenting the European-

derived scientific world view and Native world views at the

same time would be a form of cross-cul-tural education.

Deidre Sklar reviewed the interpretation of Native culture

in the Museum of the American Indian. She concluded that

although present interpretation projected only European

images of Native peoples ' interpretation could benefit both
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Native and non-Native peoples by taking a cross-cultural

approach:

The museum has the potential of functioning as a
bridge, the kind of meeting place that has
traditionally been absent from cross-cultural
relations. However, the prerequisites for any
institution that claims to be cross-cultural are,
firs! of aII, the presence of the "other", and
second, the acknov¡ledgement that the Euro-Àmerican
f¡erspective is as subjective and relative as any
other (skIar 1987:30 ) .

Sklar recommends that Native people present their own

conceptions of themselves in interpretation.

cross-cu1tural education would help sludents understand

their perceptions of other cultures and allow students to

grasp the concepl of differing "world views". It could

encourage students to understand the validity of world views

which are not those of the Canadian majority. Paul Erickson

encouraged Canadian school teachers to heed anthropologist

Ci.yde Kluckhohn's classic message on the value of cross-

cultural education. Kluckohn argued, in 1949, that we learn

by contrasting ourselves with others (Erickson 1985:15).

Erickson discusses how the study of differing world views

helps students to understand aII sciences. Ànthropology

shows that science is part of a culture's ideology, and

shows that scientific explanations of phenomena can be

subjective, affected by values and social and political

circumstances (Erickson 1985: 15-16 ) . Cros s-c ul tural

education urges us to recognize the integrity of all
ideologies. Cross-cuftural inÈerpretation would å1so touch
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on the concepts of emic and etic knowledge. Etic phenomena

can be studied without i.nside knowledge -- they are

phenomena such as artifacLs, the economy, and things which

can be seen (Harris 1975:159-163). Etic phenomena are

accessible !o archaeology. Emic phenomena can only be

studied through inquiry into a people's knowledge -- the

phenomena of values, rules, codes, goals, beliefs, attitudes

and all descriptions from the people's point of view (Harris

1975:159-163). These are lhe things which could only be

learned f rom Native peoPle.

Some educators argue that educalion which uses both

European and Native methods can stimulate new Iearning

skills, and suit the learning styles of Native cultures
(Flanagan and Iverson 1985, Brown 1986, Pepper and Henry

1986). Flanagan and Iverson argue that, traditionally,
Native people have worked within a cultural framework of

holistic thought, in which the world and its elements are

perceived in totality. In contrast present-day western

thinking is linear, symbolic and sequential. Education

which includes both "integrative holistic" approaches anC

"linear Western" models r¡ould offer the best of both worlds:

Since each perspective 'is J.egitirnate and val-uab1e
in its own right, a perfect world might be one in
which all people were able to draw, with equal
ease on thè slrengths and abilities inherent in
each mode of consciousness (Flanagan and Iverson
198s:8-9) .

If such arguments are va1id, then traditional Native

teachings of spirituality and history would expose students
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to traditional "holistic" learning styles. At the same

tine, teaching archaeology could expose students to a

scientific method of thinking, giving a second learning

¡nethod.

Fina)-Iy, the benefits of new ínterpretive methods and

goals would accrue to archaeology itself. By accomodating

Native concerns and objectives in interpretationt

archaeologists wilL practice methods of making aII

archaeology more useful to Native peoples ' creating a more

positive environment for aIl archaeologicaJ. work, and

encouraging further participation of Native people in

archaeology. Interpretation that links archaeology to

rnodern social concerns should gain wider public support by

showing archaeology's utility. More than anywhere else,

working with children will require that problems in

interpretive methods be addressed. Successful interpretive

nethods developed for children could then be applied with

other media and audiences, including adults.
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Chapter III
METHODS

The Chapter 2 literature review concluded that the goals

of interpretation should be to develop greater

underststanding of modern social concerns, including

awareness of Native cultures. Interpretive methods should:

1. use real artifacts, but use thern as a complement to
other depict ions of IifewaYs

2. interpret the science of archaeology, but place
greatèr emphasis on the interpretation of Iifeways

3. vividly depict lhe lives of people, to which the
viewer can relate

4. use ethnoLogy and history to rnake interpretation more
full and Iifelike

5. generally avoid complex language and terrns

6. use unique methods for children

7. involve Native people in planning interpretation,
avoid "biases" against Native people and include
Native explanations of values and spirituality

The method of this practicum was to use the nethods

Iisted above to see whether greater understanding of modern

social concerns could be actually be achieved -- to see

whether the methods proposed could avoid previous

shortconings, and produce results which pronoted Native

awareness and understandng of ecological issues and

cutltural processes.
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The methods might have been put. to use for clients such

as urban or reserve schools, Frontier School Ðivision or the

Manitoba Native Education Branch. The initial approach was

to Ginew Schoo1 at Roseau River, because of the author's

familiarity with the archaeology of the area, but the

difficulty of travel was prohibitive. The author then

approached the Native Education Branch, which coordinates

the production of widely used curriculun resource materials.

Because the branch had information about provincial needs

and could use immediately use archaeological interpretation,

it was a suitable client with which to carry out the testing

of new interpret ive methods.

Interpretation was designed to neet the needs of Native

and non-Native students, parentsr teachers, archaeologists

and the provincial social studies curriculum. Needs r¡ere

identified by consulting the Native Education Branch,

teachers, further Literature, archaeologists, and Native

people at a variety of meetings (see section 3.1.4).

Methods proposed by the literature review were refined and

elaborated according to the needs identified. The author

determined, wilh advisors' tha! writing a children's book

would be a satisfactory way to apply and test the proposed

interpretive methods. WhiIe the literature review had been

relatively specific about ¡nethods, further work was

especially required to spetl out the teaching objectives of

the i nte rpretat i on .
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The success of the interpretive methods was tested by

subnitting drafts of the text and illustrations of the book

to advisors and children. Tvro Native advisors evaluated

whether the methods used to depict history, beliefs and

values etere satisfactory (see section 4.1.1 and 4.2.1). Two

teachers evalualed whether the draft book was successfuf in

using terms, concèpts and language suitable for the intended

grade level (see section 4.1.2). Six archaeologists

evaluated the factual content and the suitability of

teaching goals fron an archaeologists' point of view (see

section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). Two school classes and a

children's archaeology club were used to evaluate whether

the interpretive methods were successful in conveying facts

and provoking consideration of concepts, generalizations and

values (see section 4.1.2, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). Testing with

two individual children provided editorial evaluations of

the book.

The methods suggested by the Iiterature review were

refined and improved by applying and testing then with the

children's book -- these improvernents became part of the

recommendations for interpretation at the conclusion of this

pract icum.
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3.1 SEI,ECTION OF INTERPRETIVE MErI{ODS

3.1-1 stakehoLdere in the Currícu1un

In preparing interpretive materials, one should identify

people who have a "stake" ' or a right to ask that the

interpretation respond to their needs (Connelly, Irvine and

Enns 1980244-47). Elaborating the needs of different

stakeholders aIl-ows clear definition of the audience and

teaching objectives, and helps to choose interpretive rnedia,

data sources, writing styles and illustrations.

Archaeologists, Native students and parents trould have

the greatest concern that archaeology in the curriculum

respond to their needs. The needs of teachers had to be

considered, and the Manitoba curriculum speaks of the needs

of the entire provincial school population, including non-

Native students and f amilies.

The fírst group of stakeholders are the students '
inc).uding Native and non-Native students in aI1 areas of

Manitoba, in urban, rural and Native self'-administered

schools. Students need curriculum resources which help them

develop their judgment, decision-making abilities, values,

literacy, and factual knowledge (ConnelIy, Irvine and Enns

1980t44). Àrchaeological interpretation had to use language

and concepts familiar to a lride range of students r and

introduce concepts, vaLues and facts which met the needs

listed. The Manitoba curriculum, Native awareness
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guidelines, Native education advisors, literature and

attendance at various Native meetings were used to further

identiiy needs, culminating in the teaching objectives found

in section 3.1.8 and ÀPPendix À.

Second, parents need schools to socialize their children

and help them t.owards goals in life (Connelly, Irvine and

Enns 1980:45) . Native parents especially need curriculum

resources which present Native culture for the understanding

of al1 sludents. Parents need resources which enhance self-
knowledge and esteem of Nat.ive children and improve Native

and non-Native inter-relationships (Manitoba Native

Education Branch n.d.a). Interpretive objectives had to

reflect these goals.

Third, teachers need curriculum resources to develop the

intellectual, emotional and social skiIls of their students,

but they are limiLed by time, large classes, and lack of

research resources (ConnetIy, rrvine and Enns 1980:45).

Teachers need interpretive methods which provide discrete

weII-researched lessons for ease in classroom use.

Fourth, archaeologists and anthropologists need the

curriculum to convey their knowledge and apply it for

students. Interpretive objectives had to include the

development of a basic understanding of archaeology and the

interpretation of the Native history revealed by

archaeoJ.ogy.
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Fifth, the needs of the Manitoba curriculum are clearly

spelled out (e.g. Manitoba Education 1985) ' and to some

extent express the needs of the entire school population.

The interpretive methods in the following sections are

designed to meet the identified needs of the stakeholders,

and are concluded by a detailed Iist of teaching objectives,

devised according to the needs of stakeholders (section

3. 1 .8, Apendix À).

3.1.2 Curriculun Area

The grade six Level of the provincial social studies

curriculum includes the study of Native peoples before

European settlement. The study unit dealing with Native

peoples is titled "The First Inhabit.ants": .quote begin This

unit provides students with an opportunity to examine

various aspects of the first inhabitanls of Canada -- the

ancestors of present-day Indians and Inuit. Native people

Iived here for thousands of years, developing a variety of

ways of Iife that closely related to their physical

environments. A knowledge of how Nat j.ve people lived in the

pas! will help students understand and appreciate

contemporary Native culture (uanitoba Education 1985:62).

.quote end Key focusing questions are: .quote begin Where

did Native people come from and where did they settle?

...How did Native people live before the arrival of

Europeans in what is now Manitoba? (Manitoba Education

1985:52-63 )
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These excerpts from the curricuLum echo

archaeology. Grade six was selected as

for which to prepare nen resources.

subject matter of

most suitable leve l

References indicated that good curriculum material is general.

"The developer prepares it for a wide range of pupils, who attend

school in varied settings and are taught by teachers with

differing beliefs, interests, and abilities" (Babin 1985:58).

Thus interpretive melhods were required to suit a range of grade

six students -- urban, ruralr Native, non-Native ' reserve' non-

reserve. Interpretation was required to repeat concepts

introduced in earlier grades and lead up to concepts taught at

later grades.

Native awareness and history reappear at the primary, junior

and senior levels in the Manitoba curriculum, building to more

complex leveIs of inquiry. Interpretation was required which

would teach about major concepts common to all curriculum levels,

and introduce or lead up to the grade eight and eleven curriculum

topics (uanitoba Education 1985:4-6).

3.1.3 Mediun! Book of vionettesr Teachinos and
I IlusÈrat ions

The introduction t.o this practicum mentioned that

archaeology could be interpreted through a number of media:

oral stories, museum exhibitsr fnuseurn toursr interpretive
park trails, video tapesr video games, f iJ.ms, books,

pamphlets and on-site interpretation would be only a partial

the

the
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list. Many of these media are used as curricuLum resources,

however the most common are books, which are also easier to

produce and get into the classroom. The choice r'tas to write

a children's book as the interpretive method; however ' the

aims and melhods of the book could be used in other media.

Chapter 2 showed that artifacts and illustrations of

artifacts have always been popular in interpretation.

Illustrations and exhibits that depict people using

artifacts, involved in activities and scenes, enable the

viewer to become personally involved. Thereforet

illustrations of ar!ifacts and scenes of daily Iife nere to

be incLuded in the book.

The Iiterature review suggested that Native peopl'e should

be involved in planning interpretation and providing

interpretation of Nalive beliefs, values and history.

Therefore the chitdren's book Has to alternate archaeology

vignettes with writings by Native people.

The Iiterature review suggested that interpretation

should be more lively and lifeIike. À continúous chronicle

of Native history in Manitoba v¡ould be voluminous (e.9.

Buchner et al 1983) and tedious for the grade six reading

tevel. A continuous history would not IenC itself to

discrete lesson planning by the teacher. For these reasons '
the interpretive method selected v¡as the preparation of

short vignettes, or scenes and episodes in history, based on
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archâeological data. The vignettes would be arranged in

chronological order, but would not be connected in a

continuous narrative. The vignettes would depict the

scenes, activities, emotions and tools of daily lifer and

people making social decisions as we do today. The

vignettes were to reveal archaeological history, data and

universal cultural processes through the actions of

identi f iable cha rac te r s

The literature review suggested that interpretation

involve Native people in planning and include Native

people's own depictions of beliefs, values and history. To

accommodate these recommendations the children's book was to

include writings by Native elders. Elders are the respected

older menbers of Native communities, recognized for their
development of knowledge. Ahenakew describes the

truthfulness and vivid recall of past events which are

skilts and responsibility of an e1der. He describes the

responsíbility of elders to be retigious teachers, advisors

of justice, and historians, in touch t¡ith the past.. Elders

are those who provide inspiration and encourage kindness,

justice, mercy, perseverance, friendliness, humour and

courage (Àhenakew 1973:24-26).

El.ders provide teachings from their own experience and

from legends and history preserved by memory. In this
practicum and children's book the term "teachings" is used

as a broader lerm than "1egends" or "myths" -- elders'
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teachings can derive from their personal experience or the

recent history of the nation. "Teachings" avoids devaluing

the elders' knowledge by the connotations of the terms

"legends", "myths" or "stories".

Thus the children's book would be composed of two types

of material -- archaeology "vignettes" and elders'

"teachings", selected and designed to meet the needs of the

curriculum stakeholders. To introduce the book two short

sections were planned to explain the science of archaeology

and the role of elders' at the same time introducing the

format and purpose of the book. One seclion v¡as to explain

who elders are and where their teachings originate. Another

story was to explain that the vignettes are based on the

best explanations of archaeology.

Each vignette and teaching would be preceded by bold

faced type explaining the source of the reading. These

credits Here to indicate to the reader that the source of

the reading was either archaeological research or the

knowledge of elders. The credits would teach a few detaifs

of archaeological methods and suggest further Iiterature on

the subject of the vignette. The credits would indicate

that the ¡,¡ords of the elders were indeed respected

teachings, not just "stories". They were also to show the

variety of nations from which the teachings originated' and

suggest the context of the teaching as part of a nuch larger

body of knowledge.
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A review of children's publications on Native heritage

showed that publications for children around grade six

ranged from 20 to 120 pages, \,¡ith most being abouÈ 60 pages

in length. The children's book was to be long enough to

cover the desired teaching objectives and fall within the

normal limits of length (see section 3.1.4 for a list of

c ornpa ra t i ve children's publications).

3.1.4 S.sgrc-g., Àdvisore and Moilels

The archaeology vignettes Ì{ere primarily based on

published Iiterature such as site reports' area surveys and

articles presenting explanatory hypotheses. Some were

augmented by archaeologists' (including the author's)

personal farniliarity with sites, which aLlowed the addition

of significant details to scenes of daily Iife.

Ideally archaeologists ttould use the personal assistance

of elders to plan and carry out interpretation. This would

be a challenging method, partially because of the suspicion

of the notives and competence of anthropologists among

elders (e.9. Tootoosis in Canadian Plains Research centre

1979:68-69,85-86, see Chapter 2). ÀIthough one-to-one sork

with elders would have been beneficial, the challenge of

time and travel was beyond the scope of this practicun.

Thus most depictions of Native beliefs and values were

derived from sources written by elders.
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Using written teachings !¡ithout personal advice from

elders meant that the author ran the risk of using teachings

in the wrong context -- for example using teachings for

children Hhen t.hèy were intended for adults. Garry Robson

(personal communication) stressed the potential of this

mistake when he described an incident involving a northèrn

Manitoba teacher. The teacher, hoping to use teachings in

the class, requested an elder to visit and telI stories,

specifying that he "teII a story that old men tell when they

get together". Because the teacher specified teachings for

an adult age level, the result was ribald rnaterial which was

unsuitable to the class.

Teachings are intended for different ages and they are

multi-layered, providing additional meanings as lisleners

Iearn to delve further. Because archaeologists would begin

at an early Level of understanding, they might not realize

the importance of the details of a teachings. They may

alter or delete details, use the teaching for the wrong

purpose, or in the wrong season. For example, Cree

teachings about wee-sa-kay-chak should ideally be used in

the traditional v¡inter season (Garry Robson, personal

communication). Finally, the author could receive a

teaching from an e1der, transcribe it and publish it. Then

the use of that teâching would no longer be under the

control of the elder, or even the archaeologist, and could

be subject to additional forms of nisunderstanding and

rnisuse.
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Using published .teachings would ensure that at least one

elder had judged the teaching to be suitable for general

use, and overcome some limitations of the author's knowledge

and time. To understand more about Native beliefs and

values and how to responsibly use the written sources the

author attended a variety of events: two falI spiritual
meetings at Roseau Reserve, a youth and elder conference

(West Region Tribal Council 1987), two Native education

conferences (t'tanitoba Education '1 986, Mokakit Indian

Education Research Àssociation 1986) r one meeting on Native

self-government at the Roseau Reserve, and four Native

awareness programs in rural, urban and reserve schools. The

author listened to the concerns and priorities of elders at

these events and heard specific instruction about the use of

teachings. Garry Robson and Danny Thomas, both of the

Native Education Branch, Manitoba Education, provided

further guidance to the use of Iiterature.

Native education advisors assisted in choosing the

teaching goals for the children's book, which in turn lead

to the selection of appropriate teachings. The teachings

were to be presented in the book in the original wording of

the author, as much as possible. Changes would be made when

a r+ord was beyond the vocabuLary of the grade six reading

Ievel, or when the teaching would be out of context without

additional notes. Future interpretation could use more

participation of Native advisors, including elders.
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Ethnographic and historic sources, including elders'

teachings, were to provide details of daily life and

religion in the archaeology vignettes. vlhen an archaeology

vignette made extensive use of a historian's work the source

Has to be indicated in the bold faced credits at the

introduct ion of the vignette.

A variety of children's books and teaching guides were

used to provide models for writing style, organizational

style and methods of questioning. Books such as rc. Micnac

(whitehead and McGee 1983)' The Peiqan (Pard et a1 1985),

Murdo's Storv (Scribe 1985), Medicine Bov and other cree

Tales (Brass 1978), and !þg oiibwe PeopLe (o j iblre Curriculum

Committee and Educational Services Division 1973) provided

good nodels for format, iLlustra!ions, writing style'
vocabulary, use of traditional teachings and approaches to

Native av¡areness. Other pubtications provided ideas for

questions, activities and discussion topics to accompany the

stories (e.9. Manitoba Native Bilingual Program n.d.,

Schemenauer 1978, 1979, 1981, Manitoba Museum of Man and

Nature 1987, and a variety of articles in the journals

Teachino ÀnthroÞoloqv Nevsletter and Anthro Notes).

3,1.5 Hritino Stvle

The style was planned to suit the target grade six

reading level. sentences were to be short, usually one or

bwo phrases. The vocabulary was to be familiar to grade six
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level readers, except when the introduction of new terms or

concepts vras part of the teaching objectives. Existing

publications for the grade six level were used as models for

vocabulary, sentence and paragraph structurer and

organization of the book.

Since the literature review suggested that names of

sites, cultures and artifacts are biased in favour of

European heritage, this raised the question of nhether Lo

use new narnes more reflective of Native heritage. Applying

an entire lexicon of Native names implied good familiarity
wiLh Native languages and the assumption of a responsibitity

which would not be reasonabÌe for a single author. Riddle

and Pettipas (personal communication) reported that they

attempted to avoid al-L proper nouns for cultures,
geographical features, and artifacts in their drafL popu)-ar

publication, &. Q!ë!-i-re.. The result was extreme

confusion. Bolh Garry Robson and WiIliam Dumas, who

assisted Riddle and Pettipas, suggested that the use of some

European names trould be practical. Robson (personal

communication) suggested that sites could have both Native

and European names. Accordingly, the writing style was to

use a mixture of Native and European proper nouns.

characters in vignettes were to be named following the

guidelines of Native authors. Johnston, for example,

provides usefuL guidance to the selection and meaning of

mafe and female names in ojibwe society. Characters who are
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part of a society closely related to a modern Native nation

would have their name chosen from lhe writings of the rnodern

nation. For example, in the vignette "À FaLl Meeting at

CaIf Mountain", the people depicted by archaeology are

proposed to have spoken a Siouan language. The name Hawk

was therefore taken from a Lakot.a character in the book

Leqends of the Lakota (La Pointe 1976).

Elders' teachings were left in their original style' as

much as possible, partia).Iy to achieve the traditional
teaching style advocated by Flanagan and rverson (1985) 

'
Brown (1986), and Pepper and Henry (1986).

3.1 .5 Àvoidino StereotvpèE

The Iiterature review showed that interpretation can

easily fall into biases and stereotypes that are

uncomplimentary to Native peopLe. Native education advisors

stressed the importance of planning accordingly.

Possibilites for negative stereotypes abound: Native

people \,¡ere awe-struck and fearful at first meeting

Europeans, Native people were dirty and hungry until they

received the gifts of European culture' Native peoples

constantly fought each other, Native people had no religion,

alf Native people vtere the same, Native people were ).azy,

improvident, thieving and treacherous (Manitoba Indian

Brotherhood 1974, Berkhoffer 1978:26-28). Illustrations



might dwelt on hunting and killing' without depicting the

full range of people's activities and might constantly

depict people in a minimum of clothing, without showing

qarments intended for different functions, seasons and

symbol i sn.

Positive stereotyping occurs in writing and

illustrations. The "good Indian" is friendly and welcoming

to Europeans. Native people are stereotyped as handsome and

rugged, beautiful and majestic. They have stanina,

endurance, modesty, calmness, dignity in bearing and

conversation, bravery in combat, and love in the family.

Native people commune with the earth and its ani¡nals. In

short, Native people lived lives of complete harmony,

simplicity and innocence (Berkhoffer 1978:28, figure 10'

11).

There are stereotypes that Native cultures did not change

over time, that cultures of hundreds of years ago are stilI
current, or that Native people have fallen into poverty,

reserve J.ife, and degeneracy r unaware of their history
(Berkhoffer 1978:30).

In the children's book the use of lessons from elders

would immediately dispel the notion that Native people have

no religion. Teachings were to be selecLed that urge people

to strive against vices, emphasising vaLues of respect t

sharing, honesty and care of the envíronment. Teachings
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demonstrate factual knowJ-edge and wisdom, and could be

presented in a rnanner that stresses they are still in use

t oday .

By showing many people involved in their daily tasks,

such as naking tools, cooking, using food sources, trading,

travelling, making Iiving sites, exploring, making clothing

and so on, the archaeology vignettes would counter

stereotypes that Native people were dirtyr hungry, Lazy,

improvident, or single minded warriors and hunters. The

vignettes would show peopJ.e moving from place to place, but

they would indicate that this required foresight and

irnpressive knowledge. Changes in J.if eways, migrations,

diffusions and inventions would afso be shown as the

conscious choice of individuals, not as "things that

happened to cultures". Illustrations, like the text, were

to show people in a variety of settings, in seasonal

clothing, involved in a variety of tasks.

To link distant history with nodern Native people, the

archaeological vignettes v¡ere planned to cover the spectrum

from the earliest occupation of Manitoba to the era of fur

trade cooperation with Europeans. By including the fur

trade period the vignettes could counter sÈereotypes of

Native dependence and instead depict the mutual dependence

and problems which were part of the European-Native fur

trade. To further link history to modern living people, one

teaching wouLd be selected which woufd be based on an
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elder's own experience of Iife. This teaching might

introduce the concepts of government, religious, and

economic por¡er over Native people in recent history.

To prevent positive stereotypes the archaeology

illustrations and text would avoid the repeatèd image of

noble young men, and present a fuIl range of characters.

characters would experience hunger, grief, impatience, cold

and r¡et. The fur trade vignette might include the use of

alcohol , but show its place in the economic and social

system, and show its equal abuse by Europeans and Natives.

Elders' teachings would depict the occurrence and results of

failings such as greed and lack of respect.

The introductory stories to the book were to explain that

there are a number of Native nations represented in

Manitoba, to avoid the impression that all Native people are

the same. Plans were made to select teachings from all of

Manitoba's Native nations, to rernind the reader that each

has its own heritage. In a paral).eL structure, plans were

made to use archaeology vignettes set in atl of the major

physiographic regions of the province, showing differences

in lifeways which occurred both in space and time.

Àdvisors, especiatly Native education advisors, would

used to determine whether these nethods ¡'rere successful

avoiding stereotypes.

be

1n
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3.1 .7 I Llustrat ions

Illustrations enliven books, provide additionaL

information, and increase the reader's comprehension and

retention of knowledge. Like the text, illustrations had to

achieve the required teaching objectives, suit the grade six

reading level, and avoid stereotypes.

Following the recommendations of the l-iterature review,

plans were ¡nade to include photographs of original

artifacts. These would be chosen to give a tangible

connection to the past and to show some of the technical and

creative skiIIs of the makers. They would also be selected

to exemplify the data and methods of archaeology.

To avoid an overemphasis on artifacts most illustrations

would show people involved in daily activities, based on

archaeological and ethnographic data.

To express Native beliefs and values, artists interested

in Native spirituality Here to be requested to prepare

illustrations based on the elders' teachings contained in

the book.

Testing and intervieçs with children would show whether

the illustrations were at a suitable level and whether they

eere successful in achieving teâching goals. Àdvisors would

be used to test for stereotyping and errors of fact.
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3. 1 .8 Teachino Obìectives

Detailed teaching objectives were developed to guide the

selection and preparation of each vignette and elder's

teaching. The objectives are spetled ou! in appendix a.

The teaching objectives were categorized as cognitive
(concepts, generalizat.ions, and specific facts) and

affective (vaIues, feelings, attitudes and sensitivities).

The combination of archaeology vignettes and elders'

teachings was to allow the achievement of both cognitive and

affecLive objectives.

The detailed teaching objectives were planned to meet the

needs and guidelines identified by stakeholders ' as

discusssed in sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.7. The guidelines of

the K-12 Social Studies program (t'lanitoba Education

'1 985:1-7) and the Native Àwareness Program of Manitoba

Education (Manitoba Native Education Branch n.d.b) were

especially useful to spell out detailed teaching objectives.

Like archaeology, social studies and Native awareness both

emphasize the goal of exploring J.if eways. Indeed lhe basic

concepts or "content organizers" of the social studies
' curriculum include the basic concepts of of archaeo).ogy and

culture history: concepts of location, causality,

i nte rdependenc e , interaction r power, time, change, needs,

resources, groups, decision making, technology, ecology,

economy, culture, adaptation, beliefs, traditions, Ianguage,

identity and diversity (Manitoba Education 198522,4-6).
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Àrchaeology and the Native awareness program suggest

additional concepts; science, data, deduction, traditional
history, individual r01es, symbolism, government and the

gif t,s of the creator. These concepts were to be threads of

thought in the children's book, moving toward greater

devel-opment as the book proceeds.

The grade six social studies guidelines suggest very

specific. teaching objectives which assisted in spelling out

the teaching objectives for the children's book. The

children's book was to present the idea that needs can be

met in different ways depending on a peopLe's environment,

cultural traditions, innovations and relations with other

peoples. The book r¡as to show that people both change and

are affected by their environment. Content was to explore

how traditions and change co-exist in societies. FinalIy,

content was to discuss how exploration and migration bring

cultural interaction, enrichment and conflict (Manitoba

Education 1985 61-63).

The children's book was to carry on basic concepts

introduced at earlier grade levels, and tead up to teaching

objectives of subsequent grades. Thus the vignettes and

teachings vrere to repeat grade two explorations cf how

people use technology to meet needs and respond to changes

in the environment. The book was to ask how families long

ago met their needs, and how our families differ in size,

structure, roIes, food, shelter, clothing etc. The
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vignettes and teachings would ask the student to once again

consider the advantages and disadvantages of technological

change, and to consider environmental stewardship and the

impact of people on the environment. The vignettes and

teachings r,tere to lead up to grade 11 topics, such as the

the interaction of European and Native cultures, differences

among Native cultures, and the role of Native people in

modern society (uanitoba Education 1985:101-103).

The objectives were also to teach about specific

historical findings of archaeology, such as the development

of particular technologies and economic systems. There were

also to be specific objectives dealing with Native

ar,rareness: such as traditional history, male-female rolest

child rearing (games, teachings for children), the home and

íts symbolism, the clan system, the original lawsr the path

of Iife, treaties, government, and gifts to the first people

(drum, rattle, incense, braid) (t'lanitoba Native Education

Branch n.d.b).

The author initialty intended that archaeology vignettes

would deal primaríly with economic aspects of lifeways

(prirnarily cognitive objectives) and elders' teachings would

be selected to depict beliefs and values (primarily

affective objectives). However, as the detaited teaching

objectives \{ere prepared it became clear that both vignettes

and teachingé could achieve cognitive and affective goals.

The combination of vignettes and teachings allowed the
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achievement of teaching objectives to satisfy the needs of

aLI stakeholders. The cross-cultural approach itself
encourages affective learning about the value of historyt

tolerance for differing views, and respect for other

peoples.

Detailed leaching objectives are spelled out in Appendix

À.

3.2 FIETD TESTING METHODS

Fourteen draft vignettes and teachings were completed

following the met.hods based on the proposals of the

Iiterature review. Testing was done at t$o intervals --

f olJ-owing the completion of the first eight drafts, and

following the completion of the entire draft text.

Testing assessed how well the seven recornmended interpretive

nethods:

1. achieved teaching objectives of the grade six
provinc ial studies curriculum

2. satisfied the objectives of Native advisors, and the
teaching objectives of the Manitoba Native education
Nat ive awareness Prograrn

3. met the needs of teachers

4. satisfied the objectives of archaeologists

5. appealed to the interest of children, encouraging
them to Iearn.
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The text was evaLuated by archaeologists, Native

education advisors and Native and non-Native teachers' and

evaluated and tested by using the draft text with Native and

non-Native classes, individual students and Native and non-

Native teachers. written and oral questions were used to

test the effectiveness of the vignettes and teachings in

developing children's cognitive knowledge r concepts t

comparisonsr generalizations and affective learning

objectives.

Interim testing was used to detect and correct

problematic methods in further preparation of the text.

Testing resulted in many editorial improvements affecting

the ability of the draft text to reach its objectives.

Four Native advisors and Native education specialists

evaluated the text for Native awareness. Garry Robsont

Diane Cooley and Danny Thonas of the Native Education Branch

r¡ere consul-ted before beginning the book ' and Robson and

Cooley evaluated drafts of the first eight vignettes and

teachings (¿oe t¡cIe1Ian of Àberdeen School , winnipeg,

evaluated the entire draft in final testing). Because

Robson, CooIey, Thomas and other sources had been consulted

in preparing the teaching objectives, advisors were in

agreement with the approach of the book, and most evaluation

centred on problems in editing Native teachings and specific

aspects of Native awareness.
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The vignettes were repeatedly subrnítted to

archaeologists, !o determine whether the concepts and facts

of archaeology \,¡ere accurately and thoroughly presented.

Àrchaeologists also unexpectedly commented on the

"readability" of the stories for grade six, and the value of

this editorial advice was recognized.

Ideally the text would have been submitted to a variety

of school classes and children: urban, suburbanr southern

rural, northern, and Native self-administered students, aff
primarily at lhe grade six level. Because of the

limitations of time and funding, testing was limited to a

suburban, primarily EuropeanCanad i an class (victory School '
grades five and six enrichment class) and an urban primarily

Native class (Aberdeen Schoo1 , grade nine class, with some

students reading at a grade six level). Testing was also

conducted with a young archaeologists club (from a variety

of urban, suburban and rural schools ranging from grades

five to ten), and r¡ith individual grade six and seven

students (one from a rural and one f rorn a suburban school).

This mixture of children centred on those reading at a grade

six levet, but allol¡ed assessment of the methoils nith

children in the surrounding grades.

À vâriety of assesstnent techniques ltere used with

children. Observation was used to determine ehether the

stories were interesting enough to maintain children's

attention.. Verbal and written questions were used to
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assess whether the drafts of the book had been successful in

achieving its cognitive and affective teaching goaIs.

Conversations based on the drafts were used to assess

whether students could express or develop related concepts,

generalizations, attitudes and values.

Three teachers were interviewed to further test the

utility of the text. Tno teachers (one Eur opean-Canad i an

from victory Schoot and one Native from Aberdeen School)

participated in the use of teachings and vignettes with

their classes. The third !¡as a European -Canad i an teacher in

a reserve school. Teachers evaluated the utility of the

book for their curriculum. These co¡nments were particularJ-y

useful in improving illustrations and developing questions

to accompany the draft book -- an interpretive method which

had not initially been Planned.
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Chapter Iv
REST'LTS

Because the needs of Native people, the education

curriculum and archaeologists were !aken into account while

planning the chil-dren's book, testing the book with

representatives of these groups repeatedly resulted in

positive assessnents of the interpretive methods.

Commentators were especially satisfied with the concept of

mingling archaeology and elders' teachings. Teachers were

especially enthusiastic about the approach. As examples of

the assessments, JiIl Richards (MorIey Reserve, ÀIberta) was

delighted that archaeology stories could be made so much

about Native people, people that her students would be

"proud" of. Jay Buchanan (victory School, glinnipeg) felt

that the draft book matched the grade six curriculum "right
on". Joe McLeIlan (Àberdeen School, winnipeg) was very

pleased sith the overall objective of learning fron both

archaeology and Native teachings.

Instead of repeating similar positive assessments r the

foLtorving summary of results concentrates rnore on

shortcomings detected by the evaluations. Almost aIl the

shortcoming were addressed by revisions in the methods,

found in section 4.1.5' "Revisions in Methods as a Result of
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Interim Testing", and section 4.2. The complete !¡ritten

results provided by the Young Archaeologistsr CIub and

Àberdeen Junior High School grade nine class are found in

appendices B and C. Other summaries of results are based

!rritten notes in the author' s posession.

4.1 RESI'Í,TS OF INTERIM TESTING

4,1.1 Native Education and Àrchaeoloov Àdvisors

Drafts of the first eight stories were reviewed by Garry

Robson and Diane Cooley of the Native Education Branch.

Robson and Cooley, satisfied with the general handling of

Native awareness, selection of teachings, and writing style

commented on parts of vignettes and stories, and aspects of

the general methods. For example, vocabulary was unsuitable

in the draft of "Respect for Ànimals", the teaching "The

Sacred Pipe" was missing information, the use of proper

names for characters ("Haitk" in "A FaII Meeting at CaIf

Mountain" ) would be successful !¡ith children, and

conversation and action would be appealing to children.

The author was having difficulty in finding teachings

that were ready to.use in a children's book -- inappropriate

Ianguage IeveI and fragments of teachings were often common

in written sources. Robson pointed out that each teaching

reveals information in three main areas -- the physícal ' the

emotional and the spiritual. Àrchaeologists could use
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knowledge of the three areas as an organizing principle.

Robson warned that combining more than one Native teaching

into a singl-e version can cause damage -- for example, by

reducing the number of teachings in a story to three from

four.

Robson reviewed drafts of vígnette 9 ("À FaII Meeting at

Calf Mountain" ) and teaching 10 ( "The Sacred Pipe") which

are linked by the occurrence of a pipe in each story. The

drafts did not mention that archaeologically recovered pipes

may differ in form from modern Native pipes. Robson felt
that the teaching objectives were correct in stressing the

spiritual message of the pipe.

Garry Robson's comments suggested the validity of

presentin-o both archaeology and traditional teachings for

their individual merits, without dwelling on exact

compariscns between the two sources. The importance of

traditional teachings was confirmed to be their information

on facts, values and beliefs which cornplements the

archaeological data, concepts and generalizations.

Discussion assessed the appropriate way to name the site

of the vignette "When the seasons were Very Warm", now

caLl.ed the Sinnock site by archaeologists. Robson felt that

when naming geographic phenomena and people r Native nanes

could be used where they are known. These names are not

necessarily the say they. Here 8000 years ago, but the name
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stiLl reflects Native heritage. Given the practical

difficutty of using Native names for aII sites,

archaeologists could use European names as a start and add

Native names as research progresses. It was understandable

that landowners would appreciate the recognition of sites

named after themselves. These comments were less critical
of archaeology's practice than the authorrs comments in the

literature review.

The first eight stories were submitted to a number of

archaeologists: Leo Pettipasr Dave Riddle r Dave Hems and

Gordon HiII, all of the Manitoba Historic Resources Branch,

and Leigh Syms of the Maniloba Museum of Man and Nature.

Àrchaeologists seemed generally satisfied !¡ith the abiJ.ity

of the vignettes to incorporate data and concepts. Comments

assessed the accuracy of the archaeological data used as the

basis of the stories. Each vignette benefitted from several

suggestions. After noting possible factual errors in one

vignette, Pettipas suggested that alt vignettes should be

subnitted to archaeologists familiar with the culture or

site under discussion in the story. This procedure v¡as

foltowed with each subsequent vignette (see section 4.1.5).

Leigh Syms suggested that the use of bold faced

introductions should be assessed $ith children -- the

introductions might be too dry and discourage the interest

of readers from the start. Pettipas and Ridd1e erarned that

the images used should bå familiar to Northern communities.
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For example, in comparing archaeology to exploring an old

basement, one should consider whether northern houses have

basements. Syms pointed out the need for illustrations.

4.1.2 Youno Àrchaeolooistsr CIub of winnioeo

À pair of stories was tested vrith the young

Àrchaeologists' CIub. The club members ranged from

approximately nine to 16 years of age, and they attended a

variety of urban, suburban and rural schools. The group

obviously had prior interest and exposure to the subject of

archaeology, however the approach to history by the

children's book was different than other club activities,
which concentrated more on research activities and

repl ication of tools.

The vignette "when the seasons were very warm" (depicting

life at the Sinnock site, approxirnately 8000 years ago) was

presented as an oraf storyr t¡ith bLackboard ntaps of the síte

Iocation and site plan. Twenty nine club rnembers were in

attendance. A series of questions were used after the

vignette to assess how well it had appealed to the club

members and conveyed the desired cognitive content.

The audience nas very attentive. At the close of the

story al1 but two club members wanted to ans$¡er the firs!
question. AII ages took part in the question and answer

session. À complete List of the questions and anssers is
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given in Àppendix A. The club members got a renarkable

amount of cognitive information out of the story. For

example, club members were able to recall how climate

changed and what the effect of climate on vegetation and

animal life. They recalled the main source of food for the

people at the Sinnock site' why they moved seasonally' and

why they Ieft the Sinnock locale permanently. They

remembered the different roles of age and sex groups.

Participation in the group discussion of the vignetLe

decreased as the session v¡ore on. The club leader, Leigh

Syms, suggested that questions involving more discussion

were required. The nost successful question for stimuJ.ating

conversation was probably "If you were an archaeologist what

sorts of artifacts would you expect to find in the three

different terraces of this site?" Questions which required

prediction and deduction based on the readings Ì¡ere seen to

be a successful technigue, and the use of this technique was

increased in subsequent revisions (see chapter 4.1.5 and

4.2)

In the next test the Young Àrchaeologists' Club members

were given a copy of the teaching "Respect for Anima1s", a

companion piece to "When the Seasons were very warn" t

depicting ojibwe values that complement the economic use of

animals depicted in "When the Seasons Were Very Warm". The

club members took the story hone, read it, answered written

questions and returned the story at the meeting two tnonths

later.
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out of 24 copies of the story distributed, 10 were

returned. Part of the low return could be aLtributed to the

long lag between distributing the teaching and retrieving

the commênts. Eight of the 10 returns had the questions

answered. À1I of the answers showed that the respondents

had at least been able to understand t.hat ojibwe people

should honour animals, but that they sometimes dishonoured

them. At least half of the respondents were able to move

onto more difficult concepts such as the idea that Ojibwe

people formed ideals of knowledge, gracefulness,

watchfulness and endurance by learning from animals, that

animals and peopJ.e depend on other parts of the ecosystem'

and that there are parallels betrreen traditional Oj ibwe

relations with animals and modern Canadian relations !o

wildlife. There vtas sorne discussion of the teaching, but

few cLub members joined in. Part of the problem was that

questioning went directly to generalizations and

comparisons, without an initial review and facts.

In summary, the test resuLts ttith the Young

Àrchaeologists' CIub showed that cognitive teaching goals

were welL achieved by an' archaeology "vignette". Affective

teaching objectives could be successfully introduced, but

questionnaires had to be improved to build from facts to

generalizations, c ornpa r i son s and deductions.
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4.1 .3 Individual students

Drafts of the first eight vignettes and teachings were

submitted to Rhiannen Putt (grade seven r Jer¡ett Elementary

School , village of Meadow Creek, B.C.) and Krista.Wasney

(grade six, Dr. Hamilton School ' East St, PauI). The

students were questioned to see which teaching goals had

been achieved. As in classroon testingr a more thorough

representation of sexes' cultures, and geographic locations

was beyond the scope of the practicum. However the two

students selected did represent decidedly rural and suburban

schools, and together they performed the important function

of providing a detailed assessment of several drafts'

resulting in changes in methods which continued to the end

of the work on the children's book.

In general, Rhiannen had no trouble distinguishing

betvreen archaeology vignettes and elders' teachings, and she

found the language level satisfaclory, observations which

were all reassuring to the author. Rhiannen definitely

Iiked vignettes that had lots of people ' activity and named

characters. The nore of these features she found in a

vignette, the more cognitive content she retained. After

discussions the author had the impression that revisions cf

the drafts should ¡nake them sti1l more live1y and simple.

Rhiannen was able to discuss some affective contentt

concepts and generalizations. For exarnple, in reviewing the
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teaching "Respect for Aninals", she speculated about hot'¡

people would honour animals and compared the values of

Christianity to the values in the teaching (Christianity

"r¡ouldn't have messages about animals"). She sas able to

make conparisons between her own Iife and Ojibwe teachings,

comnenting that in Meadon Creek "some people kiII animaLs

for nothing" and logging destroys the environnent for

animals. when discussing the vignette "When the seasons

were Very Warm" Rhiannen compared the warming clitnatic trend

in the story to her own experience of snowmelt in the

village and her Iimited knowledge of the greenhouse effect.

Rhiannen was very interested in projecting what residents

of Meadow Creek would do if the warming climate of the story

occurred there --- whether they would move away, or stay and

do something else, "Iike orange farming". when discussing

"When a Big Lake Covered Manitoba", Rhiannen was interested

in speculating about what might have been over her village
'I 2'OOO years ago -- a take? a glacier? Àpparently the

technique of asking the student to imagine their hone or

their Iife under past clinatic circumstances r¡as an

effective method' which could be used further in the book.

Krista wasney read vignette 5 ( "When the Seasons were

Very Warm") and Teaching 6 ( "Respect for Aninals"). Krista

was given the teaching and vignette about a month before the

interview. When it was time for the interview she had to

rapidly re-read them to refresh her mernory.



Because of the month-long delay before the interview, the

rushed re-read, and problems with the readings themselves,

the readings failed to achieve many cognitive teaching

goals. It \,¡as significant that Krista knew the facts

revealed by the actions of individuals in the story, as

opposed to those provided by a general prologue or

narrative. For example, she did not knolt why bison moved

back and forth from the plains to the valleys, which was

discussed in the prologue to a vignette. on the other hand

she could provide a compfete list of the roles of the sexes

and ages in a group, and a List of food sources, as revealed

by the actions of the story characters. She emphatically

enjoyed some small comments in the storyr such as the fact

that people hunted rabbits, "fat onesl". Às with al-l the

interirn testing there were no illustrations to accotnpany the

text. Like other advisors and students, Krista commented on

the shortfall, especially the need for an atlas.

Àn exercise which had been successful with lhe Young

Archaeologists' Club was relatively unsuccessful with Krista

-- after reading the vignette "When the Seasons were Very

[.larn", Krista could only partially complete a sketch map of

the artifacts nhich would result from the events in the

vignette.

Parts of the Ojibwe teaching "Respect for Àninals" which

appealed to Krista's imaginaLion elicited emphatic

responses. Krista was able to begin a tist of the uses of
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wildlife. in contemporary society, and compare it to the

values placed on wiLdlife in the teaching. She suggêsted

that modern hunting and trapping were comparable to the

Ojibwe disrespect for animals. Contrary to the intent of

the teaching, Krista felt the people in the story "When the

Seasons were very Warm" did not respect aninals, because

they kiIled them. The teaching was encouraging Krista to

express values about wiLdlife and ecology, but not

necessarily ones that might be expected!

After the interview t¡ith Krista the author knew that

simpler more 1iveIy text was required, and had concrete

suggestions for effective illustrations and questioning

methods.

4.1 .4 Teachers

The first eight drafts were submitted to Ji11 Richards,

teachèr a! MorLey Community SchooI , MorIey Reserve' Alberta'

Morley is a Nakota reserve. Richards currently teaches

adult classes and grade three students aged 10 to 13 (i'e'

grade six age level, usually below grade six reading level)'

She assessed the draft book as successfully prepared for

classroom use (her students would find the content "great"),

and pointed out shortcomings in questioning methods and lack

of illustrations.
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Questions included with the stories could be much more

specific and less open ended. For example, instead of

asking "why do we value wildlife?", the question could be

"List three ways that we value wildtife". She recommended

that the book have a very brief introduction to explain its

overall layout and purpose. Richards suggested that

children illustrate the stories. She suggested many

improvements in sentence structure and vocabulary. She

pointed out the most vivid vignette of those given to her'

indicaling an example which the author could f ollor¡.

Drafts were also given to Jay Buchanan, grade five

science teacher and grade five and six social studies

"enrichment program" teacher, victory School , I{innipeg.

Buchanan indicated that the concept and content of the draft

book was ideal for curriculum use. He particularly

emphasized the irnportance of the explanation of archaeology

as a science and the revelation of the findings of the

science throughout the vignettes. Buchanan recommended maps

and iIlusÈrations of archaeological sites, and pictures of

archaeologists working. He provided very detailed

suggestions for exercises, questions and activities to be

included in the book. Like Richards, Buchanan requested a

short clear introduction to the structure of the book t

describing the two sources of knowledge and the purposes for

including then.
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4.1.5 Revisions in Methods aB a Result of Interim Testino

Interim testing showed that the interpretive nethods were

generally satisfactory to students' teachers, archaeologists

and curriculum advisors, including Native advisors.

Às a result of specifíc recommendations the following

changes were made in the draft book:

a brief introductíon !o the structure of the book was
added .

when elders' teachings were transcribed from original
sources, Èhe author attempted to recognize and
maintain the physicai-, emotional and spiritual
aspects of the teaehings.

more names were used for characters and places. In
some cases the synbotism of personal names was
described in the stories. Rivers in the stories were
given the same names as they have today. In some
ðases the names of modern towns were used to give the
reader a reference to modern geography.

the author attempted to develop more characters,
personalities and action.

simplifications and improvements in vocabulary,
grammar and sentence structure were made throughout.

the use of bold-faced introductions was carefully
observed in subsequent testing to determine Ìrhether
readers found them too dry and boring. Information
in the introductions was immediately limited to
information about archaeologists and elders v¡ho
researched a topic or gave a teaching. Dates and
other introductóry information were rnoved into the
body of the vignette or teaching. In sone cases the
intioductions were removed and replaced with a
footnote. The effect of the shorter introductions
was observed during final testing.

archaeology vignettes were submitted to
archaeologists þersonally involved in the data' as a
more thorough check of content accuracy.

1.

5.

4.

6.

7.
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8. work was begun on assembling illustrations.
Àrchaeology-illustrations were selected to depict
both sceneè from the vignettes, and site plans, maps
and illustrations of artifacts, showing the
scientific origin of the vignettes. The need for
maps to orient readers to the geography was clear.
aróhaeologists were consulted to ensure that the
conten! oI ilLustraLions was accurate. The author
requested two artists interested in Native history to
prËpare illustration proposals for efders' teachings.

questions (which had originally been intended only to
fest the success of the book) were prepared to
accompany the vigneltes and teachings. Questions
were iradã more sþecific, and included modelling
exercises, projeèts and discussion suggestions.
IdealIy eveiy -tory would have accompanying
guestións, which would be designed to provide
t-eachers wittr a readily usable teaching pac kage .
Students needed questions to add variety to the
reading material, !o reinforce and add to the
learning process.

questions were designed to proceed. from factual
iecaLl to conparisons t generalizations and
discussions. Model methods of questioning were
suggested by existing children's publications,
oailicularlv a series of children's history books by
ÈIma Scheme-nauer (1978, 1979, 1981) and a Peigan
children's history book (Pard et aI 1985). Àppendix
C inctudes a list of so¡ne of the questioning methoils
used when preparing questions for vignettes and
teachings.

a

11. the success of questions and exercises were assessed
in a classroom aetting during the final testing of
the book.

4.2 RESI'LTS OF FINÀL TESTING

À second round of testing was done after drafts of all 14

vignettes and teachings were complete. Às beforer Native

Èeachers, non-Native teachers and archaeologists were

generally satisfied that the use of ethnological and
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historical data, use of elders' teachings, use of

terminology, and development of lively personal detail
successfully achieved the teaching objectives.

4.2.1 Native Education and ÀrchaeoLoqv Àdtli€atg

Since archaeologists t¡ere consulted before vignettes Here

started, their comments on the drafts were mostly

corrections of grammar, structure and omissions and

corrections in facts. The archaeologists Ðave Hems and Dave

Riddle, both of the Manitoba Historic Resources Branchr were

particuJ.arly helpful in refining teaching goals and

assessing content of the resulting vignettes.

Hems assisted in planning and assessing Èhe success of

vignette 13, "Iron Mouth at Brandon House", and vignette 11

"t,eggings, the cardener's Son". He was satísfied with the

teaching objectives such as the connection of nations by

lrade, interdependence of Native nations and Europeans

during the fur trade, the role of marriage in trade, the

effects of disease and Iiquor, and many specific facts

concerning trade methods, family structurer corn agriculture

and other lifeways. Ðuring subsequent assessment of the

vignettes most comments Here.linited !o problens such as t.he

identification of a fish species or date of a structure.

Hems was dissatisfied with the success of the "Leggings"

vignette in dealing with enough significant topics
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pertaining to corn agriculture. Hems comfnents suggest the

difficulty or conflict in achieving IiveJ-y interpretation,

which the author felt required limiting the number of

teaching objectives.

vignette 7, "Morning star and the CIay Pot", was based on

a draft book by Riddle and Leo Pettipas' therefore Riddle

was satisfied with the objectives' but he suggested facts

and wording that better achieved them. For the vignette

"Iron Mouth at Brandon House", Riddle suggested changes in

wording that emphasized the teaching objectives --
rnotivations for trading, interdependence of European and

Native people, the challenge of trading, involvement of

children and v¡omen in fur trade, effect of disease, and

departure of the Nakota from ManiLoba.

The entire draft of lhe 14 teachings and vignettes was

submitted to Joe McLellan, teacher at Àberdeen Junior High

School , a core area school with many Native students.

Mctellan is hi¡nself Native (Nez Perce). He was very p)-eased

with the objectives and methods of the book, especially the

use of both archaeology and Native teachings. He remarked

that the interpretive methods used might be useful to

encourage Native students to take up archaeology. He

encouraged the publication of the children's book, and he

would use the result in his own classroom.
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McLelLan was specifically requested to assess Teaching 8.

"The Clan System". The author was concerned that the

combination of writings by ojibwe teàchers Basil Johnston

(1976) and Eddie Benton-Banai (1979) had resulted in

inaccuracies, since Johnston's system of clan naming did not

match Benton's. McLel,lan acknowledged the problemr but

stressed that the objective should be to emphasize the

general role of the clan systems among many Native nations

-- fuLfilling many needs of the societies. His own

grandmother, a Nez Perce, had taught him a different clan

system than Lhe one described by Johnston and Benton-Banai.

McLeIlan was also requested to assess the teaching

objectives of the vignette "Iron Mouth at Brandon House" and

the teaching "ÀIfred Patrick's Story". The author was

concerned over the difficulty of the teaching objectives,

which dealt with use and abuse of alcohol , and church and

government po\{er over Native education. McLellan felt that

the teaching objectives were necessary to discuss with

students, and did not object to the handling of the topics

ín the vignette and teaching.

4.2.2 Aberdeen School Grade Nine

The draft book was provided to Joe McLeIIan for use with

his grade nine c1ass. Some students in the class were at a

grade six reading IeveI. The purpose was to test the

success of the interpretive methods in achieving the

teaching objectives with urban, primarily Native' students..
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McLeIIan used thè package to compare and study the

findings and methods of archaeology and the role of elders.

He reported that his students were immediately interested

("excited") by the science and methods of archaeology,

especially as a result of the lesson "How Archaeology

Works". McLel-Ian commenled on the importance of

illustrations and exercise showing how the vignettes were

developed from archaeological nethods and data.

The author attended the class to present a discussion of

"Ho¡{ Àrchaeology Works", including slides, sanples of

artifacts and a dernonstration of flint-knapping. Through

discussing a stone pipe bowl brought to the c1ass, students

were encouraged to compare what archaeology can teach and

what elders can teach (emic and etic phenomena). The

exercise was clearly successful -- students recognized that

archaeologists could not learn about spirituality from the

pipe alone, and at the end of the class they suggested that

archaeologists be taught about the care of the pipe

according to its spiritual importance.

Students provided remarkable lrritten ans¡{ers to questions

based on the lessons "How Archaeology works" and "How we

Learn From EIders". The questions asked children about who

lhe elders were in their life, the advice the student would

give years from no¡r to their great-grandchildren, and

finally asked the student to imagine themselves 1000 years
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f ron noÌ'¡ , excavat i ng the i r

in 1988. The fu11 text of

found in Àppendix E.

home cily buried by an earthquake

the questions and ansr¡ers are

The questions tested the success of the teaching nethods

in achieving the teaching objectives for the two lessons.

Seventeen out of 18 students handed in answers. Almost all
students answered the three questions about elders. For

example, 18 out of 18 students answered questions one and

three. Question 3, which asked students for advice for

their great-grandchildren, elicited particularly crea!ive

answers. CIearIy the role of elders was well-understood and

inleresting to these students, partially as a result of

t.horough lessons on the subject prior to the visit of the

author. The importance of including elders' teachings in

archaeological interpretation for Native students was

confirmed. Unfortunately, the end of the class came when

students ¡rere still completing the question on archaeology

-- 2 partial and I complete answers ¡rere returned. Four

answers showed that the sludents could now successfulJ'y

describe some methods of archaeology -- searching for clues,

comparing "feature" trees to trees in the forest and

artifacts to artifacts of the future, using books and

conducting experiments, and finally making an explanation.

The remaining complete ans¡{ers showed that students had

successfully learned how difficult it would be for

archaeologists to interpret today's symbolic artifacts in

the future.
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The questions clearly showed that the lessons had

successfuLly encouraged the students to think about values.

Question 3 in particular elicited profound messages and

warnings about respect for people r nature, elders, history,

and the importance of trying hard, avoiding prejudice and

helping each other.

In summary, testing at Àberdeen School stressed and

suggested illustrations and exercises which would Iink
interpretative recreations to archaeological methods and

data. The testing showed that the interpretive methods were

interesting to Native students and appealed to their
previous experience and knowledge of Native culture.
Interpretation definitely intrigued students about

archaeology, and the limited response to one written
question showed that cognitive information about archaeology

vras successfully conveyed. Questions definitely showed that

the interpretive methods encouraged the students to think

about values. More questions would be required to help

students review archaeologícal methods.

4.2.3 victorv School Grades Five and Síx

The draft book was provided to Jay Buchanan for testing

with the victory school grades five and six enrichrnent class

-- students performing at an advanced level.
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The students read "How Àrchaeology works" independently,

and discussion showed that most students had successfully

Iearned concepts such as "sites", "artifacts" and

"features", and had some idea of archaeological nethods. As

a class exercise the students analysed a collection of

artifacts from a historic site, as though they were

archaeologists. They sorted the artifacts into categories

and Iisted the artifacts in each category. The entire class

then used the artifacts and the site plan to reconstruct the

Iifeways of the original siLe occupants. The students

identified a house with chimney, windows, fireplace and a

family with boy and girl children and a dog, who farmed for

a tiving or Here possibly blacksmiths. They drank beer,

pop, tea, ate chickens, and hunted.

The ability of students to solve archaeological

"probtems" showed that the interpre!ive methods had

successfully taught "How Àrchaeology works". For example,

some explanations of the artifacts were tenuous -- the iron

"might" have been f rorn a blacksmith, or some teeth "might"

have been dog's teeth. When questioned, the students

proposed "further testing" by going to a nodern blacksmith,

a veterinarian, or a museum.

Questions and artifacts, similar to those used with

Aberdeen School , allowed students to discuss the difference

between archaeology's socio-economic information and Native

beliefs and values.
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The author read the teaching "How We Learn From Elders"

to the class. By the end of the teaching there seemed to be

general fidgeting. Although a more effective technique

might have been students reading the teaching aloud, it

appeared that the vocabulary and method of speech ¡rere stilL

loo difficult for grade six.

The author told the vignette "when an Icy Lake Covered

Manitoba" as a story, using ilLustrations borrowed from the

Manitoba Historic Resources Branch. The goals of the

vignette were to provide information about glaciation, Lake

Agassiz and t.hè first Native people in Manit.oba. The

students were shown a nap of Manitoba with glacial lake

Agassiz superimposed. They were asked to pinpoinr modern

places in Manitoba relative to the location of the former

Iake. The students were shown an illust.ration of a woman

who was cooking by using hot stones in a skin container.

The students were asked what an archaeologist would find of

the cooking scene and then compare that to what would be

Left of cooking in their onn homes. The sÈudents compared

the travelling methods in the vignette to Hhat is needed

today for a "camping trip" -- "TVr tent, walkman, RV,

l-antern, radio, griIles, icebox, cooler" etc. As predicted

by the interim test results, these naps and comparisons

successfully achieved a high response from students,

reinforced the vignette and encouraged respect for past

technology. The ability of the students to answer the
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questions showed that the teaching methòds were successfully

achieving their goaIs.

Finally, the students were able to discuss where climatic

change is occuring in the world today, and how people's

lives would change if there vtas a new ice age in Northern

Manitoba.

Àfter all- the discussion of the Icy Lake vignette was

over, one student asked "what did t.hat story have to do with

archaeology?", suggesting thaÈ still more work was required

to shos how the vignettes were based on fact.

Students read the teachinq "Weesakaychak and the Flood".

Buchanan then led a discussion wíth the students. Students

were i¡nmediately able to pick out the power of Weesakaychak'

and one of the teaching messages -- "where the strong failt
the weak succeed".

The discussion led by the teacher suggested that he was

oblivious to the cognitive_ information hidden in the

weesakaychak teaching, such as information on the behaviour

of water animals. The teacher referred severaÌ times to the

teaching as a myth. His discussion included inaccuracies,

such as the statenent that the Cree people did not fish.
ÀIso, Cree names of animals, such as wajuskr or muskrat,

r,¡ere confused for proper names. while some of these

problems coul-d be corrected by minor changes in the book,

others suggested the need for teacher orientation which was

beyond the scope of the interpretive nethods proposed.
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In summary, the Victory School tests reviewed four

!eachings and vignettes. Students consistentfy achieved the

cognitive teaching objectives, but improvements in

vocabulary and sentence structure were still required. The

reslilts r.rere very useful in the further development of

ilLustrations, questions and exercises. Observations of the

teacher leading class discussíon suggested changes in the

use of Native language, but also suggested the need for

teacher orientation which was beyond Èhe scope of the

interpretive meLhods.

4.2.4 other ÀEsesarnents

Section 3.1.8 and Àppendix A of t.he practicum outlined

the teaching objectives of the children's book. The book

would be a series of vignettes and teachings, alternating in
complimentary pairs. The book would set vignettes in each

of Manitoba's physiographic regions -- grasslands, aspen

parkland, boreal forest, northern transition zone, and

tundra, to show how Native lifeways could vary between

regions. Furthermore, there would be vignettes depicting

lifeways in each major archaeological "period" -- Early

Prehistoric, Middle Prehistoric, Late Prehistoric and

Historic, showing changes over time. Fina1Iy there woufd be

teachings from most of the Native nations represented in

Manitoba today -- Dene, Cree, ojibwe, Dakota and Metis to
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suggest the distinctive nature and heritage of the nations.

The teachings and vignettes would together give a full

picture of socio-economic lifeways, beliefs and values.

The resulls did not achieve the full range of

physiographic regions, periods and Native nations which were

planned. In reality the author was unfamiliar and

unconfortabfe with the archaeology and environment of the

northern transitional forest and tundra. After several

unsatisfactory writing attempts, the transitional forest and

tundra nere omitted from the vignettes. In choosing Native

teachings the author was again hampered by a lack of

famitiarity with the Native nations. Most personal

experience was with ojibwe and cree peopler and the

selection of teachings reflects the comfort of familiarity

-- there are no teachings by Dene or Metis.

The manuscript began to stretch the Iimits of reasonable

length for a children's book and there was still no vignette

for the Middle Prehistoric Period. Therefore the plan for

coverage of aIt the archaeological periods had to be

abandoned. The author is stiII concerned that the

manuscript and the individual teachings and vignettes are

too long for grade six level.

In retrospect it is safe to say that the draft book

adequately depict.s a variely of Native nations, cultural

change and adaptation, without fully adhering to its
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original f rame¡rork. An inportant conclusion is that authors

of interpretation should strive for personal familiarity
r,¡ith the Native nations, physiography and archaeology they

are trying to depict. The results suggest that substantial

training sould be required before a non-archaeologist could

write interpretive materiaL.

The use of vocabulary and sentence structure are

inconsistent in the manuscript. Some manuscript portions

use vocabulary and structure which are still too difficult
for grade six. The manuscript. lacks the humour which would

strongty appeal to a grade six student, with most teachings

and vignettes taking on a very serious tone. The manuscript

needs the critical advice of a children's book edilor to

solve some of these problems.

There was continuíng difficulty in adhering to the

original wording of Native teachings. Although there were

problems with the Iength, vocabulary and fragmentary nature

of some teachings, Native advisors stressed the inportance

of retaining the original wording' and the author could

sense the adverse effects of naking changes (even the

smalLest changes seemed to introduce a different way of

thinking and speaking). This experience reinforces the

importance of working directJ.y ¡rith Native elders and

advisors who can provide suitable teachings and guide

revisions.
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While testing provided very specific recommendations for

illustrations, the preparation of illustrations was much

more problematic than the author expected. Many

illustrations of Iife scenes were provided by the Manitobâ

Historic Resources Branch, but some were unsatisfactory.

Problems included negative stereotyping, such as heavy crude

limbs and features, and more rarely positive stereotypingt

such as a happy crowds of idyllic travellers. There were

aLso errors of fact, such as a man wearing very little
clothing while standing beside a glacial lake, in a cold wet

climate.

The author requested submissions from two artists
interested in NaLive spirituality -- Ànnette Loutit and

Martin Lewis. Their submissions are found as figures 8' 13,

20 and 23. Again problems occurred -- figure 13b, by Martin

Lewis, is graphicatly strong' but uses the motif of a

stereotypical chiIdIike warrior. Drawings of people by

Loutit have rnuch more characterization, but include errors

of fact -- a muskrat too small and clothing not historically
accurate. Àrtists should be given written guidelines on how

to guard against stereotypes, and each illustration requires

substantial research of factual content.

The point of vien of women is inadequately represented in

the draft book. While rnany women are featured in the

archaeology 'rvignettes", their actions and achievements are

often described from the point of view of the male

characters. There are no teachings by Homen elde¡s.
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s.1

ChaPter V

sttMr{ÀRv, coNcLusroNs ÀND RECoMMENDÀETONS

SI'MMÀRY OF LITERÀIIÏ,'RE AND TIIETHODS

chapter 1 suggested that the general problem is a lack of

interpretation retative to other aspects of archaeology Two

major aspects of the problem appeared to be a shortage of

interpretation for children and a lack of communication with

Native people, preventing interpretation for Nätive

Educat i on .

Theme3 in the Historv of Interpretation.

Chapter 2 reviewed the history of interpretation in
Manitoba. The review showed six trends:

t. Interpretation using original artifacts. Since the
earliest archaeology, artifacts have appealed to
viewers through their beauty and connection to the
original makers. However, interpretation is
unsuccessful r+hen artifacts are presented a1one,
without revealing the lives of the makers.

rnterpreting the activity or science of archaeology.
The activity of archaeology appeals to the public
because archaeology is active, tangible and has a
familiar scientific point of view. Honever, the
interpretation of archaeology sometimes takes place
at the expense of the interpretation of past
lifeways.

The use of scientific terms and concepts in
interpretation. Most interpretation in Manitoba uses
technical termsr theoretical concepts and an advanced
general vocabulary. Interpretation for children and
many adults would require new ways of speaking.

3.
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4. rnterpretâtion addressed to children. There have
been ño Manitoba pupbtications intended for children.
There have recently been an archaeology c1ub, course
and museum tours for children. Àrchaeologists are
working more to get archaeotogy into the curriculum.

5. Int.erpretation that relates to the experience of
visitors. Àrchaeology deals with the gradual change
of Iarge groups over time. Hence interpretive
publications seldom give an "on the scene" account of
ãn individual or small group' nhich would appeal to
the experience of an individuaf reader. Archaeology
needs lo strike a familiar chord in the viewer,
partially by drawing on êthnology and history' to
depict I i feways fu1lY.

6. Interpretation that reveals Iarger truths.
Interpretation seldom relates archaeology to modern
attitudes and concepts, such as ecology, and fails to
show its connection to modern Native people.
Interpretation has sometimes trivialized and
stereòtyped Native culture' or completely failed to
mention Native PeoPle.

Proposed Àin g Methods of InÈerDretation

The six trends identified in interpretation suggested new

interpretive aims and methods for archaeology. First' a

clear aim should be to help lay people see how archaeology

relates to their own lives. Archaeology should help us

question and develop our understanding of aspects of modern

culture, such as our appreciation of modern Native culture,

ecological issues, and social processes. The objectives of

interpretation should be clearly planned.

Pursuing the objectives above, the following nethods of

interpretation r¡e re proposed :

'f . interpretation should continue to use artifacts' but
they èhould be a complement to other depictions of
the lifeways of people
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2. lhe activity and science of archaeology should be
interpreted, but not at the expense of findings about
I i f eway s

3. history rrithout "people" should be avoided, and
interpretation should depict the lives of people in a
r{'ay that is familiar for the viewer

4. ethnology and history should be used to make
interpretation fulI and lifelike

5. cornplex language, technical terms and theoretical
concepts should be avoided or introduced with care

6. unique methods of interpretation should be devised
for children.

Prooosed Àoolication of Àrchaeoloov !o Native Education

Native education seerned to be a constructive area for

archaeology to promote a bètter understanding of Native

cultures, and a venue to test new methods of interpretion.

Chapter 2 showed that recentJ.y, and with strong will, Native

peoples are assuming self-control of Native education.

Archaeologists planning for Native education should be aware

of current issues in the field. There Ís a need for new

curriculum resources, to replace the biases and stereotypes

of older mater iaI s.

ProooEed Consultation viÈh Native Peoole

Since Native peoptes are assuming self-controL of education,

and can be expected to request their own interpretation,
interpretation should incLude Native people in planning.

The criteria of the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood suggest that

interpretation is currently biased and unsatisfactory to

Native people. The use of European names fo; sites and
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cultures, emphasis on artifacts instead of lifeways,

reference to Native people only as massive impersonal

"populations", and the failure to interpre! beliefs and

values are simil-ar to objectionable biases in older school

texts. Native people have strenuously objected to

archaeologists' management of burials, a problem spilling
over into other attitudes towards archaeology, including

interpretation. Native people wish to share their history

and values with others. Including traditional Native values

in interpretation would ¡vould make archaeology more

acceptable.

Thus, a seventh interpretive method can be recommended:

7, Native people should be particpants in archaeology 'contributing to the planning and provision of
interpretation.

Benefits of Interoretation

Àrchaeologists and Native Ieaders agree that archaeology

has a role in promoting the understanding of Native

heritage. To obtain naximum benefits interpretation should

share archaeology and Native knowledge at the same time -- a

form of cross-cuIturaI interpretation. cross-cuItura1

interpretation would help students understand perceptions of

other cultures. Cross-cultural interpretation would help

students understand sciences in general r and introduce the

concepts of emic and etic phenomena. Depicting

archaeology's víews and tradítional Native views together
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woutd allow students !o understand the concept of vrorld

views and the validity of different vtorld views. Cross-

cultural interpretation can use teaching and Iearning

methods fron Native and European cultures, allowing students

to draw with equal ease on the strengths and abilities
inherent in each clilture. Increasing the involvement of

Native peopJ.e in the interpretation of archaeology, whether

in education or elsewhere, will promote mutuai. understanding

between Native people and archaeologists. Native support

for archaeology will increase.

Exoerinental Àoolication of Interpretive Methods

The author approached the Manitoba Native Education

Branch and proposed development of interpretive material

suitable for Native education.

Interpretion had to neet thè curricuLum needs of several

"stakeholders" -- Native students, non-Native students t

parents, teachers, archaeologists and the provincial

curriculum. The grade six level of the provincial social

studies curriculum seemed the most suitable for the

preparation of new interpretive rnaterial r although

curriculum material shouLd repeat or lead t.o concepts taught

in other grades.

The aims and interpretive methods proposed by the

literature review could be used by afl media. For ease of

production and as a test, this practicum concentrated on
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preparing a draft of an illustrated children's book. This

particular apptication of interpretive methods serves as a

test with applicability to other media in addition to

publications. To prevent a volumnious narrative of 12,000

years of history the book was composed of a series of

archaeology "vignettes", showing people involved in daily

1ife, emotions and decision-making, in a manner that

children could understand. Archaeology vignettes ltere

alternated !¡ith teachings written by Native elders. The

vignett.es and teachings were chosen to complement each

other, providing a well-rounded picture of socio-economic

information, beliefs and values.

Teachings f ro¡n elders were based on published sources and

the attendance of the author at Native awareness classes,

education conferences, meetings and the advice of Native

education advisors. Ethnology and history were used. A

variety of children's books were used as models for style

and children's exercises. Technical terms and theoretical

concepts were to be avoided, except where a conscious

decision was made.to introduce a new concept. The plan was

also to avoid the use of European nanes for sites and

geographic features.

The nethods vrere to avoid stereotypes by showing several

Native nations, showing people involved in many different
roles, showing people planning ahead and making intelligent
decisions about the use of the environment in the face of
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change, emphasising values such as respect r sharing and

honesty, countering stereotypes of moral degeneracy,

laziness and improvidence. The vignettes and teachings were

planned to progress into the modern erar to link the

qualities of people long ago with modern Native people.

The general objective of interpretation was to use

archaeology to help us understand modern culture -- Native

cultures, and social processes, lifeways and ecological

issues common to aII cultures. Detailed teaching objectives

were planned for 14 vignettes and teachings, bY consulting

the Manitoba K-12 Social Studies program, Native av¡areness

Program plans, and the objectives of archaeology. The

children's manuscript would begin by teaching about the

science of archaeology and the way we learn from elderst

followed by vignettes and teachings describing lifeways and

changes over time -- ways of meeting needs, interacting with

the environment, forming social groups, running affairs,

conducting trade, achieving comfort, facing ecological

ditemmas, using resources, using technology, speaking

Ianguages, organizing families, changing technology,

defining cultural identity, defining male-female roles,

defining age roles, impacting on other cultures and

explaining origins, values and beliefs.

Testino the Succegs of thè Interoretive Methodg
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Evaluatiòn and testing were conducted when the first eight

stories were drafted and when the draft book was complete,

to assess how well the seven recommended interpretive

methods :

1. achieved teaching objectives of the grade six
provinc iaI studies curriculum

2. satisfied the objectives of Native advisors and the
criteria of the Manitoba Native education Native
awareness program

met the needs of teachers

satisfied the objectives of archaeologisls

appealed to the interest of children, encouraging
them to learn.

The draft book Þras evaluated by archaeologistsr Native

education advisors and Native and non-Native teachers, and

evaluated and tested by using the draft with Native and non-

Native classes, individual students and Native and non-

Native teachers. written and oral questions were used to

test the effectiveness of the vignettes and teachings in

teaching facts and concepts. Àffective learning is

difficult to measure, however the success of the draft book

in achieving affective teaching objectives was assessed as

well- as possible by observing children's ability to discuss

affective issues rising from the book and make relevant

comparison and generalizations.

Suggestions fron interim testing were incorporated into

the teachings and vignettes as the draft cirildren's

manuscript was revised and completed.

a

4,
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5.2 SI,MMÀRY OF RESI'ËTS, CONCT,USTONS ÀNp RECOMMEÑDÀTTONS

Testing confirmed the vaLue of the interpretive methods

proposed by the Iiterature review, and added further

r ec ommenda t i on s .

Obìectives of InterÞretation

The objectives of testing $rere to use the inlerpretive
methods proposed by the literature review to teach about

modern social concerns such as environmental stewardship,

technological change, and the role of Nat.ive people in

Canadian society. The results showed that studen!s were

very interested and lhoughtful about comparing the decision

of past societies to modern issues -- interpreting

archaeology could indeed achieve the proposed teaching

objectives.

Evaluations by teachers and advisors confirmed that clear

interpretive objectives were required and that the inclusion

of Native anareness objectives was s.uccessf ul. The

children's book showed that interpreting arehaeology could

counter stereotypes about Native people, showing people with

skiII, imagination, humour, decisiveness' strong families

and strong economies, but still with human weaknesses. The

children's book was even able to deal with modern issues

such as alcohol abuse and gove rnmen t i mposed education, and

depict many values based on elders' teachings. However,

testing showed that imaginative questions and activities are
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required to chalJ.enge and "provoke" children' to help them

search archaeology and Native teachings for their meaning to

our modern 1ives, t.o achieve the teaching objectives.

Reconmendationg:

r the main objective of interpreting archaeology should
be to challenge and develop society's understanding of
significant current issues. Archaeology could teach
about Native cultural awareness, processes of cultural
change and society's relationship to the environment

o interpretation should include challenging questions and
exercises to achieve its teaching objectives

Consultation With NatÍve Peoole

Native people are achieving self-control of education,

and across North America are requesting participation in the

museum interpretation of Native culture. Test results

showed that archaeologists can indeed search out qualified

Native advisors among elders, government institutions, and

other agencies, finding advisors with whom they can work in

planning archaeology and. its interpretation. Teachers and

Native advisors were enphatic about the value of including

elders' teachings with archaeological interpretation.

rdea11y, elders would hetp plan and provide interpretation,

but archaeologists can also learn major concepts and

principles of Native teachings, to guide their work in

interpreting topics pertinent to Native asareness. Other

advisors and guidelines, such as those of the Manitoba

Education Native Anareness prograrnme, are useful .
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Combining Native awareness and archaeology made

archaeology very attractive to a test class of Native

students, creating an interest among the students in

becoming archaeologists -- a desirable objective for

archaeology.

Testing with classes and individual students shoreed that

although archaeology can convey Native awareness teaching

objectives, teachers can conLinue to !¡ork contrary to the

objectives -- archaeologists must educate teachers as well-

as students.

Àlthough the Iiterature revie¡,¡ suggested that European

names of sites, geographic features and cuftures might be

objectionable to Native people, further evaluation suggested

that European names could be used, and where possible Native

nanes could be added. The handling of geographic names in

the draft text is still confusing, and should be improved.

Recotnmendat ionB :

archaeologists should approach Native people to
participate in planning and providing interpretation.
There are other qualified sources of information and
guidance, but archaeologists should include working
relationships with Native elders. Ultimately' we may
expect Native archaeologists to participate in
interpretation.
archaeologists should advise teachers about Native
awareness aspects of teaching archaeology

archaeologists should increase the use of Native names
for sites and cultures

Intèrpretino the ÀcÈivitv of Àrchaeoloqv
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True to expectations, testing showed that the science of

archaeology is interesting and familiar, even to children.

Teaching archaeology helped students understand general

scientific methods, while testing which compared the

knowledge and methods of archaeology and Native elders

showed that students t¡ere able to learn from and compare

both sources of information. The inclusion of eldersr

teachings seemed especially important to a test class of

Native studènts.

Using archaeology "vignettes" without clearly showing

their source in science 1ef! children wondering what the

vignet.tes had to do v¡ith archaeology; students need to know

how reconstructions of Iifeways originate in archaeology.

Exercises and illustrations seemed especially important to

help students learn about archaeological methods. Teachers

stressed the relevance of the "science" of archaeology to

the curriculum.

Reco¡n¡nendat iong :

depictions of lifeways should be
interpretation of a rc haeol og i ca I
archaeology and Native leachi ngs
together, to obtain the benefits
educat i on

accompaníed by
methods and data

should be i n te rpre ted
of cross-cuItural

. illustrations and hands-on exercises should be used to
aid the interpretation of archaeological methods

Use of Orioinal Àrt i facts
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Classroom testing showed that original artifacts had a

great appeal to students. ArÈifacts were an example of

archaeological data which helped students understand t.he

scientific origin of the vignettes. The artifacts were also

a langible connection to the people of the past.

Recorn¡nendat ions :

o artífacts should be used in interpretation

Use of Terninol-ggy

The Iiterature review proposed that complex language and

lerms be avoided. Students at the grade six reading level

Trere generally able to read the children's book, the test

application of methods, and the use of simpLe language did

not prevent the achievement of significant teaching

objectives. Some vignettes and teachings still- f ail-ed t.o

hold the interest of children, suggesting that further

improvements are required in the draft book. A children's'
book editor would be useful to further adjust wording,

sentence structure, and length of the vignettes and

teachings.

The need to use simple language in interpretation
presented problems, since Native teachings often contained

terms, concepts, or sentence structures which would be

unfamiliar to the casual reader. Archaeologists lack

relationships r,¡ith Native elders which would allow elders to

contribute teachings suited for children, and in editing
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published teachings the author ran the risk of altering

their mean i ng .

Recommendat i onB :

r co¡nplex language can and should be avoided, unless the
objective of interpretation is to introduce a new term

. to obtain suitable language in elders' teachings,
interpreters should keep changes to a minimum, consult
with advisors about the validity of changes, develop a
greater knowledge of teachings, and develop working
relationships with elders

UÉe of Ethnoloov and HiBtorv

EthnoLogy, history, and the results of experimental

archaeology allowed lively vignet.tes depicting pottery

making, corn farming, fur trading, marriage and even songs

that children used to tease each other. Native people's

teachings could themselves be considered a form of

ethnology, and they clearly added to the well rounded

picture of life in the children's rnanuscript. The use of

the "fictionalized" style of $¡riting allowed the inclusion

of reconstructions based on ethnology l,tithout Iong

explanations of the origin of data. The vignettes which

result form a "verbal diorama". Ethnology advisors and

sources should be further consulted as the editing of the

draft book is completed.

Reconmendations:

. interpretation should draw on ethnology and history to
provide a IiveIy weII-rounded depiction of past
1i feways.

to the Experience of qhe Vierer
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The results showed that ethnological and historical data

help depict events in daily Iife which are universal to all
cultures. The use of history and ethnology helped prepare

fictionalized vignettes with many scenes of daily life,
instead of interpretation by Iists and static descriptions.

Major cultural changesr such as migration, adapting to a

changing environment, and adopting new inventionsr were

shown as the result of people making decisions. This

approach allowed children to imagine and discuss similar

modern decisions, and at the same time created a positive

identity of Native people as decision nakers -- not buffeted

by the whims of diffusion, nigration and climatic change.

The use of fictional depictions of past life runs the

risk of distorting Native history. It may encourage us to

project modern attitudes on depictions of the past.

Ethnography, archaeology and history should be used to

ensure the accuracy of the interpretation.

The success of the ethnological and historical details

tlas reflected in the interest of students in the vignettes

and teachings. The depiction of daily life did not lessen

the students' ability to achieve cognitive and affective

Iearníng objectives, to recalI facts or deal with concepts

such as climatic change and ecological stewardship. The

ability of students to personally relate to the

interpretation actually encouraged their ability to achieve

signi f icant learning objectives.
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Recon¡nendaÈ i ons :

o history \,¡ithout "people" should be avoided, and
interpretation should depict the lives of people in a
way that is famiLiar to the viewer

r "fictionalized" accounts of archaeology seem to be a
successful means of depicting daily life. Their
further use should be examined

o "fictionalized" interpretation should avoid projecting
modern values and attitudes on depictions of past life

¡ significant cultural changes should be depicted as the
result of decisions by peopJ.e

Unioue Children' s rnterpretation

Fictionalized vignettes ltere used as an interpretive

rnethod for children. Testing with individual readers

suggested that the more active and personal the narrative

the more the interested the children nere. Testing also

suggested that vignettes with named characters were more

effective than those without. Accordingly a method of

naming characters was based on ethnol-ogy, history and Native

writings.

While the fictionalized narrative was successfuf it is

not a method unique to children -- other authors have used

a sinilar method for adults (e.g. Lalor 1986). The

features of the draft book which were uniquely for children

were the illustrations, questions and exercises, which asked

children to imagine and create in a way that nany adults

woutd not find appropriate. The questions were very
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effective in reinforcing cognitive learning and challenging

students to deal with the complex concepts and affective

teaching objectives of the manuscript.

The children's book seens written largely from an adultrs

point of view -- serious, with many messages, Iacking the

humour and the detail's of a chil'd's daily life that would

appeal to children. Àrchaeologisls should place rnore

ernphasis on researching the role of children in past

societies, and continue trying to prepare interpretation

uniquely for chi ldren.

Reco¡n¡nendat ions :

¡ archaeologists should use methods of interpretation
which are uniquely for children, and should conduct
further research into the role of children in past
societies

. interpretation should use exercises and questions
suiteA to the imagination and creativity of children

Future UBe of Draft Children's Text

OnIy parts one to six, 10 and 11 of the draft text were

tested r.¡ith classes and individual students, and the choice

of classes and students was limited. Furthermore, some of

the teachings and vignettes were.only tested by oral

presentations. several teachings and vignettes (e.9. "How

we Learn From Elders" tested with Victory school cÌass, and

"when the Seasons were very wartn" tested with Krista wasney)

seened to baffle or fail to hold the interest of children.

More test.ing is required, with a selectíon of schools from
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across t.he province. Editing by advisors is needed to

ensure that the draft text is made the appropriate length

and vocabulary for grade six. The revisions and additions

to the draft should be thoroughly assessed by Native

advisors, and archaeologists must still be consulted

according to their expert i se:

The draft text could present a s!ronger image of Homen '
and needs copyright permission for the use of some

illuslrations and text. The illustration have errors of

facL which must be rectified. Sources of data must be

better ac knowledged.

The draft manuscript and illustrations are sufficiently
successful to justify their further development. The

manuscript should now be submitted to an edítor and

publisher. The Native Education Branch might be approached

for support of publishing costs. Grants to support the

pubtication have already been made available by the Manitoba

Heritage Federation and Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature

FoundatÍon Fund.

The resulting children's book should be made available as

a curriculum resource for Manitoba schools. The resulting

use of the book ¡,¡ou1d be its f inal tesÈ.

Furt,her Use of Interoretive MethoôE
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The success of the lest of the children' book suggests

that archaeologists should review and evaluate the nethods

employed, considering their use for further interpretation.

The nethods proposed by this practicum should be adaptable

whether the medium is a publication, exhibit' c1ub, tour,

video, class presentation or news appearance.

Topics for further research arise from the study. In

Iight of past problems in interpretation, archaeologists

should develop a body of review and criticism of

interpretive publications, exhibits and other media'

examining the methods and objectives of each new piece of

interpretation. Àrchaeologists should exa¡nine how other

disciplines have incorporated Native input, searching for

ways to involve Native people in archaeology.

Àrchaeologists should examine current literature in museum

studies, which ernphasises the need for interpretation to
incorporate the point of view of many cultures, reflecting a

sense of communit.y and ecological stewardship (e.9. 4l st cMA

AnnuaI Conference in Saint John r Canadian Museuns

Association Museoqramme, August 1988). This pracÈicum

proposed a similar emphasis, and the approach seemed very

appealing to students, causing more animated discussion than

cognitive learning about facts. Interpretation according to

the wishes and needs of Native people and Native education

seened particularly welcome, and would be a fruitful area

for further work. Indeed, the objective of addressing
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modern social concerns r expressed in the practicum, could be

valid for all aspects of archaeology, serving as a new focus

for both research and interpretation.
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LESSON 1

Àppendix I

DETÀILED TEÀCHING OBiIECTIVES

HOI,¡ ÀRCHAEOLOGY WORKS

r Per iod - modern

o vegetation zone - not applicable

¡ Native nation - not applicable

. cognitive content - Key concepts: science,
archaeology, artifacts, feaÈures, scientific methodt
emic and etic phenomena. GeneralizaÈions: aII
archaeology should follow a method; archaeology is
sirnilar to other sciences. Specific facts: specific
nethods and def initions

o Àffective content - value of knowledge from the past;
science tries to improve its explanations; other
explanat ions are possible

TEÀCHING 2. HOW WE LEARN FROM ELDERS

r Period - modern, historic and pre-fur trade

o vegetation zone - not applicable

r Native nation - ojibwer Ðakota, Lakotar Dene r cree

. Cognitive content - Key concepts 3 elders, Native
nations, wholistic view. Generalizations: some aspects
of culture are universal-. Specific facts: Native
nations in Manitoba, details of role of elders.

r Affective content - respect for elders, value of
knowledge of the past, value of explanations other than
scientific.

VIGNETTE 3. WHEN AN ICY LAKE COVERED MÀNTTOBÀ

¡ Period - Early Prehistoric (11,000 B.P.)
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. vegetation zone - Grasslands (fornerly forest
vegetat ion )

o Native nation - unknown

. Cognitive content - Key concepts: climate, animals as
foõd sources, technology. Generalizations: Native
people were the first. explorers, people and their
ènvironment are interdependent. Specific facts:
details of climate and physiography, stone technology 'bison, glacial era, glaciers, glacial lake, towns in
Southwestern Man i toba,

r Àffective content - not applicable

TEACHING 4. WEE-SÀ-KÀY-CHAK AND THE FLOOD

. Period - not applicable

. vegetation zone - boreal forest

. Native nation - Cree

o cognitive content - Generalizations: people can have
"cõnflicting" character traits. Specific facts: the
water animals, details of animal behaviour, destruction
and recreation, wee-Sa-Kay-chak

o Affective content - respect for the least among ust
tolerance for differing views, the value of
cooperat ion .

VIGNETTE 5. WHEN THE SEASONS WERE VERY WÀRM

. Period - Early prehistoric (8000 B.P.)

. vegetation zone - grasslands, parklands, boreal forest

. Native nation - unknotrn

. Cognitive content - Key concepts: climate, climatic
change, "ro1es" in society, culture change.
Generalizations: climate affects all people; people
change their cultures over timer sometimes in response
to climaLe; there are many roles for individuals in
society; people in aII cultures find pleasure and
relaxalioñ; homes futfill the same basic needs in all
cultures. Specific factsl the people's knowledge of
animal behaviour; bison seasonal migrations; multiple
sources of food; people's seasonal planning; size and
.composition of group; roles of different group members;
tool lechnology; ways of relaxing; characteristics of
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the home; lrays of hunting and butchering bison; the
altithermal; changes in the people's lifeways over
time.

o Affective content - respect for the knowledge, skiLl
and decisions of historic Native people.

TEÀCHING 6. RESPECT FOR ANTMÀLS

r Period - modern, historic and pre-fur trade

. vegetation zone - boreal forest (?)

. Native nation - Ànishnabe

. cognitive content - Generalizations: nations have
different names in different languages; people,
animaLs and the environment are inter-dependant.
Specific Facts: the names Ànishnabe and Ojibwe; things
Native people got from animals

¡ Àffective content - respect for animals; the value of
animal-s is educational and spiritual, as well as
physical; people can kill animals and still- respect and
value them.

VIGNETTE 7. MORNING STAR AND THE CLAY POT

r Period - Middle/Late Prehistoric
. Vegetation zone - boreal forest
¡ Native nation - Algonkian speaking

o cognitive content - Key concepts: invention.
Geñeralizations: "inventions" are sometímes adoptions
fron other cultures; adoption of inventions depends on
tradition and the "fit" with lifeways; marriage and
friendship tink peopte. Specific facts: marriage
custons, patrilocal residence, extended familyt
abundant fall food resources, fall meetingsr camp
chores, pleasant atmosphere of winter lodge r fishing
methods, ceramic making methods, wild rice.

o Àffective content - ingenuity and perseverance are
valuable qualities in any society.

TEÀCHING 8. THE CLAN SYSTEM

¡ Period - modern
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t vegetation zone - not applicable

r Native nation - Anishnabe

. Cognitive content - Key concepts: social slructure'
clan. Generalizations: every society has cerlain basic
needs; societies organize differently to meet theír' needs. Specific facts: basic needs, cIans, membership
of c1ans, duties of clan rnembersr totems, chiefs,
leaders, warriors, police, teachers, medicine men and
women , hunters.

¡ Affective content - there are many forms of effective
social organization; everyone has a role in society

VIGNETTE 9. A FÀLL MEETING AT CÀLF MOUNTÀIN

¡ Period - Late Prehistoric
. vegetation zone - grasslands

. Native nation - a Siouan speaking people

. Cognitive content - generalizations: death, burial and
mournrng are events common to all (or many) cultures;
soci.eties have different economies according to their
resources and traditions; people are interconnected by
trade and friendship. Specific facts: occurrence of
occasional meetings in very large groups; continental
trade networks; faIl food abundance; various food
sources; role of children; burial customs; various
technologies; difference between hunting and farming
economies, trai I travel net!¡ork.

. Àffective content - sadness for deat.h; thankfulness for
what we learn from our elders.

TEACHING 10. THE MEÀNING OF THE PIPE

Period - Modern

vegetation zone - grasslands

Native nation - Lakota

Cognitive content - Key concepts: religion, religious
symbols. Generalizationsl the use of religious
symbols is common to many cultures. Specific Facts:
construction of pipe, symbolisn of pipe components'
detailed description of pipe origin.
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. Affective content - the earth, plants and animals are
valuable gifts, with much to offer; people have a
shared "spirit"; expressions of religion should be
treated with respect; people should not be ruled by
their emotions.

VIGNETTE 11. LEGGINGS, THE GÀRDENER'S SON

o Period - Late Prehistoric
o vegetation zone - grasslands

¡ Native nation - unknown

o Cognitive conten! - Generalizations: different
societies may have different family structures;
mischief and humour are common to aIl cultures.
Specific facts: the first farmers in Manitoba, use of
many resources, extended f amiJ-y, reference to mother's
sister as nother, typical daily routine, storage
methods, farming methods, cooking nethods, Ieisure
aclivities.

¡ Affective content - humour

TEACHING 12. THE MÀGIC POWER OF CORN

¡ Period - Modern (ca. 1918)

o vegetation zone - grasslands

Native nation - Hidatsa, Mandan

Cognitive content - Generalizationst many crops
originated with Native peoples of North America;
mischief and humour are common in all cultures.
Specific facts: variety of crops; use of ash for
seasoning; ways of playing; lhreshing method; roles of
men and Ì{omen.

Àffective content - cultures enrich each other !¡ith
their inventions; men and women should help each other.
VIGNETTE. 13. IRON MOUTH AT BRANDON HOUSE

. Period - historic (ca. 1808)

. vegetation zone - grasslands, parklands

. Native nation - Nakota, Cree, Metis
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. CogniÈive content - Key concepts: trade.
Generalizations: nations are connected by trade;
trade is mutually beneficial; Native nations and
Europeans depended on each other during the fur
trade; marriage and friendship promoted greater
trade betr¡een Native nations and European traders;
European diseases struck Native and European
people hard; Native people and Europeans were
!rading equals; historic events displaced Native
people to new lands; both Europeans and Nakota
drank to excess; Iiquor had a ceremonial role.
Specific facts: goods tradedr frequent movement
of trading houses, narriage, trading cerernony,
advantages of marriage "aLIiance", role of Native
women in fur trade Iife, clothing, impact of fur
trade on environment, European diseasesr movetnent
of Nakota to ÀIberta, excess drinking, ceremonial
role of liquor, seasonal movements of Nakota and
Europeans.

o Àffective content - nations and people are equals;
different nations and people depend on one another
in many ways;

TEÀCHING 14. ÀLFRED PÀTRICK'S STORY

Period - Modern

Vegetation zone - grasslands

Native nat ion - Ànishnabe

Cognitive content - Key concepts¡ political
power, legal power, oppression. Generalizations:
social groups with poJ.itical or l-ega1 power
sometimes enforce their will on smaller groups.
people can rebound from harsh experiences to
achieve success. Specific facts: residential
school , enforced separation of children and
parents, punishment, hunger, self-motivation,
R. C.M. P. career.

Affective content - oppression of social groups is
unacceptable.
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Àppendix B

YOI,'NG ÀRCHÀEOÍ.OGISTS' CLUB TEST REST'LTS

The vignett.e "When the Seasons were very Warm" and the
teaching nThe Ðisappearance of the Àninals" were submitted
to the members of the Young ArchaeolcAists' Club of Winnipeg
during tlro rneetings in January and Marchr 1988.

The archaeology vignette "When the Seasons were very
Warm" was told as a story at the January club meeting. 29
club members were in attendance. The guestions and answers
discussed with the group are transcribed below. Usually
only one answer was taken for each question, although for
the initial half dozen questions many club members wanted to
answer:

1. why did the bison go back and forth bet¡teen the
wiñnipeg River and the PIains?

To Keep warm and stay out of the cold.

2. why did the people go back and forth between the
winnipeg Rivèr and the Plains?

To follow the bi son.

what were the people using as their maín source of
1i veI ihood?

Bison.

What were some of the different responsibilities of
men and women, adults and chitdren?

Men hunted and made spears. Women made a lean-to,
cooked food, picked berries. Kids learned to be
quiet .

2

4,

5. what were sone of Èhe other foods or resources used
besides bi son ?

Rabbits, berries.

6. I.¡hen the people left this campsite, why did they
never return ?
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Because the the climate got too warm. The bison
didn't come.

7. what sort of new life did the people take up?

They hunted moose and deer. They moved into the
woods.

8. What is the difference betlteen the plants and animals
at lhe Winnipeg River now and those that were there
8000 years ago?

lthis question Ì¡as not discussed, since the club
members were losing interest].

9. what sorts of artifacts would you expect to find in
the 3 different terraces of this site, if you were an
archaeologist? [The term "terraces" was explained in
the vignettel .

By the river -- spears. By t.he campfire -- broken
pots, baskets, etcetera. Some discussion ensued
about when ceramics were first made. At the top of
the hiIl -- spear points, lots of flakes. lthis
question received ènthusiastic responseJ .

The companion to "When the Seasons were very Warm" was a
draft of the Ojibway teaching "The Disappearance of Èhe
Ànimals". Àfter discussing "When the Seasons were very
Warm" 25 club rnembers took home a copy of "Respect for
Ànima1s". Each copy of the teaching had questions
atttached. 10 club members returned the stories with the
questions at the March club meeting. Eight of the
questionnaires had been answered. The guestions and answèrs
were as follows:

what did the Anishnabeg peopte get from animals
besides f ood?

-clothing, materiaLs to nake shelters, tools

- cLothes and tools

-the Ànishnabeg people got tools and clothing from
the anirnals

-they also got clothing and tools

-clothing, tools, the endurance and strength of the
moose, graceful and watchful caribou

-they also got clothes and the changing of t.he
seasons
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-they also got clothing, tools, and examples of
qualities

-clothing and tools, endurance r strengthr and the
ideal of the grac e

2. How did the Ànishnabeg dishonour the animals?

-they trèâted them without honour at death, wasted
their flesh and bodies, and spoiled their land

-they wasted the flesh, bodies, spoiled the Lands of
the animals and dishonoured them at death.

-they wasted their bodies and flesh and spoiled their
lands

-they have wasted their flesh and spoiled their lands

-the Anishnabeg people dishonour the animals

-they wasted the animals that they ki1Ied. They
ruined the land

-by wasting their meat and skins, destroying their
land, not respecting them when they were dead.

3. How should peopte honour aninals?

-by honouring their deaÈh, using all of the animals
they kiIl

-by respecting the land. Do not kiLl them if not
necessa ry

-people honour animals by their rights and ability

-by leaving them alone and not bugging them

-honouring their lives

-by respecting the animaLs lives

-honour and respect their Lives, their beings, during
Iife and death

-by using them wise).y and try to protect them

4. This teaching about respect for animals says that
. aninals and people depend on each other for a good

life. what else do animals and people depend oni

-Èhey can depend on friendship and for food and
clothing
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-vreather, crops, habitat

-weather and ecosystems

-food, clean water

-on food, friends, on a good place to liver etc..

-plant s

5. In Canada today why do we value wild1ife, such as
an imal s?

-we value animals like we clo because if we don't they
wilI van i sh

-it's because in Canada wildLife is part of our every
day lives.

-yes vre do respect their died

-because many species are becoming extinct

-if we don't respect themr they may become extinct.
wildlife is needed in the food chain.

-yes, because we have areas where people can't hunt.
-no, we take them for granted.

6. How do the traditional Anishnabeg warnings about
respect for animals compare to nodern findings about
the effects of people on animals?? .point what -things in Canadã tóday cause damage to wild Iife?

-pollution, hunt ing, sta rvat i on

-both say r¡e must look after natural habitat both
will become extinct. PoIlution and overhunting

, 
damage wild Ii fe
-hunters, pollution, guns r traps

-smoke, forest fires, polluted waterr and many other
things

when the stories were returned to the March meeting there
was some discussion about the questions. The discussion was
not widely shared by the club menbers' apparently because
the questions went immediately into comparisons and
geneializations, instead of beginning with simpler recall of
f acts.
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Àppendix C

ÀBERDEEN SCHOOI, TEST REST'LTS.

Vignette 1 "Hors Àrchaeology Works" and teachings 2 and
'1 0, "How we Learn From Elders" and "The Sacred Pipe" were
tested with the Aberdeen Junior High School grade 9 class on
May 10, 1988. 17 of 18 students completed questionnaires.
The questions and answers were as follows.

Question 1 who Are The Elders in Your Life? Ànaïers:

-My Mom, Grandma and Dad -Aunts and Uncles, Grandparents t
Mom, Sister. -Father. Sisters and Brothers. Àunts' Uncles,
Cousins. -Mom and Dad -Dâd, Mom, my Grandma Somers and My
Great Àunt -my Mom and Dad -rny grandfather and grandmother
-Grand¡nother, Grandfather, great aunt and uncle etc.
parents. family. -My Grandpa and Mother. -My Grandparents,
mom, aunts, uncl-es -GRÀNDFÀTHER. MOM. DAD. -Ðad, Mother
-Mom -Mother, father & teachers -My mom and dad -My mother 'Father, uncles, and Àunties. -My mom and dad. Ànd my
teachers and my older brothers and sisters, and grandparents

Ouestion 2 who Teaches You Àbout leach of the following
thingsl: Ànaïers are listed after each part of the
quesÈ i on :

justice - Mom & Dad; cops! Judges; Judges; mom & dad; mon;
nom; grandfather; rnother; father; mom; a judge; mom did.

history of the farnily - Grandma & mom; motn; no one; dad &

Grandma; Dad; grandfather; grandmother; grandfather;
grandfather; father; mom; parents; dad.

courage - Dad; Mom; friends; dad; dad; dad; mother;
grandfather/Uncles; grandfather; father; mom; the teachers;
me.

good - Mom, Dad; Mon; mom - dad; rnom; mom & dad; family;
mother; grandfather I mother; mor¡; teachers; mon' dad.

how to settle arguments - Dad; No
Dad; fami Iy; Mother; Grandfather;
dad.

one; nobody; mom; Dad;
my-seIf ; rnorn; teachers ;

how to be kind, friendly, merciful - Mom & Dad; ny aunt did;
mon; mom; grandmother; family; mother; grandfather; my-seIf;
rnom; teachers; rnom.
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medicine - No-one; my aunt did; mom; motn; grandmother;
family; mother; grandfather; mother; mom; doclor; mom.

spiritual teaching - Dad; nobody; great aunt; don't know;
grandfather & grandmother; grandmother and grandfather great
ãunts and uncles; grandfather; no one; mon; priest; don't
know.

leadership - Mom & Ðad; no-one! ; mom, dad; Dad and mom;
Mother & Father; parents family; Mother/Grandfather; Father
and my self; Mom; cadetsi dad.

Question 3 Imagine it is 60 years from now and you are with
your grea!-grandchiLdren. what advice will you give them'i
ÀngrerE:

-I would tell t.hem the things I was taught. But most of alL
r would teII them how important it is to respect other
people & their needs. And to respect nature because one day
we might. not have it, and their elders & heritage.

-I vrould te11 them about rny life as kid right now. Things
that are happening to me now. I would leII them not to do
the du¡nb things I did.

-listen to your elders & go to school. Make sure they don't
do the rnistakes I did in my life!

-I'd tell them to respect other people around hin and don't
lead the¡n the opposite way. Just don't turn the person down
just cause you don't like the person or just cause of his
colour.

-I would te1I them to respect their elders, because they can
teach you about life before your time. I would teII them to
be the best they could be and to respect their heritage and
their peopJ.e.

-Watch out in this Horld.

-I would teII them to respect your elders. I don't know I
guess I would teII them when the time comes.

-The advice that I was told and
to be the best way.

-To help each other and resPect
another to get through life and
sisters.

the advise that was taught

our elders. Help one
respect your brothers. and

-Be wise, have courage, be snart r get along with people.

-The same advise that my Elders gave me.

-Tq be proud of yourself.
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-To lison to their parens.

-Never give up. If you want something your gonna have to
take it. The worLd doesn't meet anybody Halfway.

-They not to have sex. Because AIDS if you get it you will
die.

-To be kind to others and to forgive people that do you
wrong never hold a grudge.

-To respect their elders and all things listed in number
two. And the advice my elders gave me.

Queation 4 You are an archaeologist from another planet,
1000 yrs. f ro¡n now. Many years ago on Dec. 24th, an
earthquake swallolted up Winnipeg, preserving everything
perfectty. while excavating you notice many houses have
green trees with stars on top of them and parcels
undèrneath. You have never seen anything like this. HoH
wiII you explain what the trees mean? Àn6ïerg:

-I would probably think it rras some kind of fad. And that
everyone on this planet were gooks!

-look ät the fossils from the trees and the ordiments, and
by looking at the kind of ordiments I would see that they
had to do with some kind of holiday. I would look for
decorations like "Merry Chrístmas" and think that people
here were weird because I v¡ouldn't know what Merry x-Mas
meant.

-r wiII think that they are growing them in their house for
house plants.

-The trees rnean that there was Iife. That's aJ.I I really
can say fron what I would be able to see.

-I think maybe it would hurt me because of t.he points.
First I would go maybe in the forest and find the same thing
and get a c1ue. Cause they come from earth and then I do
experinmences and look other places and see a book. And I
would keep on getting clues and solve it!

-A CELÀBRATI ON

-I would search and search until I find some clues.

-The stuff on the tree are symbolizing something and the
stuff on top and on it are little decorations of some kind.
So I would say that the boxes or parcels that are under the
trees meant something so it should be a holiday, a special
holiday, it's what ee have at home, it's Christmas.
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-The trees ¡vould

-Saying If r came down and found these funny looking trees
ir
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Àppendix D

DRAFT OF CHIL,DRENTS BOOK
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MY GRÀNDPÀRENTS REMEMBER:
TEÀCHINGS FROM OUR HI STORY
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WHÀT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT

This book is about the history of Native peoples. It's
about the history of Manitoba and Canada. It has six
stories based on archaeology, and six written by Native
elders. Read the two stories at the beginning to find out
hos archaeologists work and elders teachl
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D.1 HOW ÀRCHÀEOLOGY WORKS

Clues to the Past

Archaeology explains the signs of earlier tines that we
sometimes find around us. Signs of the past rest in the
soil and on the land. Clues to the past can be the remains
of old houses, broken dishes, bone scraps, bottle caps and
stone spear points. r.ie find these things everywhere --
lying in yards, fields, streets and forests.

The places where clues are found are called sites --
imagine that the yard of your home is a site. Large clues
to the past are called features -- if an archaeologist
studied your home, the foundation, path or sidewalk would be
a feature. Features can be seenr but can't be picked up and
carried away. Smaller clues are called artifacts -- things
like spoons or broken toys found in a yard would be
arti facts.

Of course, an archaeotogist usually studies sites that
are much o1der. In Manitoba artifacts can be 12'000 years
oId.

How did the otd artifacts come to be where we find the¡n?
who made the oLd artifacts that we find? How did the people
who made them live? what happened to Lhe people as the
years went by? what can we learn from them that will help
us in our tife? These are the things that archaeology tries
to expla i n .

Hon an Archaeologist works

Àrchaeologists work Iike other scientists. Suppose you
found an old basement or foundation left over f ro¡n long ago,
near your home. You vrould probably !¡ant to know what it was
used Íor. If you were an archaeologist r ho!¡ would you find
the answer to your question?

You could start by describing the basement. An
archaeologist r¡ould write down its size and describe the
cenent of which it was made. You would make drawings of its
shape and the Èhickness of its walIs. You would photograph
the basement.. Àn archaeologist might shot¡ the pictures to
other people to ask them about the basement. You would
write down lrhat people knew about the basement.

Next you would try to explain r+ho made the basement and
how it came to be abandoned. Let's say that you heard that
a store burned down in your neighbourhood, 10 years ago.
You night say that the basetnent is fron the store.
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But perhaps you also know that there were farms in this
neighbourhood, 100 years ago. You would have t.o test your
explanation to make sure thât the basement rJas from the
store and not from an old farm house.

To test your explanation you could look for artifact
clues around the basement -- o1d tooIs, broken dishes,
bottle caps, nhatever you could find. You could look in old
catalogues to find pictures of the artifacts' to telL
whether they were used for farming or store-keeping.

You might look at the basements under old houses or
stores, to see what they are like.

If the artifacts and basement didn't seem to belong t.o a
store you rnight have to try a different explanation. Or if
the store expìanation fits you could find out what kind of a
store it \{as, or why it burned down.

As you can see, the explanations in archaeology come step
by step. Àn archaeologist begins with a question about the
past. To make explanations, the archaeologist:

1. describes sites, features, and artifacts that are
clues of the past

2. proposes an explanation for the clues

3. tests the explanation to see if it works

4. uses the explanation to say new things about the
past.

Have you ever found any old things around your home.,
neighbourhood or community? Did you wonder what they used
to be for? How \,¡ou1d you explain then?

Àrchaeology Is Like Other Sciences

Àrchaeology is much like other sciences. All sciences
begin with a question. Then they follow the same four
steps: describing, proposing an explanation, testing and
using the explanation. This is called the "scientific
method".

Take nedicine as an example of another science. suppose
you go to the doctor with an illness, Iike a stomach ache.
The doctor first talks to you and describes the illness in
her notes. Then she proposes an explanation for your
illness -- perhaps she thinks you have the 'flu. But you
might have just eaten something that disagreed with you, or
there rnight be something else lrrong. The doctor asks more
questions to make sure it's rea1J.y the 'ffu. She might take
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your temperature or another test to make sure. If you
really have the'flu she wiII give you medicine that suits
it. Can you find the four steps of the scientific method in
medicine?

Archaeology Improves Its Explanations

Àrchaeologists can't be sure that their explana!ions of a
site are absolutely correct. They can't go back in time to
see for sure the $tay artifacts and features were used in the
past. Àrchaeologists always search for new artifact and
feature clues to make their description of thè past better
and better. They talk to modern people to learn about l¡ays
of Iife, history and religion that are difficult to Learn
f rorn art i f acts.

As the years go by archaeologists write more and more
hislory. Árchaeology reveals history that goes back 12'000
years in Manitoba. Six of the short stories in this book
are based on archaeology.

why Study Àrchaeology ?

Àrchaeology satisfies our curiosity. It explains the
things around us. ArchaeoJ.ogy also teaches us hot'¡ people
the past faced the problems of life on earth. It teaches
how þeopIe lived and how they changed over time. The
Lessons of the past help us learn how we can live
successfully today.

THINKING ÀBOUT WHAT YOU HAVE REÀD

À. For the designer.

when paper, wood, cloth and soft plastic are left on the
ground they si-owLy rot and disappear. Metal, glass, stone'
bone, hard plastic and "china" last. for years. The things
in your desk or your room are "artifacts". Imagine that you
are an archaeologist 200 years from now and you dig up these
same artifacts. what wouLd be left? Dral,t a diagram of an
artifact as it is now, and as it would be 200 years from
no\,r.

B. For the archaeologist.

Art.ifacts are often trash that people have left behind.
Have your teacher collect a bag of trash "artifacts" from
one school room, and a bag of trash from a different room.
Get rubber gloves for everyone.

Sort the trash from each room into separate piles of
paper, tins, glass and food scraps. Sort the paper into
èeþaråte piles of paper with handwriting and paper with

of
us
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machine prínting. Count the "artifacts" in each piIe. How
would you explain the difference in the artifacts fron the
two rooms? Can you telt what sort of work went on in each
room -- sLudent's exercises, teacher's work, work on
computers? Can you tel1 how much food vtas eaten in each
room, and where it came from -- from home, restaurants,
cafeteria, snack machines? Decide which rooms the
"artifacts" came fron. What else can you tell from lhe
artifacts?

If your teachers don't like garbage, ask lhem to make
another set of "artifacts" from an imaginary site, for you
to study.

C. For the map maker.

Imagine your school collapsed tonight and was never
repaired. The wood, paper and plastic slowly rotted aHay.
Draw a map of exactly where everything would be left in your
classroom 200 years from now.

D. For the mathemat ic ian.

Drar,¡ a line across the long side of a sheet of paper. Put a
zero at the right hand side of the l-ine and a "12,000" at
the left hand side of the line. This is a time line,
showing 12r000 years of history in Manitoba. 12'000 years
ago is at the lèft and today (zero years ago) is at the
right. Ðivide the line up equally into 1000 year sections.
whenever you read a history story, like the ones in this
book, mark its place on the line. Start by putting on some
of the things you already know -- when you were born, when
your community was founded, when Cartier came to Canada, or
other dates you know. How much room do your dates take up
on the time line?

E. People to see, places to go.

Ask your teacher to call the Manitoba Historic Resources
Branch, or a universit.y. Àn archaeologist might come to
your class to show you artifacts and explain how archaeology
works. Or ask your teacher to plan a visit to the Manitoba
Museum of Man and Nature. You can see exhibits of how
archaeologists work and Trhat they 1earn.
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Figure 1 COOKING WITH STONES.
Êong ago, t,his woman stretched a
skin "pot" over wooden stakes, and f iJ.led it with soup
ingredients. She used red hot stones from the fire tó cook thesoup. What would an archaeologist find today if the woman walked
away and left everyÈhing the way she used it? What would
archaeologists find 1000 years from now if they found the remainsof your kitchen? (Drawing by Larry Jamieson, cóurtesy of ManitobaHistoric Resources Branch).
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Figure 2 ÀRCHÀEOLOGY EXCÀVÀTIONS: Àrchaeologists sometines
search for clues by excavating sites. They work carefully, using
trowels, brushes, whisk brooms and dust pans. Heret
archaeologists are excavating the Sinnock siter nhere men watched
for bison 8000 years ago. The archaeologists' findings were used
to write a story which you will find later on in this book.
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Ð.2 HOW 9IE LEÀRN FROM ETJDERS

Native people have lived in what is now Manitoba for
thousands of years. Today in Manitoba ther are members of
many Native nations, including the Ojibwe, Ðakota ' Lakota,
Dene, Cree and Met i s.

Elders are nothers, fathers, grandmolhers and
grandfathers of the Native nations, who have earned respect
for their knowledge. Many years ago, Edward Àhenakew
described the place of elders in his Cree nation. The
paragraphs that follow are taken from his teachings.

Elders have been part of Native life through aII the
centuries. They are the historians of the Cree people r \,tho
preserve both the distant past and recent events. The
teachings of the Cree people are kept intact by the e).ders,
for generations. Elders choose not to use writing, but the
accuracy of their memory is superb. Several elders together
can remember the smallest details of things that hapened
fifty years before, even a thing as small as the markings on
a horse.

E1ders supply a moral code, and they advise wisely about
justice. They encourage people to be kind and to Live at
peace with one another. Elders inspire young peopele to try
hard and be courageous. They are an influence for good,
seeking to right wrongs and settle disputes. The elders are
weII qualified to speak, because of their experience of
1ife.

when Edward Àkenakew was a boy, people might gather to
listen t.o èIders on a hil,Iside on a summer eveningr or
indoors in the winter. Edward could still remember his
people gathered into a small horne on a winter evening, nith
the hot stove, and t.he lamplight, while elders taught of the
beginning of aIl things.

E1ders speak with e)-oquence, warning of the dangers
facing youth, encouraging them to be kind and friendly, to
show justice and mercy to others. They speak as the
grandmothers and grandfathers of the people. Elders use
their authority wiseJ.y, knowing their responsibility.

The elders could make people laugh, but they also told of
sadness and tragedy. Àn elder Hould not lie, since to lie
would dishonour the truth. Elders have different skills and
knowledge -- for example, some have learned about medicinal
plants.

70 years have passed sinbe Ed¡rard Àhenakew wrote what
eLders meant to him. Today elders speak in modern homes,
schools and meetings. Elders stilI provide spiritual
teaching, history and leadership.
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Teachings of Elders in This Book

This book includes teachings from the elders of several
nations. Reading them is not the same as J.istening to the
original teachings, since we rniss the voice and expressions
of the elders -- listen to elders if you can. The
teachings here are only a tiny part of the elders' vast
knowledge.
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D.3 9IHEN ÀìT ICY T,ÀKE COVERED MÀNITOBÀ

THIS STORY IS BÀSED ON THE WRITINGS OF' THE ARCHAEOLOGISTS
LEO PETTIPÀS AND TONY BUCHNER. THE STORY IS ABOUT THE FTRST
PEOPLE THAT ÀRCHAEOLOGI STS KNOW OF IN MANITOBÀ.

]N THIS STORY, AND IN THE REST OF THIS BOOK, YOU I.7I LL
FIND THAT ARCHAEOLOGI STS USE THE WORD INSTEAD OF
''BUFFÀLO." WHEN EUROPEAN PEOPLE FIRST CÀME TO CÀNADÀ THEY
MTSTÀKENLY CALLED THE BISON À ''BUFFÀLO'" A NÀME WHICH MANY
PEOPLE STILL USE TODAY. TRUE BUFFÀLO, FOUND IN EUROPE ÀND
ÀSIA, ARE A DIFFERENT ÀNIMÀL.

What the Weather Was Like
'1 1,000 years ago Manitoba's land was much different than it
is today. Às a matter of fact, almost aII the land we live
on was covered by water, or by ice.

This is what happened. The weather was much colder than
it is today, all year round. À cold climate happened al1
over the world, and it caused huge build-ups of ice and
snor{, especially in the north.

When ice and snow build up thick enough the mixture
begins to move under its own weight. This is ealled a
glacier. In Maniloba the ice and snovr slor¡Iy began to push
lhemselves along the ground towards the south. The glaciers
were thousands of kilometres across and very thick.

Glaciers ca¡ne from the north and covered aII of Manitoba for
thousands of years. But 12r000 years ago the seasons
gradually becane a bit warmer, and the glaciers began to
melt. The melting nater caused a huge lake over southern
Manitoba. 11,000 years ago that lake covered a lot of what
is now farmland and cities. It covered the land where
Winnipeg, Dauphin, Portage Ia Prairie and Selkirk are now
found. It covered the land where Peguisr Roseaur Fort
Alexander and Rolling River are now.

The only dry land in Manitoba was off to the south Ì{est,
towards Saskatchewan. Here, the land was high enough that
the lake could not cover it. The lands that we call our
hills and nountains were the shores of the great lake.
Towns Iike Morden, Brandon, C1ear Lake and Grandview are
near the o1d shores of the lake. Lakes winnipeg, Manitoba
and Winnipegosis are the small remnants of Lake Àgassiz.

The Journey

The earliest people were living further away, outside
Manitoba. They lived in what is now the Unitèd States,
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r,¡here the seasons were warmer. Let us imagine that a small
group of families, perhaps four or five, were living
together in the grassy plains and woods where the state of
Montana is now. There were two young rnen among the
famities, who did not yet have wives.

In the spring of the year the five families had a
succesful bison hunt. Their ho¡nes were restocked with
robes, sewing materiaLs, storage bags, meat, lard and Iots
of other supplies. Ðuring the early summer some visitors
came to camp. The two young men heard the visitors telL of
a different land -- a land to the north and east, with a
huge lake. Perhaps they could look there for bison. Àt the
same time they could see lhis land about which they had
heard.

The two young men each made a small pack -- a fur robe,
dried food, tools for making a campfirer stone for making
tools. Each man carried a spear with a large beautifully
made stone point. They each carried a spâre spear point in
their packs. Even though they were young the two men vrere
skitfut toolmakers. Their tools already showed years of
practice in the art of tool making.

The young men lef! camp with fuII stomachs and the best
wishes of their families. They left their family shelter,
and set out across the grassy plains, often passing near
small woods. They walked at a distance from each otherr so
that they would have a better chance of finding small game
or other food, to help them on their journey. They walked
to the north and east for several days. occasionally they
talked. Slowly they left behind the open grass and woods of
their home lands.

Each morning the young men carefully chose their route.
Às the young rnen came closer to the big lake they found the
Iand and forest less and less inviting. The spruce trees
that made up the forest here were packed closely together,
not Iike the open grassy stretches and mixture of trees in
their homeland.

The rceather wasn't kind to themr even though it was early
summer. It was damp and cool, and even though the young
men had l¡arm robes and made a fire every night in every new
canp, they were often miserable and wet. one day, even
though a freezing rain storm covered the ground with a clear
hard layer of ice.

The young men knew by now that they would never find the
bison they needed in this land. It was too cold' too wet'
and too icy for'the bison t.o find food. Besides, the spruce
forest that grew in this neather was not good food for
bison. StiIl, perhaps they conÈinued to explore because
they were young and adventurous.
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One sunny day the young men finally reached the huge lake
that covered what is now Manitoba. From the shores they
could look far off to the east across the clean blue lake
v¡ater, In the distance they could glimpse an iceberg, from
the far off glacier. The young men stayed near the lake for
several days, watching it change from day to day, cold gray
and windy, sunny and blue, with ice coming near shore some
days.

Returning Home

Finally, having learned as much as they could, the young
men decided to return southward to their families, in what
is now the High Plains of the United States. They would
report that the J.ands they had seen were not a good place
for the families to go. The bison couldn't live in the
spruce forests, because without bison Iife would be far too
difficult.

But as the young men began their travel home they had a
misfortune. while they lrere walking the ground suddenly
gave way under one of them. A muddy hole opened up and the
young man collapsed in watery muck. Luckily he wasn't hurl.
The other rushed to help his friend out. Muddy and dirty'
they stood together laughing, and looking into thè hole. A
huge chunk of ice left over from the glacier was hidden
under thè ground. It had slowly melted, and the ground on
top of the ice had collapsed when they walked on it.

The young man lost his pack in the accident, including
his spare spear point. As the years went by everything
rotted away except the stone tools. Perhaps this is what
the archaeologists found thousands of years later.

Àrchaeologists find very few spear points in Manitoba
that are 111000 years old. The artifacts are only in the
far soulh$¡est of the province. Àrchaeologists explain that
the climate r¡as very cold and wet beside the lake, for a
thousand more years after this story. Bison couLd not live
there, so very few people came to live beside the fake.
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Figure 3 GLACIERS OVER NORTH ÀMERICA: North Àmerica as ít
Tig!! have looked at the height of Èhe last glaciation, about
18,000 years ago. the areas closed in by doÈted lines were Èheglaciers. The shaded areas sere land exþosed by a drop ín theoceàns (illustration courtesy of ¡rtanitoËa Históric ReËources
Branch ) .
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Figure 4 THE ICY LÀKE OVER MÀNITOBÀ: 11-'000 years ago a 
-åiã"iãr covered trha! would later be northern Manitoba, and a huge

Í;k;-;;";;.ã rnuci¡ of southern Manitoba. The two.young men in
;hÏ; ;io;y came from the south-west corner of this.map, where
ãiåã=fãra'" iupported the big gane they relied on (illustration
Ëå"iiãËv-ãt uäiritoua Hístorlc-Resourcès Branch)'



Figure 5 yolrNc MÀN LOOKS OUT OVER THE ICy LÀKE: Àfter a longjourney the t$o young.men reached the shore of the huge lake(drawing by Larry Jamieson, courtesy of Manitoba gist6ric
Resources Branch).



Figure 6 ONE OF THE YOUNG MEN LOSES HIS SPEÀR POINT: In an
accident one of Èhe young men lost his spear point. The spear
point was like this one found near Erickson, Manitoba -- one of
the oldest tools found in Manitoba. Hundreds of tiny stone
flakes were carefully renoved to ¡nake the perfect spear shape.
The point ís shor¡n twice ils actual size (photograph courtesy of
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature).



By str¡king a br¡ttle stone
w¡th the tough
hammerstone, the
craftsman was able to
rough out the shape of the
proiectile point.

Figure 7 THREE STEPS
Chez , copyrigh! Lone

F¡nally, the proiectile point
was shaped by pressure
flak¡ng with a pointed
instrument.

IN MÀKING STONE TOOLS (drawing
Pine Publíshing).

by Mark



D.4 WEESÀKÀYCHÀK AND TI{E FLOOD

Cree elders teach many things about the Life of a nan
named "Weesakaychak". Some say tha! "Weesakaychak" means
"Bitter Spirit".

Weesakaychak had supernatural powers, but he also had the
qualities of ordinary people. He could be a creatorr but
also a destroyer. He could be intelligent one moment, and
footish the next. He could be selfish and evil, then
generous and good. rf it suited his purpose weesakaychak
éould change into sornething else - a rock or a hummingbird
perhaps. weesakaychak didn't have a permanent homer and he
didn't always hunt in the usual way. He was always hungry t
but by his cunning he always found something to ea!. His
vanity and greed would sometines get him into trouble.

Long ago Weesakaychak Iived alone on the earth, with the
animals. Weesakaychak and the animals could talk to each
other .

Weesakaychak lived with his brother the black wo1f, in
the northern woods. The black wolf worked for weesakaychak,
and brought him animals !o eat. The other animals were
unhappy. They did not want to die. They had a big meeting.
The sea lion promised to take the black wolf away from
Weesakaychak, Weesakaychak warned the wolf to be careful ,
but one day the wolf chased a deer into a lake. The sea
lions lived on an island in that lake. They trapped t.he
wolf in fast water, where he died.

Weesakaychak r,¡ent to the isl-and where the sea lions
Iived, to punish them. weesakaychak and the sea lions
fought by the shore of the island, on that northern lake.
The water boiled and cane up fast where the sea lions went
down in the water. The water came up and up. Soon it rose
over the i s land.

Àt last the r,rater almost covered all the forests. OnIy a
small island was left r,¡ith Weesakaychak and the birds and
animals on it. They worked together to build a great canoe.

Beavers cut down the trees and muskrats tied the poles
together with roots. Frogs packed nud between the poles to
nake the great canoe float. Birds built a huge nest in the
canoe so everyone would be warm and confortable.
Weesakaychak built the roof.
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It rained and the waters kept on rising. The great canoe
floated off. Weesakaychak and the animals had to ride on
the big canoe over stormy water and strong winds. The
animals were happy while the food lasted. But before long
it was gone. There seemed to be no end to the flood. They
faced misery in the great canoe.

Weesakaychak said "Oh, my brothersr you are safe from the
water but you don't have any food to eat. You will all die
unless you have heLp. I would tike a little earth to help
make a world for you."

GIadIy all the aninals tried to help. Àmisk, the beaver,
!¡as one of the first. He said "I am old and strong. Put a
string on my leg to pull me back up, and I will dive down to
get eãrth from t.he bottom of the water. PulI me up if r
don't come back. "

So Amisk dove into the water, with a string fastened on
his leg. Soon the beaver surfacedr out of breath and
without the precious soiI. Next Nekik, the otter went dol¡n,
but though he was out of sight for a long tirne he came back
empty handed. Even though the otter could swim very fast,
he said that it Has too dark.

The marten, the fisher and the loon - all the Hater
animaLs tried to bring the precious earth. À11 failed. À1I
were a shamed.

Finally the Leas! of the water creaturesr wajusk the
muskrat, volunteered to dive. Àt his announcement, the
other creatures laughed in scorn. Had not they, who were
strong and able, faited to take soil from the bottom of the
water? How could he a muskrat ' the most humble among them,
succeed when they could not?

Still, the string was tied to the Wajusk's Leg, and then
the muskrat dove. The string went down fast after Wajusk,
but it slowed and finally stopped. The onlookers smiled and
waited for muskrat to fail. But as the string slowed,
stopped, and 1ay stilt the'animals became worried. They
begãn to despair they would ever have land again.

At Iast Weesakaychak pulled the string and hauled the
muskrat in. He didn't look too good. He looked rnore dead
than alíve. He couldn't talk or stand up. But there in the
muskrat's paws r{as a tiny rnorsel of soil. where the great
had failed, the small had succeeded.

r.thile the ani¡nals cared for the rnuskrat weesakaychak took
the piece of earth and began to cook it in a pot. That
small piece of earth grew bigger, until it foamed over the
sides of the pot, and so much feI1 into the great sea lhat
land was formed.
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The next day Weesakaychak asked Geengohongay, the
wolverine, to trâvel around the earth and find out how big
it was. The sun had not been in the sky tvice before
wolverine returned.

"The eart.h is not big enough yetr" weesakaychak said to
all the animals. He boiled the pot again and more earth
felI in the ocean. Àgain Geengohongay travelled round the
worId. Though he returned huffing and puffing, Weesakaychak
r,¡âs not satisfied. He boiLed the earth again and sent
wolverine once more to measure his work. The wolverine
never returned. The world was big enough.

This sas the world that all people later came to live on.

'ITHIS TEÀCHING wÀS BÀSED ON THE WRITINGS OF THE CREE
PEOPLE CARL RÀY, JAMES STEVENS, BETH AHENÀKEW, AND SAM
HÀRÐLOTTE. IT WOULD BE BEST TOLD ÐURING I,IINTER, THE
TRÀDITIONAL TIME FOR LEÀRNING FROM WEESÀKÀYCHAK TEACHINGS.

THINKING ABOUT WHAT YOU HAVE REÀD

A. Who Did rt?
virite out the nurnbers 1-6. Beside each number, write the
letter that stands for things the character or group of
characters did.

1.Wajusk, the muskrat 2.Àmisk, the beaver 3.Weesakaychak
4.the HoLverine 5.frogs 6.aI1 the water animals

a.travelled round the world, reiurning huffing and puffing.
b.volunteered to dive to the bottom of the waterr because he
was o1d and strong. c.Iaughed in scorn at Wajusk the
muskrat d.fe]I down more dead than alive. e.boiled a pot of
earth until chunks foamed into t.he water and formed land.
f.packed nud bet!¡een the poles of the great canoe, to nake
it f1oat..

B. For the artist.
This story doesn't have any pictures at the tnotnent. How
would you illustrate it if yôu were the artist for a book?
Il-lustrate one scene of the storyr or make a series of
scenes.

c. For the storyteller.
This teaching explains how the norld was re-created after a
huge flood. It also teaches "Where the greaÈ fail' the
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srnall may succeed'r. write a story about animals helping
each othãr. It could be a true story, another teaching you
have heard, or a story you make up on your own.

D. For the biologist.
Biologists use field manuals to learn about the pl-ants and
animals they study. Make a list of aII the water animaLs
mentioned in the teaching. Give the English and Cree names
of the animals where you can. To rnake a page for a field
manual, choose one of lhe animals and draw its picture on a
separate page. Add the animal's names and notes about its
habitat and food. Use reference books for help.
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Figure I THERE IN MUSKRÀT'S PÀl¡S wÀS À TINY MORSEL OF SOIL.
Where the great had fail.ed, the small had succeeded (drawing by
ÀnneÈte Loutit).



D.5 I{I{EN THE SEÀSONS BECÀl.fE VE|RY WÀRl¡l

THIS STORY IS BÀSED ON WORK DONE BY THE ÀRCHAEOLOGIST TONY
BUCHNER, ÀT THE SINNOCK SITE. IT TÀKES PLACE 3OOO YEARS
AFTER THE STORY ,'WHEN AN ICY LAKE COVERED MÀNITOBAII . BY
THIS TIME THE ICY LÀKE HÀD DISAPPEARED FROM SOUTHERN
MANITOBA. THE STORY EXPLÀINS HOW 20 NÀTIVE PEOPLE LIVED ON

THE WTNNIPEG RIVER. THEIR TOOLS ÀND HOME WERE EXCÀVÀTED BY
ARCHÀEOLOGI STS THOUSÀNDS OF YEÀRS AFTER THEY LIVED' AND THE
PLÀCE WHERE THEY LTVEÐ WAS NAMED THE SINNOCK SITE.

The weathe r

The weather in Manitoba changes slightly from one
generation to the next. Àbout 8000 years ago the seasons
became warmer than they are today. It lras much drier than
today for thousands of years, all across Manitoba.
Àrchaeologists call- the time of warm weather the
"AItithermal".

Because the weather ÌJas so much ¡tarmer than today r the
plants nere different. If you v¡ere to travel anywhere
towards Ontario today you would soon find yourself
surrounded by forest. But 8000 years ago things were much
different. The warm dry weather made life difficult for
trees. There was much ¡nore grass. There r,¡ere just a f ew
trees, and many of them were in river valleys.

Arriving at the Winnipeg River

on a warm faII day 8000 years ago one of the many groups
of people in Manitoba was walking tolrards the Winnipeg
nivèr. They had come from far away on the grassy plainsr to
hunt bison. There were 20 people in atl, about 4 families.

The elders, the younger hunters, and the younger women in
the group knew the habits of animals and plants very weII.
They knew that almost every year in the fall huge herds of
bison came to the winnipeg River. The people knew the best
places to hunt the bison.

Like the people, the bison came from the grassy plains in
the south and west. They came to the trees and hollows near
the Winnipeg River, to find shelter from the cold winler
winds. Some of the bison came from the direction of the Red
and Assiniboine Rivers, where Winnipeg and Selkirk now
stand.
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The people were going to a place very near what is today
the town of Great Fa11s. Here they knew the bidon r¡ould
cross the river, making a perfect place for hunting. Many
years later, when archaeologists worked here, they called
the place the Sinnock site.

As they walked towards the river the people could see
huge steps, or terraces of land, sloping down to the wat.er.
A few younger people raced to the highest step above the
water. Looking behind them, they could see the vast land of
brown grasses and fall flowers they had crossed, spotted
with clumps of oak trees. Turning the other way, they saw
the wide fast waters of the Winnipeg River. The smell of
f resh cool lrater r.ras in the air. The children were awed by
the vast life of creation.

Near the river the land sloped gently down to the water
in three huge steps, or terraces, covered by ash, maple and
elm trees, with many small bushes and plants below the
trees. The highest hill was a great place to be, but not
for long! The young people ran after the rest, who were
disappearing into the forested terraces.

In the coming days the peopLe would spend much of their
time on the three terraces of land next to the river.

À DaiIy Rout i ne

AII of the adults were soon busy. The chiLdren were busy
too, especially the older ones. Some hunters and boys $rent
to the highest terrace to watch for bison. There they had a
clear view of the Winnipeg River and its banks. They took
their tools to work with, to make good use of their time
while they r¡aited and watched. Other men and boys cut
branches to make small hiding places down near the river,
where the biscn would not be able to see t.hem.

On the middle terrace some people, probably mostly Homen
and girls, made the home for the coming stay. Because the
weather was sti1l warm and lhe people were only staying a
short tine they did not. put up a complete tent -- instead
they built a home called a windbreak. A windbreak is a home
which is open on one side. This one was a curved walÌ of
stones. The people wouJ.d sleep behind the windbreak, under
the sky. They added to the stone waII with other materials
which have long since decayed and disappeared.

The people built a fireplace of stones and cläy cement
inside the windbreak. They put out the warm hides they had
carried with them and made comfortable sLeeping places. The
older children helped set up the home and looked after the
younger chí ldren.
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For the next two weeks Iife settled down into a routine
of chores. women made the camp on the middle terrace,
cooking meaIs, tending the fire, and supplying the r'¡ater.
If men stayed in camp during the day they did some stone and
wood working -- flaking stone tools, cutting and carving
wooden tools.

Some hunters went far afield to watch for bison. A f er¡
always stayed on the highest terrace, waiting and watching.
WhiIe they r¡aited they sharpened broken tools and made new
ones -- today we find many stone sharpening flakes, just
where they feLl.

Younger girls played with dol1s that their family made.
Boys practiced hunting. Older children looked after the
youngèr ones, but they got into mischief too! Sometimes i!
was very difficult to be patient and quiet. But Hhen the
older pèopIe were hunting, the children needed to be guiet.
The parents and elders used games and teachings to help the
children learn patience, intelligence and kindness.

we can only imagine the teachings and stories the people
exchanged at nights as they rested around their fireplace.
Perhap- men and rqomen continued to work on srnall projects as
they èat together, while boys and girls learned from their
games. we do not know what prayers and songs the people
gave.

The Bison

One morning the bison were sighted far in the sest. The
hunters moved dor¡n tovrard the river bank, into their hidden
positions. The children had to be very quiet -- great care
had to be taken not to frighten the bison. The bison would
cross the river toward the camp, una\{are of the presence of
the people waiting there. As the bison finished the swim
acroÈs the river they slipped and struggled to climb the
sticky clay river banks. There they were quickly speared by
the hunters.

women and men joined together to skin the bison and cu!
the meat. The skins were moved to a spot a little further
from the nater, where the women began the hard work of
cleaning, rubbing and smoking the hides' to make them soft
and strong for winter clothing and tent coverings. The
women cooked delicious bison roasts and soups. They dried a
lot of meat, Iike today's beef jerky' for storage.

The people killeil bison several times over the next t\eo
weeks, slovIy making up an excellent stock of foodr tent
skins, "thread", furs, and leather, â1I good to use over the
winter.
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while waiting for the bison the people spent a lot. of
spare time hunting fat rabbits and other small game. The
!¡omen especially caught small game, and gathered herbst
chokecherries and other plants. Some boys and girls were
especially good at snaring rabbits. There was a cherry
patch in a hollow near lhe camp, where the women could talk
ãnd pick fruit, while the sun poured in and warmed the smell
of the fall day.

Leaving

When their supplies were well stocked, the people moved
on to the east, further into the forests for the winter.
The next summer was very hot. Few bison would go out onto
the hot dry plains -- they stayed in the cooler forests
rrhere they hãd spent the ltintèr. when falI came the bison
did not cross the river va11ey in their usual numbers. Às
the years passed the warming trend continued, and the bison
on the grasslands became very unpredictable.

The grandparents, mothers and fathers decided that the
people would spend aLmost aII year north east of the
Winnipeg River, in forested land. There they could rely on
the forest animals, plants and waterways. So when the
people teft this carnp site 8000 years ago' they vrould not
come back again.

Of course other people used the land around the Sinnock
site for new purposes, but no one ever camped there again.

THINKING ÀBOUT WHAT YOU HAVE READ

A. What happened?

write out the numbers 1-10. Beside each number write the
word that best fits the blank in the story below. Choose
the words from the l-ist at the end'of the story.

8000 years ago the weather was much (1) than today. If you
were to travel towards Ontario at that time you ¡rould have
found (2). rn Lhe (3) tfre bison went towards the winnipeg
River to find (4). Peop1e went to the winnipeg River to
find (5). The people chose a place to camp where bison
would cross the (6). After hunting bison for about two
weeks, the people left to rnove further into the (7). They
Hould return to this spot (8). Because the weather
continued to get (9) the people decided to live in the (10).

1 . colder , v¡armer
2. mostly grass, mostly trees, a glacier
3. winter, spring r falI
4. shelter, water, a good time
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5. deer , moose , f i rewood, bi son
6. river, Iake, plains
7. plains, f ore st
8. next spring, nevèr again, next fall
9. wa r¡ne r , colder
10. forest, arct ic,

B. who Did It?
write the numbers 1-9. Beside each number, write the letter
that stands for things the people did.

1. women 2. girls 3. younger children 4. women and children
5. hunters and boys 6. alL the people 7. older children 8.
men and women 9. hunters

a. knew the habits of the animals very weII b. raced to the
highest spot on the ridge. c. went to the highest terrace
to watch for bison. d. nade tools while they waited and
r¡atched e. made a windbreak, fireplace and sleeping places
f. kept the camp and made meals g. pretended to do the same
things as their parents h. looked after younger children i.
killed the bison j. skinned the bison and cut the meat k.
cleaned the skins and prepared hides 1. made dried meat m.
snared rabbits n. picked chokecherries o. kept quiet when
they needed to

C. For the Archaeologist.

There were three nain locations where people did things at
this site on the winnipeg River -- right next to the river,
on the middle terrace around the windbreak, and on the
highest terrace. If you were an archaeologist, rrhat sort of
arËifacts would you expect to find in each location? Draw a
map of the river and the three locations, showing shat you
would find at each place

For the outdoors person.

Get an outdoors guide, Like a campì.ng guide, or talk to
someone that works outdoors. Look for more inforrnation
about a "windbreak", "Iean-to" or other temporary shelter.
Build a model of a windbreak and shor,t it to the rest of the
cIass.

E. For the news reporter.

Can you think of any place in the world today where a
changing clinate is affecting the way people live? what are
peopfe ãoing because of the changing seasons? Look in
magazines or newspapers for stories about changing weather.
How do people Iivè where the weather is changing? write
your own ness story about a place where the weather is
chang i ng .
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F. For the hi stor lan.

In 1930 the vreather in Manitoba became very dry. The dry
weather tasted for about five years. The time of the dry
eeather rqas called the "Dirty Thirties". Can you find
anyone that can remember the "Dirty Thirties"? Grandparents
or another elderly peson might remember. write down the
most interesting story you can find, and report to the class
on what you found out.
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Figure 9 TOOLS FROM THE SINNOCK SITE: Two kinds of tools found
by archaeologists at the Sinnock site. Spear or dart points(mostly broken) are in Èhe top row, lettered a to g. Éhe rest of
Èhe tools were nosÈly knives for bison butchering. Can you teIl
which two spear points are stí11 whole? (phoÈo cõurtesy óf
Manitoba Historic Resources Branch).



Figure 10
excavaÈed
in place
Re sourc e s

EXCÀVÀTIONS ÀT THE SINNOCK SITE: As archaeologists
the windbreak and living area, they Ieft each artifact

for later rnapping (photo courtesy of Manit.oba Historic
Branch).



FiguTe 11 THE BISON SLIPPED AND STRUGGLED oN THE STICKY CLAYRrvER PÀNKS as they finished their strim across the river. therethey were quickly speared.by the hunters (drawing ly LãiiyJamieson, courtesy of Manitoba Historic Resourcei ¡ianch)i
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Figure 12 MÀP OF THE SINNOCK SITE: The map shows the clues
archaeologists found at the Sinnock site. Why would there be so
nany tools nade at the nen's lookout area? Why would there be
knives and scrapers at the hide preparing area? À
shaft-straightening tool is used to nake long straight wooden
shafts -- what would such a shaft be used for? What did people
use to kill the bison?



D.5 THE DISÀPPEÀRÀNCE OF THE ÀNIMÀLS

THIS TEÀCHING WAS WRITTEN OUT BY BÀSIL JOHNSTON, IN HIS
BOOK OJTBWÀY HERITAGE. THE TEACHING IS WRITTEN OUT HERE
ÀGAIN, WITH ONLY À FEW WORDS CHÀNGED. TT IS ABOUT A TIME
WHEN THE OJIBWE, OR ANISHNÀBEG PEOPLE, COULÐ STILL TALK WITH
THE ANIMALS. ÀNISHNABEG MEANS I'THE PEOPLE WHO WERE LOWERED
TO EARTH BY THE CREATOR.'.

For some unknown reason the deer' the moose r and the
caribou once vanished from the land of the Anishnabeg.

With their going the life of the Anishnabeg was not nhat
it had been. The Anishnabeg rnissed the animals for the
food, clothing and tools they had provided. They missed the
example of the endurance and strength of the moose. They
Iacked t.he ideat of the gracefuL and watchful caribou. The
people found it difficult to learn these qualities !¡ithout
the animals.

The Ànishnabeg atso needed the deerr caribou and moose to
he).p thern learn about the earth and its seasons. The people
did not always know as much as the animals. The Ànishnabeg
went in search of lhe missing animals' to bring back a
better way of Iife.

Àssisted by other animals whose lives had also been
changed, the Anishnabeg roamed the world in quesÈ of the
vanished deer, caribou and moose. An owi. who had gone north
to rest came upon the herd of vanished animals confined in
an immense fence, as though imprisoned. Yet the deer, moose
and caribou seemed quite content, grazing upon the sprucet
pines, cedars and ba I sams .

Curious, the owl ffew down to a low harrging branch to
question the deer. But as he alighted on the branch, a
flock of crows attacked him and drove him from the country.
The owl barely got av¡ay. That it was night, no doubt 'enabled the owl to escape. The owl left the land as fast as
he could.

Back in the land of the Ànishnabeg the owl reported his
discovery immediately. The Ànishnabeg speedily organized an
expedition to rescue the imprisoned deer. owl guided the
expedi t ion.

But when the Anishnabeg arrived at the very gates of the
fence they were atlacked by a vast flock of fierce crov¡s. À
ferocious baÈtle sprang up and raged for days. But at no
time during the conflict did the deer attempt to escape.
They si.mply looked on in curiosity. They did not seem to
care. this dismayed the Ànishnabeg.
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Discouraged, the Anishnabeg asked for a truce. The crows
granted the reguest, and looked on smugly as the chief of
the Ànishnabeg spoke to the deer. "Why don't you care about
our efforts tó rescue you from your capture? We have
endured hardship, and risked death on your behalf. Sti1l
you appear not to care."

The chief of the deer replied, "You have assumed wrongly
that we are here against our wishes. On the contraryr we
choose lo remain here and are quite content. The crows have
treated us better than you have ever treated us when we
shared the same country with you."

"How did we offend you?" asked the chief, astonished.

The deer chief spoke quickly and sadly. "You have wasted
our flesh and bodies, which we gave to you for food and
clothing. You have spoiled our lands' so that we can no
fonger live there. You have treated us without honour at
our death. You dishonoured us and yourseJ.ves. Without you
we can live. But Hithout us, you cannot live."

"How shall we make amends? our carelessness Has not iIl
rvill. Hor,¡ can we make up for your grief? TeIl us," said
the Anishnabeg chief.

Àgain the deer chief spoke. "Honour ând respèct our
lives, our beings, in life and in death. Do vrhat you have
not done before. Stop doing nhat offends our spirits."

The chief pronised and the crows released the deer, the
moose, and the caribou from their bondage. The animals who
had been in captivity willingly followed the Anishnabeg back
to their home Iand.

The Ànishnabeg learned through this and other teachings:

AII Iife must be honoured.
The plants and animals' the earth and people all depend

on
each other for a life of good quality.
Life for one sornetimes means death for another.
By honouring death, Iife itself is honoured.
Animat beings deserve life. They deserve honour.

THINKING ÀBOUT WHÀT YOU HÀVE READ

À. Who am I?

Write the numbers 1-5 on a piece of paper. sejide each
number write who is saying each of the following sentences.
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1. I said 'Without us, you cannot live' 2, I taught the
Anishnabeg about endurance and strength. 3. I immediat.eLy
reported my discovery to the Anishnabeg. 4. I taught. the
Ànishnabeg how to be graceful and v¡atchf uI. 5. I was
ãstonished and said 'Hor¡ did we offend you?'

B. Hon did the Ànishnabeg dishonour the animals?

C. How should people honour animals?

D. This teaching about respect for aní¡nals says that
animals and people depend on each othêr for a good Iife.
What else is there on the earth that both animals and people
depend on in order to live?

E. For the business person.

Suppose you vrere a business person who ran a tourist lodge
on-á takã. what do tourists do to enjoy wildtife? How rnany
different things could tourists do to enjoy wildLife at your
todge? Write a brochure for your tourist lodge telling
people al-1 the diferent things they could do in the wild.
You could telephone Manitoba Tourism for information about
the tourism business,

F. For the Biologist
This teaching gives Anishnabeg warnings about "spoiling the
Iands" where animals Iive. what things in Canada today
cause damage to the lands where wildlife live? write a news
report on one of the nays that wild lands are being damaged.
You could find out nore by talking to your teacher or an
elder, or by looking in books and newspapers. You could
write to Ðucks Unlimited or lhe Manitoba Forestry
Assoc iaÈ ion.
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c. This Ànishnabeg teaching says that people and animals
depend on each other for a good life. How did the previous
stòry, "When the Seasons were very Warm", show that people
depeñded on animals? what happened to the people when the
biêon and the climate changed?
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Figure 13a THE ANISHNÀ8EG
where thei were âÈtac ked
by Ànnette Loutit).

ÀRRMD ÀT THE GÀTES OF THE FENCE,
by a vast flock of fierce crows (drawing
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FiguTe 13b THE ÀNISHNABEG ÀRRIVEÐ AT THE GÀTES OF THE FENCE'
thãy ".re attacked by a vast flock of fierce crows (dra¡ving by
Martin l,ewis).



D.7 MORNING STAR AND THE CLÀY POT

THIS STORY TS BASED ON THE WORK OF ÀRCHAEOLOGTSTS SUCH AS
MÀRY ANN TISDÀLE AND VERA SLOBODIÀN. IT IS ALSO FROM A MUCH

LONGER STORY CALLED THE OLDTIMERS: THE FIRST PEOPLES OF' THE
LAND OF THE NORTH WTND, WRITTEN BY DÀVID RIDDLE ÀND LEO
PETTIPÀS. IT,S ÀLL ABOUT HOW A WOMAN CALLED MORNING STÀR
HELeED BRING rHE usE oF CERAMIC Pors ro ÑonrunRN MÀNIToBA,
2OOO YEARS AGO.

Morning Star was born along the eastern reaches of the
winnipeg River, and grew up with her family in those wooded
lands. Her name meant endurance and faíth.

One fall her family gathered with many others in the
abundant rice fields of the Whiteshell. À small group of
people fron the north arrived, to trade and share in the
harvest. Among then was a handsome young man, named SheII.
Shel1's name ¡ras a reminder of creationr and the breath of
Iife. Before the northerners returned to their home lands,
Shell and Morning Star were married. Morning Star departed
with ShelL. Her family were sad to see her leave ' but happy
that they would now have relatives among another people.

Morning Star travelled with SheII's people by canoe, down
the winnipeg River, north along the shores of Lake Winnipeg,
to Shell's home lands around the Pop1ar River. For the
first winter she settled in SheLl's parents' Iodge, and took
up her life as a married woman. She cleaned furs, made
clothing, mended, brought firewood and cooked. She cared
for the dogs that helped vtith some of her chores. It was a
favourable winter, with many hours spent in the warm lodge 'seated on fragrant spruce boughs, Iistening to storiest
hi story and teachings.

But Morning Star noticed Shell's family didn't have the
clay pots she knew from her home land. Às the winter passed
she-missed the sight of pots resting around the fire and
pots stored in the corner. Shell's people had many other
useful containers - woven baskets, Ieather bagsr net bags
and birch bark boxes r to name a few. Shell's father r the
leader, had a special beautiful black and white bag made of
feathered loon's throats. But of clay pots there vrere none.
With a clay pot you could store food absolutetly dry and
sealed. Yòu coutd easily put a stew right in the fire to
simmer and bubble. without clay pots Morning star cooked
ste¡rs and soups by making stones red hot in the fire. She
dropped the stones in a birchbark container with the food'
to màxe it boil. That was slower than cooking with a pot'
and it left grit and ashes in the food.

When spring came SheII's family gathered with four other
family J.odges at the mouth of the Poplar River. There they
caught fish with spear and net' during the spring fish
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migration up the river. Morning Star gradually came to kno!¡
the women in the other lodges. As the busy spring fishing
slowed down the men r.rere sometimes away hunting. Morning
Star decided she would try to make some pots.

She asked her sister-in-law, Middle of the Stream, to
help her find the righ! clay. They dug the clay in lumps,
and carried it back to the lodges in a fresh wet moose hide.
Middle of the Stream had two young chiÌdren, so as they
worked they watched the children. The youngest chiId, stiII
a baby, was wrapped in a snug bundle on a specially built
cradle board, wit.h a toy dangling where she could see it.
Middle of the strean used moss "diapers" for her baby,
inside the cradle board.

Morning Star took a rock that had been broken down and
made gritty by the heat of the fire. she rubbed it l¡ith her
hammer to get pieces grit. These she mixed and kneaded into
the clay, working on the wet moose hide. Morning Star knew
that without grit in the clay her pots riould explode when
she put them on the fire. Middle of the Stream watched and
helped, but she also had to tend to her baby. Morning Star
was hoping she would soon have her or¡n baby to care for.

Next Morning Star spread the hide out smoothly, and took
a lump of clay mixture in her hand. She rolled it out on
the hide into a long thin sausage shape, with her hand. She

' made the coil of clay longer and longer, and gredually began
to spiral it up in the shape of a pot. She took a heavy
flat paddle that she normally used for cooking, and a small
stone of just the right shape. She put the stone inside the
pot, Iike an anvil, and she paddled the pot from the
outside, against the stone anvi1. This gradually smoothed
out the coils and made the pot just the right shape. Middle
of the stream was amazed by the skill and speed of Morning
Stâr's hands, but she was still- curious about how the wet
clay pot would be finished. She had seen pots, and they
weren't quite Iike this one! She teased Morning star.

FinaIIy, to finish the pot, Morning Star wet. her hands
in a basket of water and slipped them over the surface of
the pot until it was perf ectl-y smooth. Then she took her
hair conb and made a pattern in the outside of the clay pot,
just as her mother and grandmother had shown her, in a time
that seemed many years ago. She pressed the teeth of the
conb in the soft wet c1ay, to make the pattern.

Morning Star put the pot aside in a safe place, to the
side of the lodge under the sun shade awning. She and
Middle of the Stream went on with their other work for a
couple of days, while the pot dried. People going by looked
at it and wonndered rvhat this woman from the south would do
next !
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After it had dried the pot looked finished, but it needed
one more crucial step. Middle of the Stream and Morning
Star moved to a big fire pit where they had been burning old
spruce bough bedding for a coupl-e of days. They used some
sticks to scoop a place in the hot coals, and gently placed
the pot in the heat. Then they scooped some rnore coals into
the inside, and piled them up a1l around. If firing the
clay pot went Ì,¡ell, the result would be a sturdy waterproof
container, good for a multitude of uses. If the firing went
poorly the pot might explode, or come out with one side
broken out.

when Morning Star returned to the fire the next. morning
it had died down to warm ashes. Holding her breath in
anticipation, she dug out the pot and dusted off the ashes.
It was excellent - a vrarm reddish brown colour, just the
shape and decoration she had always Iearned. She carried it
to the lake, rinsed it out, and brought. back a drink for
everyone. Everyone nodded approval ' even the women who had
doubted her.

As the years went by, Morning Star made many more pots.
Middle of the Stream and some other women began making them
too. ÀlL of the people of the north began to use clay pots.
They were very convenient for cooking and storing food and
Hater. They vrere perfect for making Iard, an essential food
ingredient. CIay pots had one drawback - they were heavy
and breakable when the people moved camp. The other Iighter
containers were stiII the best for many tasks' and the clay
pots would sometimes be left behind when the people moved.

Morning Star lived many years. Like SheII, She always
did her best, whether the years brought abundance'
happiness, illness or hunger. Às the years passed Morning
Star had her own children' and when they had children she
became a respected grandtnother. She taught her children and
her grandchildren to make pots, just the way she learned
herself. In this picture, Morning Star the grandmother is
Iooking a! the first pot her granddaughter has made. It is
decorated exactly like the first pot Morning Star made in
the north.

Broken pi.eces of pots are stílI left where Morning Star'
her people and her descendants live. If we look at lhe
pieces closely, we can still see the fingerprints she left
in the Ì{et clay of the pots, 2000 years ago.

, THINKING ÀBOUT WHÀT YOU HAVE REÀD

À. what did we say?
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Imagine what Morning Star, Middle of the Stream and the
other people would be saying during this story. Write a
script for a play showing what each person says, beginning
where Morning st.ar goes to get the clay. You and your
partner can read the play to each other, dividing up the
parts between yourselves. Don't forget to make MiddLe of
the stream tease Morning Star!
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Figure 14 FRÀGMENTS OF À CLÀY POT: this pot was excavated by
archaeologists, in !hè Lake of the woods area. Morning Star's
pot was nuch like this one. The excavation of many pot fragments
at nany sites allows the telling of the story of Morning Star
(drawing by ScotÈ Hanilton).
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Figure 15 MORNING STÀR, THE GRÀNÐMOTHER: Morning star Looked atthe first pot her granddaughter made, and she waã pleased. It$as decorated exactly tike t.he first pot Morning Siar had made in
the--North. many years before (drawing ty Larry Jãnieson, courÈesyof Manitoba Historic Resources ¡ranèh)l



Figure 16 Às rHE YEÀRS WENT tsy, MORE rvoMEI{ oF THE NORTI{ BEGÀN To
MÀKE CLÀY POTS: all used the òame method of coiling the ciay,
g,nd then pqdtlling ir to ¡nake rhe smooth pot shape íar""int -Uf
tlart i n Ler¡is).
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D.8 THE CLÀN SYSTEI{

THIS TEÀCHING IS FROM THE WORDS OF BÀSIL JOHNSTON, AND
EÐDIE BENTON, EDDIE BENTON GÀVE A TEÀCHING MUCH LIKE THIS
TO THE CHILDREN OF GINEW SCHOOL, IN ROSEÀU, MÀNITOBA. EASIL
JOHNSTON ÀND EDDIE BENTON ÀRE BOTH MEMBERS OF THE ÀNISHNABE
OR OJIBWE NATION. THEIR TEÀCHINGS EXPLAIN HOW THE OJIBWE
NÀTION WAS ORGANIZED INTO CLANS, ÀND WHAT À CLAN DOES.
WHILE THEY ARE NOT IDENTICAL, MANY OTHER NÀTIVE NÀTIONS HAVE
CLÀN SYSTEMS THÀT SERVE À SIMILAR PURPOSE.

The people of every nation need leadership, protection,
food, education and health. À legend te1ls how totems came
to be in the Anishnabe nation, to care for these needs. The
Iegend tells how six great creatures emerged from the sea.
when one was exposed to the light and heat of the sun it
expired, sinking back into the sea. The survivors came to
t.he shores of the Land of the Ànishnabe and there they were
made welcome. In appreciation the five spirit beings
offered to guide the Anishnabe in the use of clans.

The Anishnabe nation was divided into five large groups.
The five groups r¡ere the clans. Each clan nas responsible
for one of the needs of the nation -- the provision of
government, defense, food, education or medicine. Each
group was responsible for one duty. Every person was part
õf a ctan from the mornent of birth and from that time forth
they would learn to fulfill their duty.

The clan was one of the most inportant parts of life,
even more important than a person's family or community.
wherever people went in the huge Ànishnabe nation they would
always find other members of their cLan. They wouJ.d always
be at home with their skiLls and abilities; they would
always have a role. Many Ànishnabe people today work to
fulfilI the roles of their clans.

Each clan was symbolized by an animal emblem known as a
totem. Having a clan, or a totem, gave people their purpose
ând neaning in lif e.

From the CRANE clan came chiefs and leaders. Because
birds show courage and vision in Iife they were the totems
of leadership. People born into the crane clan are trained
in history, tradition and public speaking. The training
brings eloquence, wisdom and generosity. Leaders must also
learn to put t.he needs of other people before everything
eIse.

From the BEÀR clan came the defenders. Bears are strongt
Hith a fierce disposition. The rnen of the bear clan becane
the police and warriors. Warriors would defend a village.
Being a warrior vras a Ì,ray of gaining and showing courage.
I.larriors would not fight just to ki11 people, enslave them



or occupy their land. If they did these things warriors
could cause hatred and bitter fights between peoples.

The people of the FISH clan are the teachers and
scholarè. The fishes are hidden behind rocks, live unseen
in the dark depths, but remain steadfast in the swirling
current. Like lhe fishesr teachers work without attentiont
but remain true to their noble role. They are responsible
for developing children with skitls and healthy spirits.
People seek teaching atl their lives -- from Èheir parents'
from other adults, and from the elders.

The original clans of medicine men and women r¡ere the
OTTER and TURTLE. Àmong some of the Ànishnabe there ttere
later other medicine clans. Birth into these totems did not
necessari).y mean that a person would be a medicine man or
h'oman. tteãling was a unique and special gift, which was
noticed in boys and girls by older medicine men and wornen.
If a boy or girl was chosen there would be years of
teaching and guidance for them. Medicine men and wo¡nen
studied all their lives about plants, dreams, and lhe human
rni nd and spirit.

The MÀRTEN clan included the hunters and providers of the
Ànishnabe nation. Hunting took skiLl and patience to track
and stalk the deer and rnoose. Training in hunting and
fishing was long and hard for every boy. Boys had.to learn
about Èhe character and nature of the different animals.
They had to learn hor,¡ to make and repair their own equipment
and how to survive alone. Young women learned to harvest
many plant foods and smaller animals, and a multitude of
ways to prepare and preserve foods. No people were more
hoñoured thàn the providers. The best hunters and providers
were sought after for marriage.

CLans united the ojibwe speaking peoples across a vast
Iand. The mernbers of a totem were like brothers and
sisters. so strong was this bond that members of the same
clan would not marry one another.
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D.9 À CEREMONY ÀT CÀLF MOT'NTÀIN

THIS STORY IS BASED ON THE WORK OF THE ÀRCHAEOLOGISTS
HENRY MONTGOMERY, KATHERINE CAPES, W.B. NICKERSON AND LEIGH
SYMS. IT TAKES PLÀCE ÀBOUT IOOO YEÀRS AGO, ÀT À PLÀCE
CALLED CÀLF MOUNTAIN, WHICH IS NOW NEAR THE TOWN OF MORDEN.
MONTGOMERY AND NICKERSON EXCÀVÀTED SITES ÀT CALF MOUNTÀIN,
AND SYMS EXPLÀINED SOME OF THE ÀRTIFÀCTS. BECAUSE OF THE
ARTIFACTS THEY FOUND, ÀRCHAEOLOGISTS THINK THE PEOPLE IN
THIS STORY MÀY HÀVE SPOKEN À SIOUAN LANGUAGE. DÀKOTA ANÐ
LÀKOTA ARE SOME OF THE MODERN STOUÀN LANGUAGES.

Hawk could hardly wait for his father to come back f rorn
visiting. His father had promised to take him to see some
of the men from far in the south.

Hawk waited impatiently in the shade beside the tent.
Tents slretched off to the nest and south in aII directions,
for a half a kilometre or more. This was the annual fall
meeting of all the people in what is now southern Manitoba.
I f Hawk could have seen everyone he would have counted
hundreds or thousands of people there at the ceremonies.

The people were assembled for ceremonies of thanksgiving
for the successful spring, summer and faLI. It vtas also a
good time for trading, visiting and enjoying good food.
AIso, more than one marriage was made at these fall
meet i ngs !

CaIf Mountain was a place where many trails came
together. Trails from the Red River, Pembina River,
Missouri River, Tiger Hills and the forks of the Red and
Assiniboine all came together there. Calf Mountain was near
the old shore of a giant glacial Iake, now long gone. It
was a bit higher than the surrounding land, so it made a
good place for the defenders and hunters.

Hawk looked after his little brother and his cousin while
he $raited by the tent. They were playing with one of the
dogs, trying to make it pull a bundle of sticks, but the dog
wasn ' t cooperating much.

Hawk's nother and aunt were cooking at a fire outside the
tent. Hawk loved this season's tasty dishes of saskatoons 'cherries, bison, prairie turnips' hazelnuts and all his
other favourite foods.

Hawk enjoyed this chance to see all his cousins, aunts
and uncfes, and his clan relatives. once a year he sae
almost everyone he knew at this gathering. It was one of
the best ti¡nes of the year for food and visiting and fun.
when the ceremony ended everyone would break up into nuch
smaller groups which would get along by themselves for the
winter.
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Hawk's little brother ran off ¡rith a new friend, and Hawk
r,¡as left to wait by himself. The edges of'the lent were
rolled up off the ground so the breeze would pass through
and keep it cool inside. Hawk roIled under the edge and put
his back against a rest. Soon he was half asleep in the
cool shade. He began to dream and think of his grandfather.

Two years ago Hawk had watched sadly as his grandfather
was buried at the sacred ground of the CaIf Mountain, near
its highest point. Hawk's grandÍather was buried in his
finest clothes, in a large mÒund. The men and women placed
grandfather's small cup with the spiral design beside him.
ihey placed his sheÌI beads and pendant around his neck, and
some more things beside him.

Hawk's grandfather had gone on to a better place, and now
Hawk remembered him in a good way. Hawk thought of the
things that he had learned from his grandfather, and the
teachings he had heard.

Hawk's thoughts of his grandfather were interrupted when
his father finally walked upl Father asked his mother for a
good bag of pemmican, and he gave it to Hawk. Hawk's father
took a few bison hides from the lodge. Har'¡k and his father
then wafked off together to neet the men who had travelled
here from far in the south.

Hawk visited several tents with his father. Everyshere
they $ent Hawk heard stories about distant lands, which he
had yet to see.

Every year Hawk's people divided their time betr'¡een the
grassy plains around CaIf Mountain in summer, and the wooded
lands to the north east in the winter. But here at these
fall- ceremonies were families from lands much further away.

There were families from the nations along the rivers of
the south, brínging corn, flint for making tools and stone
for carving pipes. There were families from the nations of
the northern forests and lakes, bringing wild rice, smoked
fish and dry venison meat in many delicious forms.

Some of the people from the south had travelled far and
¡ride and they brought things from still more distant lands.
The people of the south brought biq sea snail shells, aI1
the way from ¡rhat is now ca1led the Gulf of Mexico. They
brought volcanic glass fron the Rocky Mountains. It was
excellent for making tools. They brought more sea shells
from the Pacific Ocean' past the Rocky Mountains. They
brought stone for naking pipes, from what is now South
Dakota.

Hawk's fathlr looked for a friend from the south that he
had known for many years. Hawk's father needed some Knife
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River flint, from what is now North Dakota. It !¡as a shiny
brown stonerexcellent for making cooking tools, Ieather-
making too1s, and hunting tools. Hawk's father traded the
pemnican and buffalo hides for good big chunks of f1int,
shaped like bricks. The other man would use the hides for
building a lodge.

But he and his friend would not bargain for the red
pipestone. Hawk's father received tha! as a gift. During
the winter Hawk would r,¡atch his father vtorking on the stone
in their warm tent. Hawk's father would carefully drill the
bowl of the pipe, and then carve and smooth its long slim
tube shape. Perhaps Hawk would do some of his own ltood
carving while he watched and waited!
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Figure 17 THE BISON, SUPPLY HOUSE OF THE PLÀINS: The bison
supplied all these things to Havk and his people. What forn
woul.d these supplies take today, and where wouJ.d your family buy
then'i (drawing by Ewa Pluciennik, copyright Lone pine
Publ i shi ng )



Figure 18 BUTCHERING
killed eíght bison.
be food for the falI

BISON: Near Calf Mountain, Hawk's people
butcherinÇ them was hard work, but this would
gather ing.



Fígure 19 HÀWK'S MOTHER ÀND ÀUNT TÀNNED BISON HIÐES FOR TRÀDING:
The skin had to be worked with tools and stretchers to give it a
nice plump softness. Hawk's mother is stretching a small bison
calf skin (drawing by Larry Ja¡nieson, courtesy of Manitoba
Hi sÈoric Resources Branch).



D.1O THE SACRED PIPE

THIS TEÀCHING WÀS WRITTEN OUT BY JAMES LÀPOTNTE, À LAKOTA
SIOUX ELDER FROM SOUTH DÀKOTÀ, IT IS REPRODUCED HERE ALMOST
EXÀCTLY AS HE WROTE IT.

A long time ago, far back in the most ancient times a
sacred pipe was brought to the Lakota. It eras a gift from
Taku Wakan, the Creator and was presented by Ptesan Winyan,
White Buffalo woman .

À long time ago two young friends from a large encampment
of Lakota, both strong and fine to look upon ' decided to 9o
on a hunt by themselves. So, taking their bows and arrows,
they \,¡andered far array over the rough terrain scouting for
9ame.

The two men, though good friends, were opposites in
nature. One ¡ras inpulsive and the other was friendly but
quiet.

After roaning around a while, they chose a high knol1
upon which to rest and view the broad landscape. They could
see many animal trails, aII leading toward a full-flowing
river some distance away. Às they sat, Ieisurely scanning
the rolling hills, they became aware of a moving objecb
coming toward them at a slow trot, Ieaving a light trail of
dust in the soft breeze. Às it came nearer they saw that it
was a lone buffalo, quite unusual, since buffaloes run
together. On and on it came. Soon they saw it was a white
buifalo co?¡, a very rare animaL. "Must we kiII it? we are
taught that they are sacred. The Elders would be
displeased," they saíd to one another.

Scrambling out of sight' they readied their bows and
waited. Nothing happened. Stealthily they rose from their
hiding place and there it was! what they saw e¡as beyond
bel-ief . Instead of thê white buffalo cow, there stood
before them the most beautiful woman they had ever seen.
She was immaculately dressed in t.he softest of buckskins. A
headband circled her lovety hair from which white plumes
swirled in the breeze. The young men stared in open
admiration. The woman, sensing their feelings, was first
to speak. "You with the human longingr come to me." The
impulsive young man eagerly stepped forward and nas about to
embrace the woman when suddenly a fog and r¡hirlwind
enveloped then. The other man, brave though he wasr stood
unmoving.

¡s sudde¡ly as it had come, the fog and whirlwind
disappeared. There upon the grass lay the young man'
anguish upon his face, his bones exposed. worms attacked
his flesh. Àgain the beautiful woman spoke: "It is the
wiII of the Creator that men and women desire each othert



but he also decrees that men and Homen must not be ruled by
their desires. Your friend lives not by his mind but by his
emotions: he novr lies consumed in his own passions. You
being of sounder mind, wiII nol¡ act as my messenger. Return
now to your people and tetl your chieftain what you have
seen. Íet1 him I wilt be coming again, bearing a gift. e
Tipiyokihe (two or more lodges joined together to provide
Iots of space) must be erected so that many people can
gather the re .

À big meeting house was erected, in obedience to the
command. The people anxiously waited, but nothing happened.
The skeptics said the young man was cÊazy, and the crowd
became restless. Then an extremely unusal event happened.

À Tahinjila (Iight brov¡n buffalo calf), apparenti.y lost'
wandered through the village, and as the young boys
gleefully chased it all over, and just when they had it
èornered, a startling thing happened. rnstead of the
buffalo calf, there stood the beautiful woman' with a bundLe
upon her back. À deep hush fe1l upon the crowd.

The young man who was accused of being crazy knew who the
beautiful v¡oman was. He rushed forward, eagerly took her by
the hand, and led her to the east door of the J.arge tipi.
Once inside there ltas complete silence except for the deep
thunder roll on the heavy drums. The beautiful wo¡nan made
formal bows to the chieftain and to the other dignitaries.

In the center of the tipi there sas a circle of hallowed
ground covered over with sweet grasses, scented herbs and
Ãage, all proplerly blessed by the ¡nedicine men. Upon this
hallowed ground the beautiful maid laid the bundle from her
back.

"This is a gift from Taku l{akan' the Creator" she said.
"At all times be aware of its mystic polrers. From now on
humble yourself before this gift and be be guided by its
rules." Unwrapping the bundle she displayed a long pipe.
The bowl was of red stone. The long stem nas of wood.
Tied at the joint of the wood and the stone were twelve
eagle featheis, all symbolic of products of the earth. (rt
has been said that the twelve feathers also represented the
twelve moons of the year cyc).e. )

From the bundle she also took out a round stone.
"Thisr", she said, "represents the earth, your fnother, with
atI its living creatures, its vegetation and its waters. It
is as import.ant as the pipe. Hol-d it in respect and at all
tines be conscious of the earth, your mother."

She took a pinch of tobacco and filled the pipe. From
the perpeËual fire kept in the lodge she lit the pipe. She
took a ÈÈrong draw and held the stem upward. À thin curl of
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smoke rose f rorn the stem into the air. "For you, Taku
Wakanl" she declared. Then , with shor! prayers, she held
the pipe by the bowl and pointed the stem to four directions
of the earth, then once again upward, and then down to
mother earth. "These are to be your revered gestures
whenever you use the sacred pipe. Use it often. You will
be happy people. "

Now the wonan carried the pipe to the chieftain and all
the dignitaries. Às she did so she explained the carvings
on the bowl of the pipe. On the end of the bowl there was a
carving of a buffalo calf's head. "This reminds you always
to resþect the four legs which inhabit the earth with you.
Never waste them or molest the mother with her young. The
circles carved on the bowl are symbols of ceremonies you
must practice as part of your lives. Taku wakan will always
answer your wants. No$ I must go."

The people opened a way for her to the east door. The
immacufãte woman walked away with dignity' as the audience
watched in awed silence. After walking some distance she
was transformed again into a littIe brown buffalo calf
!rotting away.

Thus did the sacred pipe come to the Lakota.

* rr tr * * * * * * * * * * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tr * * lr * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Pipe is symbolic of t.he universe. Its bowl is made
of red stone signifying mother earth. The wooden stem
represents a1I growing things. The eagle feathers hanging
fròm the Pipe symbolize the heavens and all things that fly.
The center of the bowl represents the universe itself. In
every cerernony, the Pipe is always fíLled in the same tray.

A pinch of tobacco is offered to the four directions, to
the eãrth and to the sky. Only then is the tobacco placed
in the Pipe. À small cherry stick is used to tamp the
tobacco in the bov¡I. The ritual of filling the Pipe
signifies the joining of all the forces of nature' tÞe
crèatures on eárth and in the air, and people. The Pipe is
to be used daily, and in every sacred ritual, to assure the
blessings of the creator. In prayers of the Scared Pipe and
in al,t other prayers, one ancíent prayer is said: "Wakan
Tanka onchimnela ye oyate wakan wachin cha." Creatorr be
merciful to ne that my people may live."
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Figure 20 THE SÀCRED pIpE (draning by ÀnnetÈe Loutit).



D.11 I.EGGINGS, THE GÀRDENERIS SON

THIS STORY IS BÀSED ON EXCAVATIONS ÀT KENOSEWUN, OR PLACE
OF MANY F'ISHES. KENOSEWUN IS NEÀR THE TOWN OF LOCKPORT, ON

THE SHORE OF THE REÐ Rl VER.

THE STORY TÀKES PLÀCE ÀBOUT 5OO YEARS ÀGO.

Leggings !¡as 11. He lived in a lodge with the rest of
his fámilt -- his mother The Gardener ' his mother's sister
Otter, hi¡ father Goodbird, his older sister want-to-be-a-
woman, and his older brother Bear Looks Up. Both The
Gardener and Otter r¡ere Iike mothers to Leggings.

Leggings woke up early, as he usually did. Leggings
coufd see Bear Looks Up vtas awake too. Bear Looks Up
stretched in his placed, and after a few minutes rolled over
and picked up his fish spear. He tested the bone points for
sharþness. Satisfied, he walked out the lodge door into the
dew of the August morning. Leggings put his bedding.aside,
got up, and fõIlowed behind, carrying his digging stick.

They headed down to the river together. Bear Looks Up-
picked-a reedy place by the river side, where he could wait
guietly for tñe fish to rise. They were in the habit of
feeding earJ.y on these hot August days, and Bear Looks Up
hoped to spear a few here on the shore.

Leggings satched Bear Looks Up quietly for a few.minutes.
then hè nõved away and began to explore the muddy river
banks. He poked ãround with his stick in the mud just below
the surface, in a spot \,¡here he saw sone bubbles. with a
tv¡ist and a flick Leggings popped out a mussel -- a flat
brown clam-shaped shellfish, about as big as his fist. Soon
Leggings had six big mussels out of the shal-Iow river
bottom.

Back up the stream Bear Looks Up was still waitíng
patiently for a fish. He wasn't having much luck. Leggings
ãecided !o leave him there. He gathered up his digging
stick and the mussels and \,¡ent back up to the lodge.

Otter was up, cooking corn for the first meal of the day.
Leggings gave her the mussels. She was pleased with then'
aná she said she would use then for the next meal. She
laughed when he took a taste out of the cook pot, while she
was looking the other way.

After breakfast l,eggings sat outside vtith his father 
'Goodbird. Goodbird was mending a fish net. while Goodbird

nended the twine of the net, teggings worked on a pile of
old mussel SheIIs. He took each shell and gave it a tap in
the middle with an antler tool and a small hammer. The
point of the antler tool broke right through the shell'
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leaving a circuLar hole in the flat part of the shelL.
After he r¡as finished his mending Goodbird took the shells
and put them on strings along the bottom of the net. when
the net rqas under water the strings of shells would weigh at
the bottom, so that it would be fully stretched out for the
fish to get caught in.

Beàr Looks Up came back up from the river. He Has very
excited. He told Goodbird about a huge catfish that swam
up. It had come almost within spear range, onJ.y to turn
around and leave. Goodbird laughed. want - to-be -a-woman
teased Bear Looks Up. She said "What a fisherman you are.
You can't eat the one that got away. Your sweetheart !¡on't
be impressed with youl"

The day was getting hotter as it wore on. Leggings
picked up his bow and wandered over to the next J.odge. He
rnet up with a couple of boys his age. They decided they
would go over to the corn gardensr just to see if they were
all right. They saw a couple of squirrefs on the way. They
took careful aim at those squirreLs with their bows but the
squirrels sav¡ them coming and got away, scolding madly.
When the boys arrived at the gardens they found a girl there
at every family field. The girls sang out to the boys'
teasing them. They said "You're worse than the crows, we
know you came here to steal a sneet cob of corn". They
san9:

You bad boys, you're all alike!
basket handles: You poor boys,
on the prairie: Your arrows are
the sky !

Your bows are as crooked as
a1I you do is run barefoot
only good for shooting in

Sti1l, Legging's cousin was there at her garden, nith her
mother. They did give Leggings a drink of v¡ater and a taste
of street corn stew.

Leggíngs and his friends spent the rest of the aflernoon
hunting gophers on the prairie near the viLlage. Towards
evening ihèy carne down for supper. Leggings saw that his
mother and his sister had been busy. They were digging one
of the storage pits for corn. Leggings realized that the
harvest was coming soon, and remernbered that he would be
asked to help.

Legging's sister, want-to-be-a-woman, was down in the
storage pit. She stood on the floor of the pit,
underground. Her nose came to the top of the pit, so she
could just see out when she was standing up. The nouth of
the pit was narrow, just large enough for her shoulders to
fit lhrough. But below the mouth the pit opened up into a
wide circutar shape, as though a beI1 was buried
underground, and the earth was hoIlow underneath. want-to-
be-a-wonan disappeared completely into the pit. She dug
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with long even scoops of her hoe, giving the floor of the
pit its final smoothing. She smoothed the last few scoops
into her basket and passed them out to her mothers. She
passed out her tools. Otter and The Gardener helped her
out.

The pit was ready for its lining and 1id, which were
needed to keep the corn snug and dry. The Gardener r'tas
pleased with this progress. Ott.er and The Gardener thought
lhat the next day they could go berry picking, since their
work on the storage pit was almost finished.

That evening was long, as the summer sun was still fairìy
high. Bear Looks Up and Goodbird met with other older bol's
and men to plan a trip. But by dark everyone was in bed in
the lodge.
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Figure 21 BEÀR LOOKS UP WAITED QUIETLY: he was planning to
spear a big f ish.



D.12 THE MÀGIC POI{ER OF CORN

IN 1918 MACHIDIWIASH HELPED TO WRITE À BOOK ABOUT
FÀRMING. MACHIDIWIÀSH WAS À HIDÀTSA WOMAN. HER NAME MEANS
BUFFÀLO BIRD WOMÀN. SHE LIVED IN NORTH ÐÀKOTA MÀNY YEARS
AGO. HER BOOK SPOKE ÀBOUT HOW THE MÀNDÀN ÀNÐ HTDATSÀ PEOPLE
FÀRMED WHEN SHE WÀS A GIRL.

THE 3 TEACHINGS ÀND MESSÀGES THAT FOLLOW ÀRE JUST A TINY
PÀRT OF WHAT MACHIDIWIÀSH, AND HER RELATIVES ÀND FRIENDS PUT
IN THE 1918 BOOK.

There are five plants in the garden vegetable family:
corn, beans, squashes, sunflowers and tobacco. The seeds of
aII these plants were brought up from beneabh the ground by
the Mandan people.

Now we believe the corn has an enerny -- the sun who tries
to burn the corn. But at night, when the sun has gone down,
the corn has magic power. The corn magically brings the
night moisture -- the early morning mist and fog' and the
dew. You can see for yourself in the morning from the vrater
dripping from the corn leaves. Thus the corn grows and
keeps on until it is ripe.

The sun may scorch the corn and try hard to dry it up,
but the corn takes care of itself, bringing the moisture
that make the corn, and also the beans, sunflowers, squashes
and tobacco grow.

The corn possesses all this magic power

The Mandan people brought corn up from beneath the
ground. Our Mandan corn must now be all over the world, for
we gave the whit.e men our seeds. And so it seerns we Mandans
have helped every people.

-told by wounded Face in 1918

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr t * * * * * * * rr * tr * * * * * * **

In the old days rve used to thresh the corn by hand. We
would strike a heap of corn cobs with a strong pole to
separate the ripe corn kernels from the corn cobs. À11 day
long as we threshed, we watched that no horse got at the
pile of ernpty cobs to trample and nibbLe them. No dog was
allowed to run over them and no children were allowed to
play in them. Then, in the evening, if the weather was fine,
my mothers and I would carry the cobs to a grassy place
outside the village, and pile them in a big heap.
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In our prairie country' on a fair day, the wind usually
dies dor¡n ãbout sunset. Then we would light the cob pile.
Às the pile began to burn, we could usually see the burning
piles of two or three other families lighting up the
gathered dusk.

I.¡e wanted the fire to be c1ean, because we used the ashes
to make a seasoning salt. I had to stay and watch the fire,
to keep any mischievous boys from coming to play in the
burning heap. Boys and girls from ten to fifteen years old
were a pest at cob-firing time. They had a game they were
fond of ptaying. Each would cut a long, flexible' green
stick, and at the edge of the Missouri River they would ge!
a baII of wet mud and stick it on the tip of their stick.
Then that boy or girl would sneak up on the burning pile
with the stick, and slap that baII of mud into the burning
coals. Some of the coa1s, still glowing, would stick in the
r¡et mud. Then, using the stick as a sling, the child would
throw the rnud ball into lhe air. Other children would be
throwing mud balLs at the same time' and with the glowing
bits of charcoal clinging to them they would 9o saiJ'ing
through the dark sky Iike shooting stars. Sometimes they
would sail past another child's head. Knowing very well
that the children would get into my burning cobs if I even
turned my back, I was careful to stay by to watch.

,r * * * *,r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr*,,.;:ill,' :I.*YÎ:lliiTi :1.* ì 1,* I : I :,*.'* *.,*

In our nation in the old timesr some men helped their
wives in their gardens. Others did not. Those who didn't
like to help thèir wives spoke out âgainst the ones that did
hetp their lives, saying "That nan is like a servant for his
wife!".

The ones who did help retorted, "Look, that man makes his
wife do too much hard work".

Men were not alike. Some did not like to work in the
garden at all, and cared for nothing but to go around
visiting or be off on a hunt.

.My father, SmaII Ankl-e, liked to garden and often helped
his wife and her sisters. He told ne tha! that was the best
way to live. "whatever you do", he said "help your wife in
aII things!" He taught me to clean the garden ' to heLp
gather the corn, to hoe and to rake.

My father said that the man who lived best and had plenty
to eãt was the one who helped his wife. A man who did not
hetp his wife was J-ikely to have scanty stores of food.
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D.13 IRON MOIITH ÀT BRÀNDON HOUSE

THIS STORY IS BASED ON EXCÀVÀTIONS AT BRANDON HOUSE. THE
EXCAVATIONS WERE LEÐ BY THE ÀRCHAEOLOGISTS DÀVE HEMS ÀND
SCOTT HÀMILTON. IT IS ALSO BÀSED ON HISTORY OF THE FUR
TRADE WRITTEN BY VERÀ PYBUS, JENNIFER BROWN AND SARÀH
CARTER.

THE STORY I S ABOUT A FAMI LY OF NÀKOTA PEOPLE i.¡HO HÀVE
RELATIVES IN À HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY POST. THE STORY TÀKES
PLÀCE IN 1808 NEAR WHAT IS NOW BRÀNÐON.

THE NAKOTA PEOPLE ARE SOMETIMES CALLED THE STONEY, OR THE
ASSINIBOINE. THE NÀKOTÀ PEOPLE ÀRE ONE OF MÀNY PEOPLES I47HO

SPEÀK THE SIOUX LANGUÀGE GROUP.

tron Mouth's Family at the Winter's End

In the winter and spring of 1808 Iron Mouth and his son
trapped 50 beaver. When the winter's snow began to melt
Iron Mouth's farnily gathered v¡ith 10 others at Birdtail
Creek. They hunted the first bison coming down from the
Riding Mountain woods onto the plains pasture. Iron Mouth's
wife and daughter dried 20 packages of bison meat over
fires, and sewed it into skins. They made the skins of the
bison into robes.

Àfter the long winter Iron Mouth needed gunpowder and
shot. His wife needed ner¡ ketÈIes. She also wanted some
cloth for making clothing, and a silver pin for her
beautiful black hair. Iron Mouth, his vife' son' daughter-
in-1aw, daughter-in-Iaw's sister and grandchildren left the
other families behind and set out to trade at the joining of
the Àssiniboine and Souris Rivers. Iron Mouth and his wife
thought of his sonrs wife and her sister as daughters.

Travelling on the Yellowquill TraiI

Iron Mouth and his family foltoved the YellowquiII trai1,
along the Àssiniboine River, travelLing first south and then
eas!. Iron Mouthrs son l{alked far ahead, Hatching for game.
Iron Mouth too was ahead of the rest, and he was followed by
his wife, the other wornen and children. The dogs trotted
patiently along among the women and children, dragging tent
poles loaded !¡ith bison robes, beaver furs, dried meat,
cloLhing and household tools.
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On the fifth day they rrere approaching their destination.
The trail dipped behind a bluff of poplars, into a
refreshing pocket of sunny warrn air. Last year's fallen
leaves were wet with melting snor,¡. The poplar buds added a
sr,leet sappy smell to the air.

The remains of MacDonnell's o1d trading house came into
view on lhe trailside ahead. ÀII that was left of the house
were piles of rock and clay from the broken down chimneys
and fireplaces. The buildings and their logs were aI1 gone,
moved across the river to a new fur trade post. Even though
the trader's lodges took so much work to build they were
always moving them. The traders wanted Nakota business and
they would move wherever they could get it.

In the o1d days rron Mouth had his choice of trading
places. One summer there were seven different trading
houses at this place where the rivers joined. Traders were
here from the south, nort.h and eastr almost mad for Nakota
business. Iron Mouth scarcèly brought any goods in the old
days, but he could still trade for whatever he needed. The
posts almost ruined themselves in the competition. Most of
them moved away. NoH there was only one trading house left
-- Brandon House, and the trading was much more difficult.
Brandon House was a Hudson's Bay Company house.

Àrriving at Brandon House

One more bend in the trail¡ uP ô rise, and Brandon House
came into view. There was a pallisade of pointed poles
around the outside. The buildings inside were smaller than
MacÐonell's o1d house. There were two small log houses, a
storage shed and a lor¡ ice shed. As Iron Mouth passed by
the gate the trader's men recognized him and hailed their
post master to pass the nevrs of Iron Mouth's arrival. The
family dropped their bundles on a carnping spot east of t.he
post, glad to finally reach their destination.

Almost before they stopped a young h'oman came running out
of the post- gates calling greetings. It t¡as Bethsy, Iron
Mouth's daughter. She was delighted to see her family. lt
r+as six months since they r,¡ere Iast at Brandon House.
Bethsy was married Lo a post worker called Cheepi, named
John Pritchard in English. She lived with Cheepi at Brandon
House.

Iron Mouth laughed to hinself about Cheepi's nane. Three
years ago Iron Mouth was hunting near his lodge at Turtle
Mountain when he saw what looked like a moccasin waving in
the air on a stick. When he investigated he was shocked to
find a starving white man waving the stick, so naked and
weak that he looked like a corpse. That man was John
Pritchard. He had been lost for 40 days. Helpless as a
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baby, he sas covered with mosquito bites, and spear grass
seeãé were stuck all over his skin. rron Mouth and his
famity, including young Bethsy, carried John Pritchard to
Brandón House. There the post master, John McKay ' nursed
him back to health.

Ever af ter!¡ards the Nakot.a caIled John Pritchard
"Cheepi", which means Corpse. Cheepi and Bethsy .were
eventualJ.y married. Iron Mouth smiled to himself' happy
about the marriage. There Here several Nakota wornen married
to the fur traders.

Over the next few hours Iron Mouth's fanily relaxed and
unpacked. One by one Cheepi and other men and women at the
poèt came to greet them. The women set up the Lodge. The
þost master John McKay raised the flag in honour of the
arrival of Iron Mouth and his family.

Trading with the Big shot

To get ready for trading Iron Mouth put on his Hudson's
Bay Company clothes. He wore a long-tailed black cloth
coãt, a white shirt, and a felt hat. Iron Mouth heard from
Cheepi that the post vras low on food after the winter. Iron
Mouth knew he would be able to get a good price for the
dried buffalo meat, and the beaver skins were always in
demand .

Iron Mouth was a welL-respected trader, and McKay treated
him in the proper fashion. McKay came out of the post and
invited Iron Mouth in to the Master's house. Bethsy and
McKay's secretary also came to the house. Iron Mouth and
McKay could understand a bit of each other's language r but
they needed an interpreter for bus j.ness. Bethsy was
experienced at this j ob.

McKay was dressed in clothes like Iron Mouth's. Iron
Mouth sometimes called him Big Shot. McKay and Iron Mouth
began with speeches, welcoming each other to trading. Each
of them desciibed the excellent quality of their goods and
their generosity. They complimented each other. Then the
whole group smoked a pipe, according to Iron Mouth's ancient
Nakota ceremony. Iron Mouth picked out three of his best
beaver furs and gave them to Mckay. McKay gave Iron Mouth
an iron knife, tobacco, and a half pint of rum and water.
After the exchange of gifts the two men felt committed to
trade. They moved outside and settled down to harder
bargaining. Iron Mouth's wife and daughters joined them.

Iron Mouth was happy that his daughter Bethsy Iived at
the post. He knew that her interpreting was fair. Iron
Moutñ and McKay t+orked hard to get the best deaL. First
Iron Mouth traded for powder and shot. Then he traded for
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other necessities - hatchet heads, wool cloth ahd cotton
cloth. Iron Mouth's wife and daughters got beads for
working on clothing, and his wife got a silver brooch. Iron
Mouth was unhappy at the poor selection of iron products.
The blacksmiÈhs from the old neighbouring posts were all
gone. Because there was no smith the brandy kegs came with
wooden hoops instead of metal ones. That ltas important,
because the iron hoops were good for rnaking tools when the
keg f inalIy \'¡ore out.

McKay Ì{as anxious to get Iron Mouthr s dried bison meat.
He was trying for permission from his superiors to build a
blacksmith shop so that he would have better trade goods.
In the meantime he traded with what he had, and trading went
fairly vreI1. McKay felt his Hudson's Bay Company goods were
better quality than those soJ.d by the other companies.
McKay was also happy that Bethsy lived in the post. She r¡as
a good interpreter, and she made all her people r not just
her family, welcome at Brandon House.

Trading went on for hours, and ended towards evening.
Iron Mouth kept some furs, Iooking forward to another day of
testing Big Shot's trading ski1I.

Settling in For the Summer

Over the next few days the family discussed their p1ans.
They decided to stay at Brandon House for the spring and
summer. They gradually built up their camp. They put in
stakes to tie up the dogs, a platform to store goods, a rack
to dry meat, and a shady outdoor sheller for summer. Thèy
were joined by five or six other lodges as the summer wore
on.

Many of the Hudson's Bay Cornpany men had Nakota wives, or
wives of other Native nations. John McKay' the Big Shot 'was married to Mary Favel, whose mother was Cree.

À few days after Iron Mouth's family arrived, while it
was stiLl early spring, Bethsy and other women gathered sap
for maple syrup. The nen helped. They collected sap from
the Manitoba maple trees in buffalo horn cups and birch bark
boxes. They boiled the sap in a big iron kettle, and
poured the syrup into Iittle greased birchbark boxes. The
little ones carried the sap to the kettle, but they couldn't
stay out of the sHeets. Their faces and hands were sticky
smears of sïrup. It tras a festival after the long hard
winter at Brandon House, especially with the food that Iron
Mouth and other Nakota were beginning to bring in.

Àfter maple syrup season was over Bethsy and the Nakota
women made fish traps. Later in the spring the Nakota men
used the traps to catch huge sturgeon in the river.
Meanwhile, Iron Mouth, his son, and the men in the other
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lodges provided the post Ìtith a steady supply of bison and
elk kiLls. The women processed the meat into dried flakes,
or pemmican. The Nakola traded these supplies for a good
profit, since the Hudson's Bay Company needed pemnican to
feed men all over the land -- from the Saskatchewan River to
the Winnipeg River.

Bethsy and other Nakota women made moccasins and Nakota
ctothing, that they sold to the Company and to the English
and French men who worked there. The traders and the
Company depended on the Nakota c1othing, because it was the
best for the country, for their kind of work. Bethsy traded
at a good return.

Trouble at Brandon House

In late spring McKay and nany of the post travelled down
the river in boats, carrying the fruits of a whole year's
trading towards Hudson's Bay headquarters. While lhey were
gone the rest of the English and French v¡orkers constantly
drank brandy. Iron Mouth's family disapproved, because the
women were abused when the rnen were drunk. when McKay and
the men returned up river in their canoes they brought all
sorts of new trade goods. The Nakota camp grew to 30
Iodges, waiting for the new trading season. To start the
new season McKay gave everybody too nuch brandy. The entire
post, EngIish, French and Nakota, was drunk.

In Iate
for a new
blac ksmi th

summer Iron Mouthr s son cut logs with other men,
blacksmith's shop. Mckay had finally go! the
he wanted.

In the fall Iron Mouthrs family moved back north to
Riding Mountain. They didnrt want to stay by Brandon House 

'because the post had used up a1I the forest around for fuel.
AII those people in one place had also disturbed the animals
needed for food;

The next spring when Iron Mouth returned to the post he
found his daughter Bethsy very iII. She had what the
English calLed "consumption". Neither the medicine of the
Nakota or the Company could save her. She died quickly.
Iron Mouth and his \,¡ife adopted Bethsy's baby daughter into
their lodge. This grandaughter became their favourite.

Às the years Hent by lron Mouthrs family came to Brandon
House less and less. Bethsy was gone, and in 1810 John
McKay and his wife Mary Favel died, also of consumption.
Without the master, Brandon House was in a turmoil. Iron
Mouth's family took their business elsetshere. Eventually
Iron Mouth's family and many other Nakota noved eestr where
the disruption of the land and people was less. For years
now, nany Nakota have Iived in Àlberta. There are some
Iarge Nakota communities near Calgary.
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Figure 22 BR.àNDON HousE rN 1910: fthen Iron Mouth carîe to
Brandon House he came from the nesÈ, along lhe same path as theoxcart. He camped to the east of the post, near wheie the two
rnen^are carrying packs. Can you see where the three people are
lrading furs? (orawing by Lairy Janieson, Courtesy o? uånito¡aHistoric Resources Branch)
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Fígure 23 BETHSY¡ Bethsy was
House. She was an excellent
confortable clothing for the
daughter and husband.

lt
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proud of her life at Brandon
interpreter, she made tough,
fur trade, and she loved her



D.'14 ÀIFRED PATRICKIS STORY

ÀLFRED PÀTRICK TOLD THIS STORY IN 1976.

when I was a boy my home was here in Roseau River. I
rrent to school quite a f e!¡ years back, in a residential
school.

À residential school is a place where you stay for all
the school term. You would stay there about nine months,
maybe a little longer. You live there.

I didn't live at home and go to school there because a!
lhe time there was no school in Roseau River. I went to
Pine Creek Residential School. That's up north in the
Ðauphin area. The priest at Roseau River arranged vtith my
parents for me to go.

The school nas run for the government by Roman Catholic
priests. I went to a Roman Catholic School because I was
Roman Catholic. There was a Roman Catholic Residential
school and a Protestant residential school. My parents were
Catholics so I had to attend a Catholic school. À11 the
teachers lJere nuns.

I was only six years old when I left home and r¡ent to
school. I can hardly remember. School was tolally
different from home. My nom spoke EngIish when she wanted
to, but we used our oÎ{n language at home. So I was totally
Lost r,¡hen I first went there to school. The hard part was
being away f rorn my parents. It was really difficult.
You've never been away from your parents for six years and
suddenly you're gone and don't know when you'11 see them
again.

There Has no one else at the school that was like a
parent. If you needed someone or felt sad you Hent and
cried by yourself. ÀII you had was other boys your age. I
don't know -- I shouLdn't say this but it was like a
concentration camp; just like a jail. when I nas eight
years o1d (that's as far back as I can remember) ¡re got up
at six. We didn't have any breakfast. whether you liked it
or not you went to mass at 6:30 and about 8:30 you l'ent for
breakfast.

There was no talking in the dining room. I donrt know
rrhy -- I never asked. But if you talked too much they told
you to 90 to the classroorn without eating. Àfter breakfast
everyone went to cl-ass. At noon again a bell rang. Every
time a bel1 rang you went to something ei.se. There rvas a
be1l that rang after 4:00 and you went straight to the
playroom. About 5:00 the be11 rang and you had to wash up.
Ànother bel1 rang and you had to line up, and so on.
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I was there about five years. The classes were very
strict. I enjoyed the recreation. There was baseball and
hoc key .

I used to get into trouble at school. Getting into
troubte was like a game, seeing what we could get away with.
That was the best part. If you didn't get away with it the
punishment was very strict. I remember one guy who ran avtay
from school -- they caught up lo him and shaved his head for
pun i shment .

You couldn't talk with the girls, even your sister. I
know when I was 12 years old you couldn't even look at
gir1s. They had a separate part of the school for the girls
to stay. They had one big dining room with a boys' section
and a girls' section. There was to be no communication. I
don't know why they did it that way. They only had visiting
time between boys and girls on Saturday and Sunday. You had
to have visiting hours to talk to them. There was a
separate visting room and a Sister there to watch us. Maybe
they didn't trust us.

Sometimes at night we snuck out. The lights were to be
out by 9:00 and all were to s1eep. We used to 90 out and
play outside, or maybe sneak into the kitchen and make
sandwiches.

When I was about 14 I went to a dance. I snuck out about
11:00 with three other guys. We went to a reservation -- we
walked for abou! three miIes. I think h'e came back about
4:00 in the m.orning. They must have had a bed inspection
whil,e we were gone. So they found us missing. we came
through the door and the principal was waiting for us -- he
was a priest. They told us we couldn't go to dances and they
sent us back home. I was kicked out.

That wasn't the first time I was in trouble. we used to
get caught stealing apples and so on. I don' think I was a
bad guy. That's what most of the guys did. we were hungry.
You know, they had dpples by the cases and we got an apple
once a week. I don't know what happened to the rest of the
apples, because it didn't seem like we got to eat them. I
think our best meal nas baloney, so we used to steal that
too.

Àfter Pine Creek Residential School I attended school in
Winnipeg and finished grade 8. Then I worked on a farn and
hitchiked aLl over the States. That was still a way of
learning. Then I came back to Canada and finished grade 10,
and ¡rorked some more. Now I'n a police constable. I ¡rork
for the R.C.M.P, here at Roseau River.
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Àppendíx E

, MODELS FOR CHIDRENS OUESTIONS ÀND EXERCISES

This appendix contains suggestions for questions and
exercises to accompany the vignettes and teachings in
Appendix B. The questions are of two types: review and
recall exercises, and exercises to encourage further
explorat ion.

Coonitive Revie¡r and Recall Exercisee

1. Provide a glossary list or word list. Suggest that the
reader use it.

2. why did it happen? Provide a series of written
statements from the story, each statement having the
structure "À happened because 8". Ask the reader to
indicate if the statement is true or false. (Schemenauer
1979t18).

3. What happened? Make up a short summary of the story, but
insert several incorrect details. Àsk the reader to list
the wrong words (Schemenauer '1 979:30).

4. What happened? Make up a short summary of the story, but
give three optional words at several places in lhe story.
Àsk the reader to choose which word best fits the story
summary (Schemenauer 197 9:40) .

5. Building vocabulary by reading a skit. Make up a short
skit using terms introduced in a story. teave blanks where
the terms would go, and list the terms in a glossary. Ask
the reader to insert the terms where they belong. Suggest
that the readers (2 or more, depending oñ the s[,it) rèãa tfre
skit out loud together (Schemenauer 1979:41).

6. Building vocabulary by solving scrambled Ietters. Make
up sentences using new terms from a story. Scramble the
letters of the new terms. Àsk the reader to unscramble the
Letters.
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7. Who arn I? Make up an imaginary sentence for each
character in a story (e,9. "I did the fo1Iowing...). Ask
the reader to show who the "I" refers to in each sentence
(Schemenauer 1979: 56 ) .

8. vocabulary building by choosing antonyms and synonyms.
Prepare a list of terms from a story. Prepare an equal.
tength Iist of words which are either similar (opposite) in
meaning to the first list. Àsk the student to match the
¡vords with similar (opposite) meanings (Schemenauer
1979:57).

9. Vocabulary building by fitting in words. Make up
sentences which put terns from a story into a new context.
Leave the spaces for the terms blank. Àsk the reader to
choose the terms that fit each sentence, from a list
( schemenaue r 1979l.57).

10. who did it? Give a list of characters and groups of
characters from a story. Give a second list of events. Ask
the reader to match the characters with the events in which
they took part.

11. Follow the author's plan. Number the paragraphs of the
story. Divide them up into segments according to the events
that are happening in each section. Àsk the reader to write
a sentence or two to sum up what is happening in each
sect ion (schemenauer 1979:59 ) .

12. When did it happen? List the events of a story in
randorn order. Àsk the reader to sort out the order of the
events (schemenauer 1979284) .

13. what evidence can you find? Give one or tno statements
characterizing a person, event or phenomenon in a story.
Ask the reader what evidence there is in the story to
support the statements (Schemenauer 1979:100 ) .

14. what was the reason? write two lists -- one of events
from a story and one of the reasons why they took place.
Àsk the reader to match each event with íts reason
( Schemenaue r 1979:118) .

General i zat ions r Vglues and Further Exolorations

15. For the artisÈ. Draw or paint a scene from a story.
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16. For the artist/model builder/architect/engineer. Build
models of things that are mentioned in the reading (e.9.
atlatl, clay pot, travois, conical lodge).

19. For the historian. Guide the readers to intervies
grandparents or other older people. Have them report to
their cLass on the most interesting stories they find.

20. For the map maker/geographer/archaeologist. Guide the
readers to make maps of relevant subjects (e.9. what is at
an ancient site today, what tov¡ns and cities would be under
water today if Lake Agassiz was here, what would a map of
the site in the reading look like).

21. For the news reporter. Ask students to report on events
today lhat are similar to those of the past (e.9. invention,
climatic change, drought ) .

'1 7. Skits and pIays. Àsk the class to prepare a skit or
play from a story.

18. For the storyteller. Ask the readers if they know any
other stories that remind them of the one they are reading.
Àsk the reader to write it down or tell it to the class.
The story could be real or made up.

22. For the biologist. Àsk readers to write down what they
Iearn about animals from a reading, and then add further
research. (e.g. make a field manual about the animals in a
story).

23. Further research. Ask the reader to interview their
parents, grandparents or other elderly person about their
general memories or a particular topic. Make notes on the
most interesting part of the person's stories, or make a
tape. Share the best stories with the rest of the class.

24. For the archaeologist. Ask the reader to imagine the
future excavation of a familiar modern site. Have the
reader write a story about how the archaeologists excavate
and explain their findíngs.

25. For the archaeologist.
accompanying adults) to do a
analysis.

Guide the reader ( and
mock excavation or data
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26. For the storyteller.
they are characters in a
trading woman). Ask the
character teâches us how

27, Compare to our own lives. Point out a lifenay in a
reading and ask the reader to describe a comparable modern
lifeway (e.g. how we get our foods, how we cook, how we
organize our governmen!, how we Ìearn from elders, how tools
are manufactured). Questions could be phrased as: for the
cook, for the politician, etc.

28. For the ecologist. Àsk the reader to rèport. on lhe
modern use of a wild animal,.

29. More things to read. Suggest the literature on which
the teachings and vignettes v¡ere based.

Ask the readers to imagine that
reading (e.g. e1der, hunter, fur
readers to tell a story where the
to do someth i n9 .

30. Places to go, people to see. Suggest museums, sites
and resource people who can fulfill further teaching goals.
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